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Chapter On~. PreliminaricR.
1.1..Introduction (Abstract).
The theol"y of' sa turn ted f'ormation.s introduced by
Gaschthz in 1963 1s now all integral part of the study of
finite soluble groups. Extensions of this theory have since
been obtained by Stonehewer (~)" for the cl.ass of periodic
l.ocally soluble: groups with a normal locally nilpo,tent
subgroup of f'inj te index,. and Tomlcinscn (~), for the class
or periodic locally soluble Fe-groups. Wehrf'ritz (Z') also
develop3d a theory of' basis normalizers and Carter subg;"oupa
f'or the class o.f a1..1homomorphic images· of' periodic sul\.l":Jle
l.inear groups. Much of this worlt Vias unified in a recent
paper ot: Gardiner, Hartley and Tomkinson (7). They introduced-a class 'U of" periodic locally soluble groups and showed
tho.tit is: possible to obtain a theory of saturated fo;..;uations
in any subclass of 1..l \",hich is closed under taking 6u"herc,)~s
and homomorphic :i.mages. Their work covers fo1.1.1the.previOlls
theories except that for I·criod.ic locally- soluble FC-groups,
the situation there being somewhat different.,
;'he class. 'll in many ways resem"bles the class of finite
solublo groups. Indeed a result for finite soluble groupG
wh.ich makes sense in the wider context usually holds for
U-groups. Vie shall show later in this thesis that thin is
the' case with much of the work of Alperin (1), Chambers (5),- -
J!ann (21) and Rose (28).,._ ,...;
This thesis is divided into three chapters and is
organised as follows. In the next section of this chapter'
we describe the resul.ts of Gardiner, Hartley and Tomltinnon
(7) and also some more recent wortc of Hartley (t?), OJ), O~)·- .
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Wealso use aec t.Lon 1.2 to; introduce our notation and
termino~ogy. Chapter one ends with a section in which
we further investigate the Sylow structure of \.i-groups.
In particular we consider the relation between the cet
of Sylow bases and the set of p-complement systems of f.
l1-group. Unlike in fini to soluble~ groups those eets do,
not~ in general~ correspond in a one-to-one fashion.
However, as we' shall show, t.he' situation is f'ar more'
eatisfEI.ctory than one might expect.
In chapter two, 'v~ich forms the bulk of the thee's,
,..,.. ,....
we extend our pr-evious work on r)' -reducers and or·_
Bubnormalizers in finite soluble groups. We shall consider
a f'ixeu, but arbitrary, as -closed subc.Laaa ~<. of' "U. and
a saturated '3'~-formation Cf. satisfying certc.in con.~iticn"j.
We shall define what 1s meant by an "f -system of a "3<.-
group ~ -re?ucing into a subgroup and from this we shall
obtain ~-reducerS' in the usual way. Under certain fuirl~"
weak conditions we shall characterize the ~"-abnormal
subgroups as the self ~-reducing subgroups and the "=J-.-
projectors ne tho celf ~ -redu.cing "f -cubgroups. Vlc then
introduce the concept of an ~-serial subgroup of a 1<,-
group _andshow that, with certain restrictionst a subgroup
II 1s ""~-6eria.l in a ~-g~oup G if' and only if every-7--
system of G ~-reduces into H. In the usual 'way we then
go on to: consider ~-ser1alizers and in particular the
~ -reducers and ~-serializers of' ~-normalizers.
In the final chapter we discuss extensions of the
work of Alperin, Chatlbers and Rose. Section 3.1 cieals with
tha t ot: Alperin C!) an...d sse show for oxamp'l,cthat if' Dl ' D2
arc bnsis normalizers of a 'U.-group G contained i1.. a
v f G th D D are conjug~te in BCarter suogroup j~ 0 .en l' 2 ~
(cf. (Theorem 2,2:,». This result does not extend in gene.re.I
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to' ~ -normalizers ancl r~-projectorr;. However in section
3.2 Vie shall show, generalizing Chamber-s (5), that the-
~ -normalizers are pr-onor-ma.l,in '~.A-g!.oups (i.. c. 'j{A -[2:1'O'l..11"S
with abelian Sylow p-subgroups for each prime p). This
resul t yields a partial ext ens f.on of Alperin's 'I'heoz-em
for ~ -mor-ma'Ld zer-a and ~-pr·ojectors of '".1~~-groups......ie
shall also show that the 'Z'''-noi·malizers of ~A-gT'OUPS
are charae terized as those subgroups whd ch cover the '1"-
central and avoid the ~ -eccentric chf er factors. In the
final section (3.3) \'le extend Rose"s wor-k (28) and cons Ldcr--
the class~ ot: U.-groups with pronorraal basis nC;l'jr!alizers.
We shall show that fj is a 'U.-rorma tion and derive many
of its properties :trom our work in chapter two.
The results in sections 1.3 and .3.1 form the br s ie "
of' a paper (.*9) written jo,intly by Dr. B. Hartley and
myself. Apart fl~om these and the resul to attributed to;
others, the v;ork in this thesis is to the beet of my
knowledge original.
I am grateful to the Science Research Council for
its generous support during the period 1968-1971. I wou.lo.
also like to thank all the algebraist.s who were at the
University of Warwick during this period, in particular
}I'. P. Lockett and D. M. :::acL<::;an,for many interesting
and helpful conversations. My especial thanks go. to my
nuper-vf aor Dr. Brian Bartley' who was a cons tant source
of ideas and encouragement and vIi thout whom this thesis
would never have achieved its final form.
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1.2. :Notation and rrerminolQ_gz.
In t.hLa: section we Ln.tr-cduce the notation and
terminology whf.ch we shall use: throughout this thesis.
We also give a brief resume. of the results on the class
Uobtained by Gardiner, HE'.rtley and Tomkinson (7) and
I'W
Hartley (12-),. (13), (14).- ,_ -
We shall uae capital Roman letters' to denote' groups
and small Roman letters f'or elements of groups. As usual
<, < and <1 respectively denot.e "is t'I. subgroup of ", "is
a. proper subgroup of" ar,/t "ia a norrr:al subgroup of'''.
If w is a set of primes then w' denotes the
complementary set, and if p is. a prime then pt denotes
the set of pri!ues different f'l"O!J'I p.. Suppose tr is a set
of primes. 1m element x of fini te order in a group is
said to be n rr-element if the prime divisors of the order
of x a'l.L lie in the set 1T. A group G is' a 1T-group_ if
every element of G is a n~element.
If 'le is a. class of groups (by which we mean that
'?£ contains all groups of order 1 and is closcd under
isomorphisms) and ~ is a set of' primes, we denote by
~ --... ,,",,*
.:.~ the class o~ 1T-groupa in :';';:'and by ~ the claes of
fini te' ~-groups .. 0will denoto tho class of periodic
locally soluble groups (that is groups in which every
clement has rinitc order and every finitely generated
subgroup is soluble), and 1\. the class of nilpotent
groups. Thus ~ and TL*arc respectively the classes or
rin! te soluble and fin1 to nilpotent groups. VTe shall use,
and assume, the notation of group cl~sses r:.ndclosure
operations' doveloped by P..· Hall and set out for example
in (11) and (27)...... ,,_
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A group is said to be localJy finite if every finite
set of elements generates a finite subgroup. ~-groups
are well known to be locally f'lnitee In. this thesis: the
word "groupU will always mean "locally finite group"
unless the contrary is explicitly stated.
If G is a group and 17 a set of primes, by a Sylow
1r-subgronp or G we mean a maximal 7T-subgroup or G; Zorn' 8
TJemma shows that every group has Sylow w-subgroupe. We
shall denote by Syl7T(G) the collection.of Sylow 7T-aubgroups
of G. The class 5Ei consists of all (locally finite) groups7T
G in which Syl (G) tEl u single conjugacy class.
1f
If G is a group we shall denote by ~(G) the Hirsch-
Plotkin ra.dical of G, that is the unique maximal normal
locally nilpotent subgroup of G.
The classU consists of all groups G satisfying
the following two conditions:-
UL : G has a :finita series
/'
1 = Go, <l Gl <l •••••••••• <1 G = Gn
with lccally nilpotent :factors.
U2 : Every subgroup of G lies in ()~ .
17 'TT
Hartley (14) has shown that condition U2 implies-condition U1. Thus 1JL essentially consists of all groups
which have well-behaved Sylow structure in their subgroups.
The upper 2ft-series
1 : R < RI < ••••••••• < R = Go - - n
of a 'U.-group G is defined inductively by the rules
Ro = 1,.Ri+l/Ri = e(G/Ri); the J\-length of G, denoted
by 1(0), ia the least integer n such that Rn = G.
'1'heclass tl is clearly· aubgr-cup=c.Loaed, and it has ulso
been shown that U 1s closed under tal~ing nomonor-pnfc images
and finite soluble extensions, (2.2, Z), (6.6, ~). Clearly
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U is a subclass of'<5.
By a §Y1ow ba?is o~ a group G we mean a complete set
.2. = {Spl of Sylo'w p-subgroups Sp of G, one fer each pr Lme p,
such that <8 ; pG 1T> is a 1T-group for each set of primes u;p
The Sylow structure of U-groups was examined in (7)-
where, in particular, it W'..8 shown that every ll-group
pos.sesses a unique conjugacy class of Sylow bases, (2.10, 7) •....,
},~orcover,(2.6,7), the complete aet S == {S J of Sylow
- - p
p-uubg roupa is a Sylow basis of aU-group G if and only
if the subgroups sp are pairwise permutable. In such
cases: we frequently writ~
817 -- < Sp ; pe 1T > ,. Sp' = < Sq ; P f. q >.
In fact S1T is, a Sylow 1r-s.ubgroupof G (2.7,. 2) and in
particular Sp' is a Sylow p'-subgroup~ or !2.:.£omnlement,.
of G•. Clearly Sp :::Q Sq'. Thus each Sylow basis of G
determines, and is determined by, a complete system of
p-complements of G. Hpwever the complete p-complement
ays tems of a '\J.-groupneed no t be conjugate and 60 El given
complete p-complement system need not arise from a Sylow
basis (this latter being the case in finite ~oltlble grOl.'ps).
If T Co Syl (G) we say T ~ces into a subgroup II
1T
of G, and write T ~ H, if T n H e Syl (n) , If S = {s 1
. 1T - P
1s.a Sylow basis of G we say that S reduces into H, and-wri te § ~ H,. if .§ f\ n = 1sp t\ H} is a Sylow basis of II.
It is clear thu t R. ~ II if and only if S \1 H for allp
primes: p. We ohall. show later (Lemma 1.3.4) that if G
is: a 11.-group then S ~ II if and only if S t ~ II for all~ p
primes p. If H 1e: a subgr-oup of a 'U.-group Q then, by a
result of Hartley (2.1, 12), there exists at least one
"..~
Sylow basis of G which reduces into H.
Le.t S be a Sylow basis of the 'U.-group G with-
asso:ciated p-cornpleroent system ISp,J. Then
D. = nNG (f3) ::: (\:trG (S ,)p ,p p' P
is the basis normalizer NG(§) of 11. The basis normalizero
of G evidently form a complete conjugacy class of subgroups
o:f G and in f'act behave very much like the system
normal1zers of a f'1nite eo l.ub.Le group (J~.6, 7). In.....
particular they; are locally nilpotent.
In the' following lemma we collect the results we
shall require on the Sylow: structure of u..-groups.
Proofs of these and similar results can be found in
section two of Cl).
I,emma1..2...1.
Let G € tl , N ~ G, II, K ::.. G with II ~ IfG( K).. Let 'TT'
be a set of prirr-es, S a rr-subgroup of G, S (;:Sylrr(G) ,
1{
8
1f
, E 8yl7T' (G) and~ a Sylow,basis of G. Then
( i) (a) S1T (\ N € SY~rr(N),
{b) S N/U € Syl (GIN),7T 7T
(c) S7TS7T' = G.
(11) If S n N e ssr (N) and,Sn/N G Syl (G/N) then S € Syl7T(G).
1( 1T
(iii) If S " II € Syl (H) and S f\ K e Byl (K) then7T it
S n HK _. (S n H)(S (\ K) e SY1rr(HK).
(fv) (a)
(b.)
(c)
s ~ N,-
JiN/N = {BpN/NI is e Sylow basis of G/N,
If S ~ H,K then S ~ lIK.- ,...,
Let .Q.. be a totally ordered set and G an arb1 trary'
group. By' OJ neries of type.a of G \,,:0 mean a set
(A V • 0 e.Q.) of paf.r-s of subgroups of G indexe·d
0' a·' .
by 1.2 and sa tisfy1.r.g
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(i) V <lA for all a ~Q_a a
(ii) A&..s "« if' cl... < a
( iii) G-l=- aYn (Aa - Va)
wher-e G - 1 denotes the set of non-identity elements of G
. and Aa - Vo the set of elements or Aa which do not l..elong
tc. V • Such a' seriea is called a normal series if the
o
subgroups Aa, and V0 are all normal in 0, and is a chief
series. if in addition Aa/Vc; is. a minimal normal 8u'hgroup
of G/Vafor each o (;;.n. Every normal series can be refined
II
to' a chief series, but in gerrer af Jordan-Holder theorer.l6
do, not hold ror series of this kind. Every chief factor
of an 6- (and hence '\.l.-)group is an elementary abeLLan
p=gr-oup (possibly infinite) for t,ome pri.me p, (25),,..._,
(4.31.,. 27). If G cC5, then the intereec tion of the
'"
centralizers of the p-chief' factors of 0 is 0 , (0), the'p p
largest normal <S ,<5 -subgrou.p of G (3.B~ 7). Hence (!_(G)
p p -
1s the intersection at: the centralizers of the chief factors
I
of' G.
If II/K 1s a chief fa.ctor of an arbi trary group G v:e
denote 'b~r AG(n/K) the' group of autorlorphiAIDs 1.nd-ucedby G
on H/K. Thus. AO(H/K) ~ G/CG(H/K). If Gee, p io d. prime
and '\~ io some class of groups we denote by CG('\~,p) the
intersection ot the centralizers in G or those p-~hief
factoro- U/K of 0 for y!hich AcT(H/j{)c~ • This group is
called the (~,p)-centralizer of o.
Let ~ be a a.-closed subclass of 6. A subclass
'2.~of f) 1& called a ir~ ,p)-prAforma t!£!l 11' the following
two conditions are satisfied :
PI :
-;J-
""1""These conditions are automatically satisfied if ~~ is
a !D -forma tion, that is a m-closed subclass of SO such
that ~ nRj-E ~ Z.
Let 'J( be a o.~-cloGed subclass at'll; weobtain
sa turn ted ~<.-forma tions as follows. If' 7T is a non-empty
Bot of primes, a 'j(-preformation :function f on 1T...
associates with each p e1T a ('3< ,p)-preformation S-(p).
The saturated 1<,-f'orma.tion defined by of is
0- = ~(f) ='j( n 67T n pQ'ff Sp,(5p·r{p)·
~ ia in fact a~<-formation (4.2,7) and consists of,... .
all n--gr-cups 0 in.'1< such that for all pe 7T and p-chief
factors H/K of G, AG(H/X) e f(p). As usual, every
saturated'le -formation ~(f) may be defin.ed by El "K-
preformation. function which is integrated, that is
which satisfies f(p) ~ ,...~(f) for all pe 7T (4.3, 2). All
the preformation functions we consider will be assumed
;
t.o: have this property.
If G € 'l< and H/K is a p-chief factor of 0 we' say
H/K isra;-central if pf.!7T and AG(H/K)€ f(p), and
~-ecccnyric otherwise. These definitions are independent
of the j'-preformation function f which defines ~
locally (4.4,. 7). For short· we cull the (f(p) ,p)--
centralizer of a 'J' -group G the f(p)-centralizer and
denote it by· Cp(G). Cp(G) is: juot the intersection of
~the centralizers of the ~"-central p-chief factors of G,
and in view of (4.4., ]) is independent of s. From
condi tion: r2 we also have G/C (0) G f(p).
p .
If S = {s J fa a Sylow basis of a J(-group G then,., p
the ~ -normalize}'"' of G as eocLa ted \71 th S is the subgroup~---"--.-",-----,,,,,,,.,.'_'_"'--'---'-"''''-----w
D ::::Orr rv pQrr NG(Spt (\ Cp(G».
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,..,..,\
The 0 -normalizers o~ G form El characteristic con jugacy
-,.cf.aae ot: subgroups of' G and mor-eover- belong to ~\ (1+.6, 7).-
A subgroup II ot: El. group G is aa i.d to cover- the
section U/V of' G (v .q U ~ G) 1~ (IIn U)V = Ut and to
avoic'i. U/V if H{'\ U = H n V. If D is an ~-normalizer
of a ~<'-group G then D covers each '7t-central chief :factor
r-«
of G and avcd.da every :J'-eccentric chief fa.ctor (4.6, :).-
However the ~ -normalizers are not in general chai-ac t.eI'ized
by this covering/avoiding propeL'ty. D also covers every
f"'f'! .~-factor group of G.
We now quote three useful lemmas en ':}\-normalizers.
Proora of' these and similar results can be f'o\md in
~y
section four of (7).~
Buppoe.e G = RH a'l{ where If ~ G and n is a nor-n.af
Ln.-sUbgrOUp of' G.. Let T be: a Sylow basis of If, R the- -
um que Sylow be.s Le of' R, and let S = SRT 1. Then_ (p pI
(i) Cp(G) ("\ H s Cp(H),
(il) Cp(G) = R(Cp(G) n II) s RCp(H),
(lii) !l is' a Sylow basis of' G and if' D and Dl are ,
r-eapcc-td veIy,. the '?;'-normalizers' of G associated with
R. and of II associated viith;E, then D C'\ n = DIe
Lemma 1.•2..3.
I,et D be the ~ -normalizer of the "l{-group G
associated with the Sylow basis S o~ G and suppose-
D < II < G. Then. C (H) < C (G) f\ H and if S r-educes:- - p -p ,.,
into H then D is contained in the ~ -normali2.er of"
n associated with S t'\ u.-
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Lemma 1.2.4.
Let G G l( and suppose that the s.: -residual (that
is. the un i.que sma'LLea t normal. subgroup with I':§. -factor
t,; "1,
group) Gil of G is abelian. Then 0;) is complemented in
,....
G and the co~plements are precisely the ~\-norrealizer6
of G.
If ':J.~ is eny class or groups an ';:-projecto_£ of a
~,.
gr-oup G is an: ~'-subgrouj) X of G such that whenever
X .5. II .5. G, K <0 Hand H/K e~ then II = IL"t. The main
properties of '31-projectors or"l<.-groups are summarized
in our next lemma; as usual proofs may be found in (7).-
JJernma 1..2.5.
r.et 'j{ be a as-closed subclass of U and '3, a
sa tura ted "3< -forma tion. Then
(
(1) Every 'l<'-group poaee saee a unique conjugacy class
~of ~ -projectors.
(2.) If G ~'J<' then each ~-projector of G contains an
~ -normalizer of G and each ~-normalizer of G lies in
an ~-projector of G.
(3) If Ge ":l<. (\ (~'\)~ then the ~-normalizer3 and
~-projectors of G coincide.
(4) If G G ':It (\ (L.TU2~ then each ~-normal1zer of G
H-lies in a unique ~ -projector of G.
(5) If If <! G €J<. and D 1s an ~"\-norrnn.11zer (r esp,
'i.-projector) of G then DN/N ls an ~ -normalizer (r-esp ,
~-projector) of G/N.
(6) If G == RH wher-e II .5. G and R is a normal Jl.-
aubgr-oup o~ G, then every ~-projector of II has the form
M'.:E C\ Ii for some O'-projector E of G.
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(7)· (Ganchlltz) Let H ~ G €'l<' • If HIN is Em ~-
projector of' Gin and X is an 'l- -projector of II then
I"Y:.X is, &IL ~"-projector of G.
In chapter 2. we shall show that if G is a
1{" (~.:n)2~-group t.hen there is a natural relation
between an ~ -normalizer of G and the unique "';-
projector of G containing it.
Jl Ls the saturated ll-formation defined b.y the
U-format.ion f'unc t f.on .f(p) :: 1, on the set of all
primes. Tho ')'l-nOrItalizers. of U-groups. are preci.Rely
the basis normalizers. The ~projectors will be
called the Carter subgroups" but in U-groups gener-ally
(unlike finite soluble groups) the~.rare not characterized
as the self'-normalizing J'l-sUbgrOups.. In chapter 3 we
will investigate basis normalizers, Carter subgroups and
the relation between them in ll.-groups.
In '(12) Hartley studied ~-abnormali ty and related,..... -
concepts. The following lemma (2..2., 12) is the starting-
point for his results.
~e.t U be a maximal. subgroup of a u'-group G and
let K ~ CoreG(M) = xQo 1-,iX. Thon Q/K has a unique
minimal normal subgroup u/K which 1.VK complements.
II/K ls an elementary abelian p-group fc:r some prime: p,
A maximal subgroup }J of a tl-group G is said to
be p-maximal if M complements a p-chief factor o-f G.
If ~\ is a sa tura ted J<-forma tion and G € 1{, U ie;
sald to! bo an "§ -norr:al maximal eubgr oup of G if p € 1T
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and M/CoreG(M)€ f(p); we write lA <)~ G. Otherwise M is
said to be ~-abnormal in G. It is clear that a
,.,,, ,.....
maximal subgroup 01"' a J\,-group G is ~...-normal in G-if and only if' it complements an ~t -central chief fac tor
of G; hence, by (4.4, 7), this definition is independent-
of the ~ -preformation func.tion which defines ~ •
An arbitrary subgroup II of a 1< -group G is said
~to"be ~4 -abnorme.l in 0, and we write II >4,....,G, if'
:r
whenever If ~ M < J.J ~ G and M is a maximal subgroup
,..,.~
of' L then M is t1'-abnormal in L.
If G is ~1 arbitrary group, a subgroup H ot G
ia said tQ be abnormal in G if x €CH,Hx> for each
element x in G; we write II)'4 G. II is said to be
quasi-abnormal in G if every aubgroup of G containing
II is self-normalizing in O. II ls pronormal in G if
Hand nX are conjugate in CH,Hx> for each element
x in G. Hartley (12) showed that 1.'01" subgroups of 'U.-,..,.
groups the concepta "abnormal",. "quasi-abnormal", and
" ~ -abnormal" coincide. ,...,.
Hartley's f'irst major result (3.5, 12.) on ::J'--
abnormality is. the following
IJemmB1..2.7.
The 'j\-projectors of a "K -group G are precisely
the '1\ -abnormal ~-subgroups of G.
In particular" notice that the Carter subgroups
of' a 'U-group are precisely the abnormal .:n.-subgroups.
A subgr-oup II of a J(-group G 1s said to be
~ -Hocer;.~,9bTlorrnalin G if there exfs tc an crdinal er
end a chain (H!3 ; j3 5. CJ) of subgroups or G cuch t~'\at
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HO = II,HI3 )4~Hj3+l for all i3 < a, HA = (3l}A_ III3 for
limit ordinals A ~ a, and Ha = G. Such a chain is
r-·f•
called an aRcAndtJJp.' ;r-fJbnOl'ma.l cllFl.1n from II to G.
If' II can be. joined to; G by such a chain of f'ini to
,._.,.
length we shall say that H 1s ~"-s'l2J:?Q..'l2:~fLl in G.
Hartley's second major result (4.1, 12) is,....,.,
Lemma 1.2.8 ..
Suppose: G ej(. Then every ~ -normalizer of' G is
~ -suoabnormal in G and every ~-ascendabnormal subgroup
,...,..
of G contains, an ;:.r -nor.·rnalizer of G.
In particular
Corollary 1.2 ..2.
If Gell r then every basis normalizer of G is
subabnormal in G and every aecendabnorma1 subgroup of'
G contains: a ba.sis normalizer of G.
For ~-projectors a parallel situation occurs.
A subgroup H of a 'j't -group G is '~-crucial in G if
H )4~G and H/coreG(H) €'U1 • H is ~":'subcrucifll in G
if there exists a finite chain
., H=H <H1_< <II =0o - - n
wi th IIi '?i -crucial in Hi+l for C ~ :1 ::. n-l.
~
I/cmma_h2.10. (4.5, 4.7, 12.).-
Suppose G G"J<.. Then every ~ -projector of' G is
~'-crucial in G and if L is an ~~-subcrucial subgroup
of G then every':$ -projector of' T.J is an ~ -projector
of G.
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Le t H be a subgroup of an arbi trary group et and
.n. a to,tally ordered set. By a .§..E_'!_rie~ _Qf_!~.~p'" f.!:2Iil
IT_to, G we mean a set (Ao ' VG ; a ~ n.) of pairs of
aubgr-oup s of G containing H and satisfying
(1) Va <3 Aa for each a C.o,
(2) AcI.. < V if cl.. < a- a
(3) G - II = U Aa, - Vo"o cn
"{.'e shall say that H i.s serial in Gt and iyrite II !:.~ G,---
if there is some series irom H to G. This concept is a
rather far reaching generalization of subnormality. It
turns out that if G f"Ll, then a subgroup H of G is
serial in G if and only if every Sylow basis of'G red.uces
into II (rrheorem 2.3.12); this r enut t in of cour-ee 'Ncll
known fur finite soluble groups. We shall later define
the concept of an 'O"-oe1"ialsubgroup and show that, under
certain condi tions, a similar resul t holds for '34 -scrial
subgroups of'J<..-grouP?_
Again let II be a subgroup of an arbitrary group G.
By an H-c~sition se~~ of G we mean a composition
BP-ries of G considered as a group with operato~ domain
lI, the elements of H of' course acting by conjugation.
Thus an H-composition series of.G is a series
( Aa ' Va ; a e:Q ) rr-om 1 to G such that II normalizes
each Aa. ano V but nor-na'lt aee no subgr-oup st.rictly
(1 ,
between them. A factor or such a series is called an
B-_co:rmosit.ion factor of G. If X/Y is an H-cor.rposition
factol",of the 6-grouI> G then X/Y is a chief factor of
t.hegroup HX so is an ele!'!'lentaryabelian p-group for
SO:"10 prime p; in this case we say X/Y in an H-cor:n)()i'd. tion
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We say X/Y iG~an "a"'\ -central H-composi tion p-
factor of the 'J< -group G (H ~ G) if p c 1T and
~I(X/Y) € f(p). Otherwise we say X/Y is "?;t-ecce~t.ric.
Clearly X/Y is an ~ -central H-composi tion factor of
G if and only if it is an '~-central chief factor of
HX. Thus, by (4.4, 7), this def1ni t10n iff Lndependerrt,..
of the preformation function which defines ~. For
II-composi tI on factors: of a. 1l-group G the concepts.
"Jl-central" and ,"Ii-central" coincide; an H-
composi tion factor X/Y being H-central i1' [H, JS] ~ x,
and H-eccent.r~.c. otherwise •.
To end this section we briefly mention some of
the mor-e interesting subclasses of U and state a
I
further result of Hartley (Theorem E, U) which shows
the structure of 1.1 -groups.
'1 , Y\* r.:1..*~ contains the class (~,~)~ of periodic
locally soluble groups having a normal locally
nilpotent subgroup of finite index (~). A theory of
saturated formations, which can.be obtained by taking
. * *'l<. to be (Wl ) (5 in the Gardiner, Hartlcy, Toml~inson
theory,' was developed for this class by stonehewer (E)·
\i'also contains the class ~ of homomorphic imagcs
o:f periodic soluble lin:-ar groups (Theorem .AlF ~).
Vie. t.her-ef'or-e obtain a theory of saturated formations
in the c l.anc [, y.:hich extends the theory of basis
normalizers and Carter subgroups developed by
Wehrf'ritz (35). A recent r-eaul.t of l.IcDougall (2L~) shows
"- -
that 1.l also contains every roetabelian group witIl the
L'1inima.l cond i tion on normal subgroups.
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An arbitrary group II has rinite (nal'cev special)
rank if there exists an integer n > 0 such that every. -
finitely generated subgroup of Ii can be generated by
11 elements, and the rank of H is the least integer 11
with this property.
Using 0'1.. to denote the class of abelian groups,
Hartley's structure theorem is: the following
Theorem 1.2.11.
Let G b-e a U-group with Hirsch-Plotkin radical
R. Then Gin is a countable al.2e;*-group of fini te
rank. ThusLt .5. (J1)0\2 ~* ~
We remark that Hartley also gives an example ()Jj.)
l
tha t shows'U. is not contained in the class (J\.)2 r:,* •
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In this section we prove some further results
on the Sylow structure of 'U..-groups. We begin by
investigating the relationship between Sylow bases
end complete p-ccomp lemen t systems.
r.e t 8 be a Sylow basis of·a '\A.-groupG and let-
1 Tp' J be a. complete system of r,-complements of G. Then
ITp,l 1s t.he !1-complement syst.em associated wit'l1a
Sylow basis of G if' and only if'Sp' ;>: To:)' for all but
J
finitely many primes p.
Froor ..
Suppose first that ~T ,1 is the p=corapLemen tp
system associated with the Sylow basis ~ of G. Then
...!:'l = 1'.xfor some x in G. Since the subgroups T generate.- ..-.... . P
G there exists a finite set u such that x € T • If
1T
P 4= 11 then x € Tp' so that Tp' =- Tp~ = Sp" as claimed.
Conversely suppose that 1T is a finite set of
primes such that Tp' :::sp' for all P~1T, and let n = 11r1.
We show by induction on n that there exists an elr:ment
xx in G such that S , = T , for all p. This will showp p
that f'1' ,1 in the p-c onpLemerrt system aaaoc f.at.edwithp
xthe Sylow basis S •
N
If n = 0 there is nothing to prove so aSSUJlle that
n > 0 and let q be a prime such that Tq' ~ Sq'. Then
T = sYq, for no~e element y in G and since G = 3 ,Sq' q q
we may suppose that '~re. s • If p is a 'Prime such thatq
h J ) QYTpt == Sp' ten P 1" q so y€,sp'. Oonae quen tLy Tpt == .....p"
and so' 'fl" f s~, for at mos t n-l primes r. By the
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inductive hypothesis there is an element z in G such
yzthat Tpt = Spl for all p, and the proof is complete.
Corollary 1.·3..2.
Every p-comp1ement system of the U-group G is
associated with some ByLow basis of G if and only 1f
G has a normal Sylow p'-subgroup for all but finitely
many primes, p ,
Proof.
Suppose that t.here 1s.an infinite set 7f of
pr1mes such that for pE 7f a Sylow p" -subgroup of G
is not normal in G•. Then.G possesses' two dI s t tnc t
SylOVl pr-subgroups for each pe 1T, and hence two
complete p-c'Oroplement systems which differ at infini 1.f:ly
many primes •.By 1.3 ..1 one 01' these cannot be associated
with a.Sylow basis of G.
The converse ia immediate f'rom 1.3.1 since any
tWOI compLet.e q-complement systems of G agree at the
prime p 1f G has a norrral Sylow'p'-subgroup.
The following lemma is :fundamental f'ormuch of
wha t fo.llows:
LemmR 1~.
Let ,a be a Sylow bas1s of all-group G, H a
subgroup of G and 11' the set of all pr1mes p such that
S, does not reduce into lie For each pE11' let T, be' El
p P
Sylow. p'-subgroup of'H. 'fhen
(1) 11'is finite
and (1i) ISp' n II ; p~~1TI U ITp' ; P €1r} is the
p-complcment system associated with some Sylow basis
of H.
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Proof.
By (2.1, 12) there exists a Sylow basis U of G,_ N
reducing into H. Le t 0 be. the set of all primes p
such that Sp' -I Up'. Then 1-: ~ 0 and a is 1"ini te by
1.3.1. Hence 7T is finite. Furthermore !U ,(\H} isp
the p-complemcnt system of If associated vii th the Sylow
basis U t"\ H; since S , ('\ H = U , C"'\ II if p.h a, (ii) is- P P ~
immediate f'rom 1.3.1 •.
Corolla~Ll .•3..l+.
Let R. be a Sylow basis of a'tl-group G _~nd II a
eubgr-oup of G.. Then S ~H if' and only if S ,~Ii f'or all-. p
primes p.
It is clear that if S ~ H then S ,~II for all p,,..., p
The converse is immediate from 1.3.3(ii). For 1n
this case·7T = ¢ so that {Sp' t"\ HI is the p-co~plement
sys tern associated Vii th some Syl()w basis T of H. '1'hU8-
T :: [) (s , (\ H) = S (\ II, and S ~ H ror each prime p.
p yrp q p. p
Our next result is analogous to Theorem B of
!
Alperin (1) and provide8, together with Lemma 1.3 ..3,,...
the basis f'or the proof's in section 3.1 of our
extensions at' Alperin's results (1).,...
Le t 'FT be a set of primes and P a 7T-subgro'Upof' a
'\j..-grou.p G. Suppose that P normalizes some SyloVl 7T'-
subgroup of G and that X is a 7T'-subgroup of G
cerrtr-a Ltaed by P. Then there is a Sylow 1T' -subgro'lp
of G normalized by P and containing X.
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In the terminology of Alperin (l)~ X is
'"
extendible. V/e shall deduce Lemma 1.3.5 from the
following result.:
Lemma 1.3.6 ..
Let P be a rr-subgroup of a 1....l-grouT) G and suppose
that P normalizes the SyloW' 1ft-subgroup S of' G. Then
Proof'..
Suppose that R is, a. normal subgroup of G such that
the lemma'holds in G/R. We shall deduce that the lemma
holds in G provided that ei ther (a) H is a 1T-group or'
(b) R is a 'ITt -group. The lemma then follows Lnmedf.a tely
by indu.ction on the Ln.-length of G.
Let C ::: CG(p) and x-.x the natural homomorphism of
G onto G ::: O/R. 'l'hen P is a 1T-subgroup of' G normalizing
the Sylow 1ft-subgroup S of G and so since the lemma
holds 111. G we have S ~CG(p) = Clln say. Clearly C .s. Cl-
Nov:Sn/R f\ cl/n = (S f\Cl)R/R, and this is a Sylow 1f'-
subgroup of Cl/R. Furtherr.1ore S " Cl " R == S " R is a
Sylow 1T' -subgroup of R since R 4 G: consequently S r. Cl
1s, eo Sylow 1ft-subgroup of Cl by 1.2.1(i1). Since P
, I
normalizes S we have
(1)
Case (a). R 1s a 1T-p'roun. Equation (1) gives £!:"s n Cl] ::: 1
and so S (\ Cl ~ C ~ Cl. It is now clE-ar that S" C ::: S (\ Cl
1s a Sylow 7f'-subgroup of' C.
Case (b). R is_~. 1T'-grouJ?. We show first that S f\ Cl ~ C2
xwhere C2 = CH.. In fact Jet x € S (\ Cl" Then RP :-.:RP and
xso, since P and Pare SylOVl 7T-su1Jgroups of RP, we have
P ::: pxY for some yE. R. Since R ::. S this gives xy C Hs(r).
Since P already normalizos S, NS<P) :-.:CS(p), and so
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Xyecs(p) .5..c. Thel"'efore x~CR = C2, as cIa tmec.,
Since C~ ~ Cl it follows that B2 = S n C2 is a
Sylow 7T'-cubgronp of' C2• now R < 82 so 82 == n(82(\ c).
It now follows easily that 82. n C is a Sylow 1T' -subgroup
o~ C and since B2.~ C == S n C the proof of the lemma
is' complete.
proof of 1..3.5.
Let S be a Sylow 1T' -subgroup of G normalized by P
and let C = cG(p). Then X .5..C and by 1.3.6, S ~ C is a
Bylow 7f'-subgroup of C. Hence X ~ (S t'\ C)Y == sy (\ C
for some Y re e, and clearly P normalizes SY.
The final result in this section generalizen a
theorem of Shamash (~). The proof is due to D. Hartley
and we are grateful for his permission to include: i there.
Theorem 1.3..1. (IIart1ey).
Let S be a Sylow basfs of the "U.-group G and-
suppose that for each ~€A, E reduces into the subgroup
HA. of G. Then,§ reduces into: )...QA H}I..
It is easy to see that 1.3.7 is an immediate
consequence of the following
JJel11m8 1.3.8.
Suppose HA. .5..G c'll, ()...C; A), S G 8yl1T(G), T € Sy11T, (G),
and St T ~ II}\- for each 'k€ A. Then S, T ~ )...QA HA.:
Remark.
In contrast to 1.3 ..8, if S C Syl (G), H,K < G and
, P' P -
S ~ H,K then 1t does not follow that 3p ~ H f'\ K even ifp
G € S*...For let G be the symmetric group on h Let ter-a,
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H::::< (l~), (123) > , K = < (12), (124) > and
S2-= < (13), (12.34) > e' Then 82 reduces into both
Hand K but not into Hn K = < (12) >.
Proof o,r 1..3.8.
Suppose that R is- a nor-mal subgroup of G such
that the lemma holds in G/R .. "le shall deduce that
the lemma holds in G provided either (a) R is a
1T-group or (b) R is a 11" ··group .. The lemma then follows
by- induction:. on the ill-length of G.
From the symmetry in the statement of the lemma
it is clearly sufficient to consider only case (a).
Now SR/~, Tl~/R are, r-eapec t.t veLv , Sylow 1T- and Sylow
1T'-subgrcups of G/R reducing into HA.,R/Hfor each A.E A,
so since the lemma holds' in Gin we have
s;1/R , TH/H \! ('Qt\. H)...R)/R.
It is clear that 1.3~8now follows from
Lemma_!.3.9.
Let U be a normal 7r-subgroup of the 'll-group G,
S a Sylow 11'- and T a Sylow 11"-subgroup of G. Suppose
that S,T reduce into subgroups HA.of G (A.€' il) and
SiN ,. TlT/N reduce into x/n where X = Q (JIA..N).T1len
s,T reduce into II ::::QI\ HA..•
P~.
By hypothesis. SiN , 'ruin ~ x/IT so that
(S f\ X)/if € SYl7T(x/n) and (rr t\ X)lVn € SY\r,(X/N).
Since N is a normal 1T-subgroup of X it folloY,s easily
that S C'\ X C Syl (X) and T t'\ X e svi ,(X).
1T . ~
I.et A.E." •• By hypothesis T f'\ HA..G: Sylrr, (HA.)' so
T f\ HA..e Sy1rr' (HA.,H)since IT is a 1r-group. Hence
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T (\ H", ::: T 1"\ H",Nand T (\ X .5. T n Hi\.. Since "11,. is an
arbi trar:t member of A we therefore have T t'\ X .5. T n H.
But T ~ X so 1t follows that T (\ II ::: T f\ X is a Sylow
7T'-subgroup of'R, i.e. T ~H.
By 1.2...1(1), X =- (T \"\ X) (s n X) ::: (T f\ II) (S t'\ X),
so the modular law gives H =- (T t\ H) (S t"\ n). Since S is
e. 1r-group and T is a 7ft-group it is now clear that S n II
is a SyloVi 7r-subgroup of H, which completes the proof'.
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Ch2.pt.er Two. ~-r8d'\.'lcer8 and ~-seriRI :t~;ers.
In this chapter, \'thichforms the bulk of thicr
thesis., we extend the theory of 0' -reducers and
;t-subnormalizers which was developed in (8),(9)- -
for finite soluble groups.
2.1 .. Ba.sic defini tiona aT.,] elementary consequences.
We shall assume throughout Chapter 2, except
where the contrary 1s explicitly stated., t.hat the
following hypothesis holds.
IJy]?otheois 2,.1.1.
':1< is a o.S-closed subclass of'U , "a\ = '"a', (f)
1s the saturated "l-<-f'ormation def'ined by the 'J<..-
pref'ormation funct1on, § on thn set of' pr-Imes 1T,
Elnd:f satisfies.
(2.1.2) 'J( f\ Ro~(P) = f(p) ror all pe u;
A preformation function satisfying 2.1.2 will
be said to be R -closed.-0----
It 1s obviously desirable that tt";jt-reuuceI's"
( )
~,4
when definod depend only- on tf' and in no way on
the preformation function which defines ~. This
dO~3 not appear to be the case without 2.1.2.
Before giving th~ basic definitions we prove
I,emma '2.1. ~.
Suppose H ~ G C 1< , p e 1T and S c SYlp' (G). 'I'hen
the following three statements are equi'Valent:-
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(i) there exists, a normal subgroup K of H such thatp
H/K € f( p) and S n C (G) ('\ K e Syl. ,( K ).p p p p P
(ii) there exists a normal subgroup K of II Auch thatp
Kp < Cp(H), H/Kp e ..c(p) and S" C (G) ('\ K (7: Syl ,(Ie).- J- p p p P
(iii) B/(R "C (G) e: <5 of(p) and t.hcr e exists a normalp p
subgroup Lp of H such that H/Lp e f(p) and S o Lp is D.
SyloVi p'-subgroup of Lp.
Proof.
..
(i) => (1i). Suppose that K 4 II, II/K € f(p) andp p
*S n Cp(G) r'\ Kp e SYlp,(Kp). IJet Kp = Kp t\ cp(n). Clearly
If<J~ is a normal subgroup or Ii contained In Cp(H). Also
H/K; € J< n Rof<P) = f(p) and S n Cp(O) (\ K; e Sylp' (1\;)
so (ii) follows.
(ii) => (111). Again suppoae that K <I H, H/K t:: f(p)p p w
and S n C (0) ('\ It € Syl ,(K ). J.Jet T e Syl (K ). ~'henp p. pp pp
K = T(S n C (0) n K ) and hence K (H" C (G» = T(n n C (G».p p p p p p
Therefore Kp(H t\ Cp(G»/(H (\ Cp(G» eSp. Since
H/~(H n Cp(G» € af(p) = f(p) it follows that
B/(n n Cp(G» eSpl-(p). rr we now take Lp to be Kp
then. (ii1) follows.
(iii) => (i). If H/(H (\ Cp(G») G Gpf(p) there exists
a normal subgroup Up of II such that II/Up c:: [(p) an.d
U/(H (\ Cp(G» € Sp. Set Rp == Up n Lp. Then H/Kp € f(p)
since .t. is Ro-closed , and S (\ K € Syl ,(K ) since-'r· P p P
K ~ IJ • Now U I(n t\ C (0» i8 a p-group 80 S f'\ Up =
p p p p
S r, C (G) t'\ H. Thus S C\ C (G) (\ K =- S f\ K G Sylp,(Kp).p p p p
. Hence (iii) implies (i), completing the rroo:f.
Let !i = {SpI be eoSylow basis of the 1{ -group G
with associated p-complem~nt systen {Sp'}. Let
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3' { ( 'j\ ~2 = l sp' n cp G);. pG 'TT};.§ is called tho j~~l~f
G associated with S.
Since the Sylow bases of G are conjugate so are
the 1"'f -systema or G. The '; -cior-ma.lLzer- of: G associated
with the Sylow. basis J~ clearly normalizes the ~ -system
~
S·" of G.- ~
Le:t II be a subgroup of G. We say' the ot-system:
~2 of G strongly reduces into II if' fS ,n 0 (0) (\ C.,JH);pC:'TT}P P l.J
is: an. "3'-system of H..
~M'! :f
We say.§ \S-reduc...e_ainto H, and write ] '~H,
!~ th€re exist normal subgroups Ie of II (p e ~r) and an
~ p
O1-system T ' of H such that K < 0 (n) , II/K € .e(u) and. _. p - p P J.
Sp' (\ Cp(G) t'\ Kp = Tpt n 0p(II) t'\ Kp for each pe 1T .. We
""-"t"f! ~ ~say' th::.lt S~ a"-reduces into If to the \3'-system T of- ,...
H.
Using the results in section 1.3, Hartley (5.2,~)
proved the following simplifications of theAe definitions:-
J.,emma2..1.4.
Suppose H .$. G€1(. and Jj~ is an ~-OY8tem of G. Then
~,
(i) S strongly reduces into II if and only if"-
Sp' n Cp(G) t"\ 0p(H) e SYlp,(Cp(H» for each p€1T.
-,(ii) S~ ~-reduces: into II if and only if there exist....
normal subgroups K ot: H (p e 1f) such that fOl" each pe 1T,p
K < 0 (H), !IlK e .C(p) and S ,,, C (G) (\ }{ € Syl ,(Kp).p _" p p J p p p p
From this- result and Lemma 2.1.3 we have
Coroll~ 2.1.5.
Suppos:e II ~ Ge-j(. nnd ;: is an '1r-sys tem of G..
Then the following are eg_uivalent:-
(i)
';!'
8'3' r:r, ~oJ -reuuces- into H,
(ii) for each prime p err there exists a normal subgroup
Kp o:f H such that. H/lrp e JCp) and Sp' n Cp(G) n Kp ia
a Sylow p'-subgr'oup of K •
P
(lli) f'or each prime pC:: 1T, II/(n n C (G» eoG §(p) andp p
there exists. a normal subgroup L of n such thatp
!IlL € f (p) and Sin L G svi t (1.1 ).
-1;> P P P P
Remark~.
1. Since the 1-(p)-centralizerc of' c."X-group arc
Lndependerrt or the '''-preformatlon function whlch defines
~, the notion of' strong reducibility is. also independent
of such an s.
2. It would appear f'rom the definition that ",-
reducibility depends on the preformation f'unctiona:.
However" by a recent unpublished result of B. Hartley,
if" "f is; also defined by the R -closed 'K-preformationo
runc tf.on {~ then weak f- and weak !-~reducibili ty coincide
(in the terminology of (~». Since our defini t~.cn
"~-r€;ducc:3" coincides with Hartley's "weakly f -reduc(;;s"
the concept of 'Z"' -reducibi1i ty is· also independent of
the Ro-closed preformation function which defines~.
3. It is clear that" strongly r-educes" implies "':r -reduces".
4 .. If S is a Sylow basis of aU-group G then the LIt--
system s~ is. just the p-comp1ement system. ot: G associated,.,.
wlth s. In view of 1.3.4., the concepts of strong-
l'educib11i ty and i.\'\ -reducibili ty coincide with the
usual definition of reducibility for Sylow bases.
If If is. a subgr-oup of a 1< -group G there may exist
no ~-8yotem of G which ~-l'educea into H (Exanple 2.1.13).
Vc therefore muke the following definitlon:-
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A subgroup H of a 1(-group G is ~ =connect.ed
to, G if t.her-e is, some ~ -system of G which ';f. -reduces
1nto H.
Suppose R ~ G €~( and S is a Sylow basis of G.-
(1) If II/{R t'\ C (G» e:G -j{p) for each p€'iT and
- p p
S ~ II then f3~'~ H.
N ... 3'
(11) II 1s r;r-connected to G 1f and only if :.rOT each
prime :p e 1T" II/{n t'\ Cp(G» eGpf{p). ,..
(iii) If' H Ls ~ =connec t.ed to a and S ':lH then S~ \;, H.
",.. ...... ~
(tv). If II 1s. ~-connected to G and a C~ then II :z'1' •
Proof.
(i) is immedia.te from 2.1.5 if we take I, to be IIp
for each p€1T ..
(ii) is immediate from 2.1.5, (1) and the fact that
there is some Sylow basis of G which reduces into H
(2.1, g).
(111) is immediate from (1) and (1i).
(1v) If a (!'S then ever'y chief' factor of G is ~-
central, BO;' C (G) = 0 , (a) by (3.8,. 7). Furthermore
p pp -
a, and hence H, is a 1T-gI'OUp .. Thus, 1f H is ~ -connected
to.G 1?hen from (11) we deduce that If/{n ('\ Cp(G» is an
GpfCp)-group for each p t31rand hence that II belongs
to ".1< n () G;p'~pfCp) =~, as required ..tt p .. tr .
The following lemma :'..s another unpublished result
o.f' B. Hartley.
Lemma 2.1.7.
r-t,;' ,..,.#
Suppose II ~ G €.,J\,.. Then H is ~i -connected to G
if and only if' for each pe 1T there exf s to a normal
subgroup K of' H and a Sylow p' -su'bgroup S , of Gp P
6ueh that the following two conditions hold:-
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(1) every H-composltlon p-factor of G centralized
~by Kp is ~~-central,
(ii) Sp' ~ Cp(G) f'\ Kp e SYlpt (Kp).
Proof.
~ ,.'to,.....
If H is -:r -connected to G and S" is an ;:J'-system-
of G which 'O\-reduces into H then there exist normal
subgroups: K of' II (p € 7T) such that H/K € f(p) andp P
. Sp t 1"\ Cp(G) (\ Kp (Z SYlpt (Kp) f'or each p e 7T. Clearly
every II-composition p-fac"tor of' G centralized by Kp
I""r!is \,,\1-central, so the two condi t tons are necessary.
, To prove that the conditions are sufficient we
show by induction on the Jl-length of G that II/(n (\ Cp(G»
is- anG !<p)-group ror each pe 11"; the result is then
p
an imnediate: consequence of' 2..1..6.
We may clearly assume that the Lll-length of G is
greater than zero. Let R :: ~(G), and let p be an arbitrary
member' of 1(. Set Cl/R = Cp(G/R). If (J1./R)/(n/R) is an
Im/R-COI!lposition factor of G/R then A/B is' an 1I-
cor.tposition factor of G. If furthermore (A/R)/(B/R)
iEr n p-f'ac tcr of G/R centralized by KpR/R then A/B is
centralized by Kp and by hypothesis, is therefore ~-central;
hence (A/R)/(n/R) is an ~-central lrn/R-composit10n
factor' of G/R. Thus every HR/R-c,omposition p-factor
of' G/R centralized by ~R/li is ~-cen tro.l.
l~ow0p(G) ccnt.r-at izes every "a'-central p-chief'
fac:tor of G above n, 80 Cp(G)R/R ~Cl/R. From condition
(ii) it follows that (3 , n C (0) t\ K )n/R er Sylp' (K1)R/R)p p p
and since this. subgroup is contained in Sp,H/R (\Cl/H (\ KpR/R
we have Bp' R/R t\ C1/R n Kpn/R c Sylp' (KpR/R). Thus
conditions (i) and (ii) arc satisfied f'or }m/H by the
normal subgroup Y~R~1.
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Applying our inductive hypothesis to G/I1.we hnyc
(HR/n)/(HR/R ('\ cl/n) e Gpf(p) and hence
Hn/(H ('\ C1)R eepf(p). However lin/(rI ('\ cl)n ~: II/II f\ Cl'
so therefore H/H" Cl e Sfc p) •p
Let D be the intersection of the centralizers of
~the ::J"-central p-chief factors of G below R. By (4 ..1, 7)
N
Cp(G) ::: D C\ Cl." Since 1(n RoSp{(p) .~Gp§(p), it suffices,
to complete the proof, to show that n/n f"\ D €5pf(p).
Now D contains C (0) so from condition (ii) wep
have Sp t n D f"\ Kp CS SYlp t (Kp) and hence Kp/Kp" D G (5p"
Let u/v be an ~-central p-chief factor of G below R.
Then K ('\ D centralizes. U/V by defirti tion of D, and Rp
centralizes U/V by (3.8, 7). Refine the series,...
1 <l V <1 U <l G to an H-composition series of G and let
LIM be an II-composition ructor in this refineI:1ent lying
between V and u. Since Kp/Kp n D is a p-group and Kp(\ D
centralizes IJ/M it folloYJS from (3.2., 7) that K also,.. p
centralizes L/M. By h~othesis therefore, L/M is an '"5'-
central li-conposition factor of G. Since R centralizes
u/v, and therefore LIM also, it follows that I/M is an
"?r -central p-chief factor of 1:11 and hence that C (HR)
P
centralizes L/M. Thus C (lIR) centraJ.izes every H-
p "
composition factor of G in this refinement which lics
between V and U. ]'rom (4.11~ 7) we now deduce that-
oP(c (ER), tho e -residual of C (HR), cen tr-a l.Laee »/»,p p p
Sir.ce this: holds for all such u/v Yle have X = 01' (C (ER» < D.p
Hence II (\ X < Hn D.
NowR ~ Cp(HR) by (3 ..8, 2) so that HR == HCp(HR).
Thu:l H/(B: n Cp(HR» ~ lIRICp (En) e f(p). Since
{Hn C (rm) )/(lI n X) is Lsomor-phf,c to a subgroup of" thep
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p-group Cp(Fffi)/X, it £'0110w8 that H/H f\ X GCE~p~:(p).
But II (\ X 5.. H (\ D so we f'inally have H/H f\ D CG...:;_ ·S(p) $p
whdch as above completes the proof' ..
The property of' being'?; «connec t.ed does not depend
on the Ro-closed J< -preformation i'unct1on S which de f'Lnea
r"T"
jJ" .. 'l'hls: follows el thor from the fact that the concept
II~-reduce.s" does: not depend on such ans or alternatively
from 2...l~7 once we remarl: that whether an II-composi tion
~~ ~rae tor is -::.~-central or not depends only on ~'.
The next four Lemmas arc due to B. Har tLey and
proofs can be found im (12).-
~ N!Let Ii be an ~..-system of the :}{-group G.
(i) If pG 7T then S t n C (G) :; 0 dNG(S t (\ C (G))).p p p p p
(i1) I.e Jj'=ft. ~-reduces into the subgroup II of' G to the
IT. "§. ~~\-system T of H, then T is uniquely determined by..... ,....
!i~ and is moreover independent of f·
t.emna 2.1.9...
Let If be a subgroup of a'l<'-group G and suppose that
~II contains an "'f-normulizer D of G. Le t T be an ';-system..... ,..~
of Hand S a Sylow basiG~of G extending T. Then S strongly,... - ,_
~ ,..,..
reduces into H to T • In particular If is. :J"-connccted to G.-
Rem./-trl,;_.
The fac t that II is "?i" =conncc ted to: G in 2.1.9 follows
also from 2..1.6. For Gle (G) (?""'& since s- io interrrntcd,p .
and therefore 1I covers a/ep (G) since the '5~-l1ol'm~l:!.zer
D does. lIence If/HC'\ Cp(G) is isomorphic to the i·(p)-group
G/Cp(G) and, by 2.1.6, If is "~-col'Jlectea to G~
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Lemma 2..1.10.
...", "1/
Suppose G C;; J\. and each Ii" -preformation
f(p) is' closed und ez- taking normal subgr-cups (p € "IT).
Then every 'j\-system of G strongly reduces Lnto every
nor-maL s.ubgroup ot: G.
Lemma 2.1.11.
Suppose that j=(p) ::: sf(p) for each pe 11".
1~ ~ ,,:r-.:(i) If' H ~ G e '- f! is:m :';"-system of II and Q is A.
Sylow basis of G which extends X then Q""S; "!'-reduces
~into- H to T •- 'j. ":'{i
(i 1) If L ~ H _< G € 1<. , and S , T- -' ~U arc...
of 0, II, and L respectively such ""', f'<I'.that S~ ~-reduces into....'Ji> , •.~
to tT then S:';'~\..re·duces.... -~ .~H to T and r_r ... · '!'-reduces intfJ' L- -;f\
into I.I to U •
.-.J
r
Corollary 2.1.12.
Suppose f(p) ::: S§(p) ['or each p err and GE'J-<' •
Then every subgroup of G is ~-connected to G.
This corollary fo1lowo 1..10rereadily from 2.1.6.
For if II ~ G then H/lln Cp(G) is isomorphic to a
subgro.up of the f(p)-group G/C (0), and therefore lien
p
in the subgroup-closed class rep). Thus by 2.1.6(1i) H
ls '?i-connected to G.
At this point we give an easy example to show that
the 01tuation in general is far f'r ora satisfactory ..
F.xamn1e 2..1.13.
We take J{.' to be the class r:E;'f of finite soluble
~groups. Let ~ be the class of b -groups in which the
basis norm&11zers are 2-groups. It is easy to check that
an ~ -formation. Notice that the symnetr-Lc group
_-;r.I,_
~ ••t'
on three lettera shows that "'-""~h::' is not closed under
taking normal aubgr-oupa , Let § be the ('2;*-forrlution
,. \ "',..,.
f'unction on the set of' all pr-Lmes defined by j·(PJ = ':'::".
f'01~ all p , and ~ the saturated E'5:< -formation defined
by £, i.e. ~ :::"f\.*~.
Consider the wr ea th product Cs "\, ~3 of a cyclic
group Cs of order 5 by the cymmctric group en 3 letters,
the wreath product being taken with respect to the
natural. representation of h3• Let Z be the centre of
this group, l..e. the "diagonal" of the base group, and
I)
set G ::: (C5'\, h3)/Z. G Lo a group of order 5'-.3.2, and
is- the semid.irect product of an elementar:r abe ltan
group N of order 52. by Z.y Let H be the unique Sylow 3-
and K any Sylow 2-SUrJgl'oup of hy It is easy to see that
,....~
0, HIe and H all lie in ~~ but that M ::: rm does not belong
to:~ • NowM 4 G but by 2.1.6(iv) M is not "'=!~-conncc~ed
to O. Thuf:l:no· ~-syste.m of 0 ~-reduces into M, showing
the necessity of the condition in 2.1.10.
~Since Q e tr, C (0) =- 0 t (G) for each pr-Lme p ,p pp
Hence C3(G) :::U, C5(G) ::Nand Cp(G) ::;G for IJ f 3,5.
Since HK supplE:mentcr C
1
/ G) in G f'or each prime p, it
follows, from 2.1.6(ii), that HK is ~-ccnnected to G.
~ ~ "l:'rhus the unique Ol-systco,§ of' the >.l~-gr()upG must
'3-red.uce into UK to the unique o;-cystE:'~r:1l of HK.
Sinc€. ¥J{ also belongs to '1"" the same reasoning
shews that C3(EK)'::: II and C:p(HK) :::IrK for p -I 3. Hence
~ 6 ~H is. j\ -connected to m:, by 2..1. ,. and the undque :;'''-
~ ..
ays tem T of" HK must therefore '1\-reduce into H•.....
. However II n CS(G) :: II (\ H ::: I so that HIH (\ C5(G)
~ 1I ~ G;f(5). Therefore H is not ~-connccted to G
I :;
and since ucr"'§ this 8110":8 that the converse of 2.1.6(iv)
~ ~
is' false in general. Moreover S ,..§ -reduces into me to T'",.... -
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3' ",-.. 1-'::#
and T -';I'-reduces in to II but s:"~'- ..... ,._....does not :Si -reduce into H.
Thus '_~-red1.lcibility in genercl is not "tr8.1131tivc"
(cf •. 2.1.11(1i». Finally H is 'S\-connected to HK and
~~ ~~HK is ;,j' -connected to. G but H is not .......-connected to G,
80 't"'-connectedness is also not transi t rvo in general.
It is easy to see that thit' example also shows that
the nAxt two lemmas are false in general.
IJem,ma2.1.lL~ •
Suppose that ~(p) :.:Sf(p} for each Iie tr,
r.>, '').
U _< E < G €J" t and E e"~. If 8'" is en \,I' -system of G- ~~
rz; rr:.
which 'l-reduccs into E then S" also ;.'i'-reduces into· U.-
Proof •
.it must ~-reduce into E to the unique j'-system
,tr of E. But U is ~-connected to E by 2.1.12, 80,...
T'=fJ. '!'-reduces into U. The result is now immediate frat}-
2.1.11(ii).
Lemma 2.1.15.
Suppose that £<p) = St(p) for each pe 'II and
< G €J(. If s"} is an ~-f)ystem of G which ~ -- ,..,.II ~ J_,
reduces into L then there is an element y in L such,....
"'::J'~' ~-tha t S ~··-reduces into H.
'"
Proof.
~~.. ~ ~
Suppose that S" ~\-reduccs into L to the ':t-r_
system T'?Jof L•. llow II is ~-conTl('cted to I_,by 2.l.12r- "t.
so there is some ~\-system l..YOjof L (ye L) which "31-
~,
reduces into II.. Since: SY clea~ly '?.~-r0duces into L t.o
~
TY.wthe result fo11o\'!s imn;ediately rr-om 2.•l.1l(ii).-
Suppose that S(p) = !>f(p) for each pE tt ;
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'''t.-'' (';t,
H ~ K ~ G E ~\. and ,,£" is an r"'~;\-system of K into which
,.."" 1" ~the ~'\-syst.em S of G :"-reduccs.-
into II then rr'~\~-reduces into H.,..,
If ;P aLeo "'?~-reduces-
Proof.
-:-; r::r. -:t.
since!l :l'-reduces in to K to 1:.", t.her-e ext e t.s
for each p € 1T a normul subgi-oup L of K such that~ p
T ,('\ S (K) ('\ L •
P P P
r-e:also ~\-reduces into H then there exists for each
prime p €1T a nor-ma.L subgroup VI' of H such that H/Vp € §(p)
and. S t ('\ C (G) r\ V (! S••rl ,(V Lp pp' p p'
Now HIlI (\ Lp C! f(p) since it is isomorphic to Et
subgroup of the !Cp)-group K/Lp. Hence H/Vp ('\ JJp e §(p)
since I: in R :-closed. Since V n L is a nor-ma'l subgr-oup<1- 0 p P
of V we also have S t n c CG) (\ Cv (\ L ) e Syl ,CV ('\ L ).p p p pp pp P
Thus Tp' (\ Cp(K) (\ (Vp n Lp) == Sp' ('\ Cp(G) (\ (Vp n Lp) is,...,.
a Sylow p' -subgroup of' (V (\ IJ ) and T~\ ~-reduces into
p p -
II~ as; required.
'\
'fhe followine 1emma is our induction weapon and
iH used crucially in the proofs of most of our major
results.
!Jemm.q 2.l.ill.
Suppose H is a subgroup of a'l<-gl')oUP G and Ris
a subgroup of the Hirech-Plotk1n radic~l of G normalized
,...
',j ,.....
by H. Let S be an ~-system of G. Then
"-
(1) II is: '"f-col1..."lected to G <=> HI~ is '?Jl-connected to' G.
(2)
(3)
~ ~ ',\ ~If' Sw-reduces into II then S':l ;t-reduces into HR.
r.. ,,-
If' s~ '"f-reduces into II and (by (2» SZ\ j"-reduces',.... .....
into 1m to the
Furthermore if
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~.
(1) By (3.8~ 7) R < C (G) for each 1)1'117 .. Thus...., - P
HR f\ Cp(G) = CH ,\ Cp(G»I~ and HR/HR t'\ Cp(G) £": H/H-t'. Cp(G).
We now obtain (1) as an immediate (;onseq_ucncc of 2..1.6(ii).
"'Oi ,.~(2.) If 8 ti"-reduces in to n then im is- '_',.\l' =connec ted to
G by (1) •. Also, lly 2.1.5,. there exf.e ts for" each p € tr a.
nor-mar. subgr-oup IIp of II such that H/IJp €' .f(p) and
Sp' (\ Lp e S:tl t (L ). Then L R <i I-m and HR/I. E isp p p p
isomorphic to the fCp)-grrmp H/lJ (H (\ R). Since Hp
normalizes R and Sp' ~~ R we havo, by 1.2.1(ii1),
Bp' n L~ ~(Sp' n Lp)(8p' (\ R) € SYlp,(LpH). Thus,
\11 ,.._..
by 2.1.5, S ~"-reduces into HR.,..,
(3) SuppoGe s~ ':l...lI and (by (2» ~~~~. -reduces into Jill
tI'W ~, ,._
r ....d - 7·
to the o'-system ';r et: nn. 'fhsn there exist normal....
subgroups K of II such that K < C (H), H/K C3C(p)p p_ p p J
and Gpl (\ Cp(G) f"\ K e 8:,>71 t (K ) for each pe 1[. Therep p p
also exist normal subgz-oupo L of' HR such that Lp ~ Cp (lIR) ,\ - P
HR/Lp e f(p) and Sp~'n Cp(G) f\ Lp :; Tp' " Cp(HR) C'\ Lp
for each prime p tZ 1[.
Since R ~ ~(G), Sp'l'\ R :; Tp' n R is the unique
Sylow p' -subgroup of' R. But R < C (G) " C (1m), so' from- p p
1.2.1(ii1) we deduce that
Spt (\ Cp(G) ('\ LpR - (Sp' 1'\ Cp(G) C'\ Lp) (Sp' (\ Cp(G) n R)
= (Tp' (\ Cp(IIR) n Lp) (Tpt (\ Cp(HR) ('\ R)
_ Tp' ncp (HR) ('\ LpR C SYlp t (LpH) •
Now ER/LpR € C(p) so II/H ('\ L R € r(p). Let V :; K n II R.. J p J. p p p
Clearly V is El. Ilo!'tlal subgroup of II contained in C (II),p p
and since f is Ro-closed we fm.-·ther have H/Vp € §(p) •
Pinally T.
D
, n C1')(lIR) n Vi) ~ S ,("\ C (G-)r\ V is El. Sylow
... .L P P ~ P~.\.
P'-sul);;roup of V since V <l K • Thus T ~ Ii, as claimed.~ p PP"" r§-
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To complete the proof it remains to sl10w that if
xGHR and TX~'-:;,H then G~~~.H. Indeed if TX-:"\ H (xc nn)
.... ~ "_":t' ~ r;
then there exists for each pe 17 a normal subgr-oup W ofp
II such that VI < C (H), Ii/V! e :~(p) and 'rx, r, C (BR) (\ Vip-p p v p p p
is a Sylow pt-subgroup of' YIp. Let.Xp = Wp" Vp. Then
is D.. normal subgroup of H such that X < C (H) andp - p
'.
~
H/Xp Cf(p). Since
s;, (\ Cp(G) r\ Xp = (8~, n Cp(G) (\ LpR) (\ Xp
- (Sr
J
' f'\ Cp(G) (\ LpR) x n Xp
= er t t'\ C (rm) n T.. R)X" X
P P P P
= T;, (\ Cp(li.~) (\ Xp € Sylp' (Xp) ,
as required.
Our next result is a generalization of 1.3.7. The
proof' is again due to 13.Hartley and we are gra tef'u'l f'or
his permission to'.include it here.
Theorem 2.1.18. (lIartley).
Suppose that (in 2.1.1) 7T is the set or all primes
and £(p) = Sf(p) for all p. Suppose further that
( )
~,... ,......_HA. ~ G A., a A and 2 is an ~-system of G which ~'\-
reduces into HA. for each ~ e A" Then r:_':5\ \ AQA HA·
The proof of this theorem is, ae usual, by
induction on the ~1rL-length or 0, so before giving the
proof we have tOl briefly discuss the behaviour of
t""'!!~-Bystems under homomorphisms.
If 11 is a normal subgroup of a. 'J(-group G and
S is a SyloVl basis: of G then SN/N is El SyloVl basis of
"- -
GIN by 1.2.l(iv). However the §(p)-centralizers of G are
not homomorphism ilivariant (in general we only have
:r'Cp(G)N/H .5. Cp(G/N) ) so that ~ n/H i8, in general, not
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an 'a-system of GIN. Hartley Cl.?) showed that there is
however a r-eaeonabIy natural way of obtaining a
corresponding ~-SY8 tern "'nCs 1') of' G/r:;.. 1;Voreproduce
Hartley's argument to clarify the terminology we shall
adopt in this situation.
Let Q be any Sylow p' -subgroup of C (G) and letp
S be a SylOYlp' -subgroup of G which reduces in to Q.
Consider the subgroup
'\1(Q) == SHIN (\ Cp(G/N).
Cp(G) centralizes ever-y ~-cent.ral p-chicf factor of G
ab0ve l'T, so CP (G)NIN ~ Cp(G/n j , Sin ce G/C p (G)n t. i(p ) ,
C (GIN) and G (G)rVn centralize the aame set of p-chief'
p p
factors of GIN .. Thel"efore by (3.7, 7) the norma1izer,..
in GIN of "VN(Q) is the same as that of 8N/lTf"\ Cp(G)H/lT ="
(S ('\ C (G) )H/N :: Qn/N. Since Q is pr-ono r-maI in G it
p ,
folloVls that IfG(Q)N/u is the'normalizer in G/N of' ~H(Q).
Thus, by 2.1.8(i), the subgroup ~H(Q) 1s uniquely
determined by Q and independent of S.
Therefore given an '3--system S~ of G there is a~
unf que.Iy determined ".f-system ~lJ(~) ::; ! \1"t(8 ,(\ Cp(G» J
'" ~ <Ill P
oi', G/H. Hartley goes on (5.7, 12:) to prove the follow:!.ng-
Let ~7I be an ?i -8:78 tern of: the'lt-group G and N ~ G..
Then '\>N(~~) 1s an O--Eystern of G/N and if Jj'-1 ~-r(~tluces
into the subgroup II of G then 'Jl"(J.i~) ~-reduccs into' RH/n •.,
Corollary 2.1 ..20.
If' H iG 'l-connec ted to G(1<' and H ~ G then
EN/N is ~-connected to G/N.
Wewill r-equt r-e the following pa r t.LaL converse
to 2.1.19.
-L1-0-
Suppose N ~ H ~ G €. 'J{ , N <l G and II is ~~=connec ted
to 0•. If'ff' 1s an ,jL~-aystem of"G such that ~",.(81) ~-
1~ -
reduces into n/H then s"f "~:-reduccs into H.-
Proof ..
"'..
Suppose '__'H(~?)~JH/N. 'I'hen, by 2.1.5, f"or each pcrr
there exists a normal subgroup Lp/lr of' lI/N such that
(n/In/CL. lId a f(p) and S ,N/N 1\ L /N C'Z Syl ,(I, /N). Prom~ p p p P
this and 1.2..1(i1) it is clear that L ie. a normal su.bgroupp
of If nuch that li/L G" (p) and S f n L e Syl ,(I~ ), forp .., p p pp
each pG tr, Since H 1s, by hypothesis, ,."'.~-connected to G
i.t fol10V'!8 from 2..1.5 and 2.1.6(11) that S1-~'LIi, as required.
- ';1
Rem8rk.
Lernma 2•.1.21 is f"alse if VIe remove the hypo tbee.f o-that H is ;i'-connected to G. For in exampLe 2.1.13·
M/tl is ~-connected to G/If but 1[ i6 not ~-connected
to G.
Before proving Hartley's theorem we require a
i"urther lemma •
.Lernml't 2 ...1.22.
Suppose G = HH € 3,(' where R is: a normal ...1l-t;ubgroup
~ ~
of G and H ~ G. If" t.he. .,"'-system it of G "'§-reducea into
H then Spt n If 1\ Cr/G) e SYlpt (Ht"\Cp(G» for each pe 1T.
~2..t. ~.
Suppose that B~~\ II and let p (!1T. Then there' is a#'. 1;
normal subgr-oup Kp of II such that H/Kp € f(p),.
Kp s Cp(H) end Spt n Cp(G) t\ Kp C SYlpt (Kp). Let Rp'
be the w11que Sylow p'-subgro~p of R. Then RKp is
a normal subgroup of G :: RH and Rp t S G Sylp' (RKp)
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where S ::: S ,(\ C (a).1\ K • Set N ::-.HG(Hp';3), and letp PP.
T be a 8;;t1owpt-subgroup of E containing 8.. Then
S = T ('\ Kp so tbat T 5. FlI(S). Renee Rp,T < H.. Now
Rp,r is a Sylow p'-subgroup of G 00 Rp,T e SYlp,(H),
and hence:
o ,(N) < R ,T < R ,H.p - p - p
Since G/RK r.: H/K (H (\ H) C f(p), every p-chiefp p
f'actor of' G centralized by RK is :.r-central and hencep
centralized 'by Cp(G). Suppose conversely that U/V is
an ~-central p-chief factor of G and let C = CG(U/V)•.
1?henR < e by (3.8, 7) so that G ::: HC. l~owS is a Sylow- -
Pt-subgroup of Ie and S < C so Ie c/e 1.sa normal p-o p _ p
subgroup of' He/e = G/e. From (3.3, 7) VIe deduce that
H
K < e and hence that K R centralizes U/V.. Thus KJ)RP - P .
and ep(G) cerrtr-a Lf ze the same set of p-chief fa/~tors
of G.. and so, by (3.7, ]) l.ro(s , (\ C (G» = :trG(S ,(\ }ConR).T p P P F
Since R ,S Le a Syloi'l 11' -subgroup of RIC contained inp p
S , f\ RK we have NG(S , f\ C (G» ::: NG(R ,S) = N.
P P P P P
Lemma2.T.8(i) now gives:
S f n G (G) = 0 ,(N) < R ,H.
p P P P
X ::: S t rv c (G).. Then X :: R ,( S t ('\ C (G)" If )
p P P P PLet
by: the modular law. Since X is a Sylow p'-subgroup of
Cp(G) it f'oLl.owa that X 1s also a Sylow p' -subgroup of
R )' (H (\ C (G». Thus: if Y is a Sylow p" -subgroup of
I P
H ~ C (G) containing S ,,, H (\ C (G) then X :: R ,Y.p p p p
Therefore Y < X(\ H ::: S ,('\ If n C (G)" and hence
- p p
S , (\ H (\ e (0) := Y c Byl ,(Ii n C (G), as claimed.
1) p p p
We distinguish two cases:-
-L1-2-
Case (12. IAI is finite.
,...
Let A, € A. Since tJ,:;r ~.'r.HA.thore exists fOl' each....
prime p a normal subgroup LA of H. such that LA. < C (11.),
p ~ p - P 'I..
H./I.lAr c j'=(p) and S , " C (G) n T..A. c svi I (r..A.). Since,... p p p p p p
~ is a 'l{-f'orma tion and -§ is in tegr-ated, the "f -
~ f...residual H~ of HA. is contained in Lp for each p. Clearly
v. f... , 1:' ~S , ~I L ~ so S , .,t II. for each p. Thus by 1. 3.1~, S 'a H}'"
P p' P I~ - 1\
and in particular S ~ H~ for each p.
p '3'
Since every p-chie:f factor of HA. above HA,.. is 0"'-
central, (3.8,2) implies that Cp(HA,)/H~ ~ 0p'p(HJ!H:').
Therefore L~/H~G QS G5 for each prime p. LetpI A, pt P
MA./H~ = 0 ,(Lh./H~); then MA..<3 I:"" SOl S ,~ MA.. SinceP ~ P P 11. P P pp.
Sp reduces into H~ and U~H~ is a p' -group it folloVls
tha t s also reduces into l.ff",... Thus for each h.€ A we havep p
Sp ,. Sp! ':1 M~. Therefore sp , sp, ~.1 AQ-Ji..M~ , by 1.3.8.
Set Mp = I~A u~ ,. r..p = "A,.QAL;. If cl.. GA /then
Lp/(Lp " M;) is isomorphic to a subgroup of the p-group
L~/M~. Thus L~Mp €l!n~Gp :=.5p• But we have already
shown that Sp' reduces into Mp so it follows that Sp' \l Lp.
Set n = ~QA Hi\.. Again let .I..€'1.A. Then H/H(\ L~
is isomorphic to a subgroup 01" the f(p)-group H.I../L~ ,
eo' by hypothesis belongs to f(p). Since IAI is finite
it follows that II/Lp € 'J< n RO,l<P) = f(p). Thus for
each prime p ~e have a normal subgroup L of ff suchp
that H/L e S(p) and S ,,,, L CZSyl ,(L ). Since II isp p p p p
':F-connected to G (by 2.1.12) it now follows, f'rom 2.1.5
,..r4
and 2-.1..6(ii), that S~ ~-reduces into H, as required.-
Case (2)~ lA! arbitra~.
The proof' in this case 1s by induction on the
J\-length of G. Since there is nothing to prove when
l(G) = 0 we asswce that leG) > 0 and set R = ~(G).
-4j-
....
Then,. by 2..1.19, 'Vn(lJ;:'¢) is an ~-syste!n of G/Hwhi ch
~-redl1ces int.o JI,J{/H
VR ( S"£i) ';.,,~ L/n wher-e I.I,- ',;I-S~· ';f-reduces in to L,,..
"';t ,..,
By case (1) ~'" ~l-reduces in to IJ ("\ HA_== 1ft ...for each t.. e 1':...
Therefore by 2..1.16, :£.-.j "'-reduces into Mi\.for each t..CA.
Now H == DA Ht.. == l:;:'~'i},,;,,,' so by 2.1.11( ii), it suffices
for each A.C j\, so by' ind.uction
== G).USY)· Dy 2.1 ..12 and 2.1.21,
,_. I'}!
say to the -;r-system T· of I....,.
to prove that T·-:;~...H.,.. ....
Let A..~ A. Since R ~ T~ ~ RHA_we have L == R(L n HA.) -. m.ii\."
Therefore, applying Lemma 2.1.22, T f {'\ C (II)" !:!'\ to app, ....
SyloVl p ' =subgr-oup of MA.. (\ Cp (r.) for each prime r-
T..et Y = (\ C (L) and" Z /Y := 0 ,(C (L)/Y). Sincep p p p p
:r is Et 1(-formation and f is integrated it follows that
. ~
the ~-residual 1J of' L is corrtaLned in Y.. Therefore
L/Y (! ':f and fol" each pr Lne p, C (L)/Y < C (L/Y) =p - p
Hence CpU..)/zp c ~p for each prime r-
Since Zp 1'\ 1,\ and Y t'\ ~!A.. are normal subgroups of
Cp(L)n Eh. and Tpt reduces into Cp(r.l)1"\ lJA. ' we have
T , 'A Z t'\ tIA. ,. Y rv Ht... 'l'herefore T , reduces into Y n Mi\.p P q
far each prime q" and so, by 1.3.h,T'A Yn l1,\e In
. - II.
particular therefore. T ~ Y n M... Now (Z n 1£.. )/(Y n lJ,\)p ~ p,~ II.
is, isomorphic to a subgroup of the p' -group Z /Y so it
P
follo'l:s tho. t T ~ Z ('\ t~'\. Thus for each prime p and A. eA,pp,\,
Tp t Tp' \t zp n MAo.e Applying I,cmma 1.3.8. we have
Tp t TpL\l RA(Zp" M~) :::.zp 1\ n. Since (H 1\ Cp(L»/(H (\ Zp)
is isomorphic to a subgroup of the p-group Cp(IJ)/Zp it
follows that T , also reduces into HnC (L).p p
Now H/li n Cp{J.I) is: isomorphic to a subgroup of the
r{p )-group JJ/Cp (I ...). Th1.lC for each prime P Vle have CL nornal
subgroup H f\ Cp(IJ) of H ~j"i.lch that II/H 1\ Cp(L)ef(p) and
Tp' (, H (\ Cp(JJ) fl SYlp' (H 1"\ CpU.». Since II is ~ -connec ted
to. IJ by 2.1 ..12, it foJ.lows from 2.1.5 and 2.1.6 that i!'J~11
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which, as above, compl e t.ea the pr-oof",
Ta end this section we show the connection between
the present wor-k and the theor-y ol'iglnally developed in
(.§), (2) :for fini teo soluble groups. For the r ematndei of
this section only we shall.assume that each §(p) is a
'l(-forma tion (p C '[f), i. e.'1( Cl R. f(p) :: §(p) for each p," 1T.
In each 'J{ -group G there is' a unique smallest
normal subgroup with fCp)-factor group in G. This
subgroup, the .:f(p)-residual of G, we shall denot'3 by GP.
If' S 18 a Sylow basis or G let '"i.1(s) :: (~3 t" GP; PE'1TI.
- N P
"if\(s) is called the ~-b88is of G associated wit.h S.
- N,...,.
The ""'-bases ot: G evidently i'orm.;a single conjugacy
class. of subgroups of G.
If H ~ G vie say that the ~ -basis ?i"Cli> reduces
into II if 1Sp' n GPn HP; P (! 1T} 1s an'1"-basis of H.
Thus ~CS) reduces into H if and only if there is a,.,.
SyloVt basis.! of II such that spIn GPn HP = Tp't'\ liP
for each p G 1T.
'1'he methods used to prove (5.2, l.g) can clearly
be adapted to) prove
Lemma 2.1.2,2-
Suppose II ~ G ~'l' and '&(8) is an ~-bns1G of G.
Then ":f(S) reduces into H if and only if Sp' (\ GP ('\ HP
is a Sylow p'-subgroup of uP. for each per 1T.
Of course there need not be an ~ -basis of G
reducing into li, but if there is we shall say that
1"'"H is resjd1J~-lly: :J'-conncctBd to G.__ a. __
-L~5-
Lemma ?_!l...24,.
Suppose H < G €'3< and ~C~}) is an '"& -b&sis of G.
rJ ,_.~,.
(i) If. '?reS) reduces into; II then S ~\-reduce:s into H.
..... r""_
(ii) If' II is residually ~l-col1nec ted to: G then II is
'§-connected to G.
(i1i) If' II is residually 1- =cormec t.ed to G then "{it(.§)
~ ,..~".
reduces' into Ii if and only if S'" :l'-reduces into H.-
Proof.
(i) Suppose that '2rC~) reduces into H. Then S ,(\ GP (\ HP
P
is a SyloVlp' -subgroup of HP for each prime pe 11. How
G/Cp(G) € f(p) so GP ~ Cp(G) fo:' each p e 'IT. Therefore
S , 0 Cp( G) t'\ uP G Syl ,(liP) fOI' each pe tr; Taking Kp P f'!'t P
to be lIP in 2.l.5(ii) it is clear that _§:'\!':rH, as claimed.
(ii) is i~~cdiate from (i) and the definitions.
-.
(iii) Suppose H is residually 0' =connec t.ed to G and
let ~(S) be an ~\-basis et: G which reduces into H.,...
To prove (iii) it is surfic1ent (by (i» to prove that
if T~ is an ~-systemof G which ~ -reduces into H
then ~(X) reduces into lie
r.e e pe rr .. Since ~(fl) reduced into H, S , C"\ GP c) liP
P
1s a Sylow pt-subgroup of' HP. Therefore HP/HP n GPe Sp.
It follows that the 6 -residual, OP(HP), of HP is. p
contained in HP (\ GP.
"':$ f"O:" f"'r'.Suppose rr is an "S -system of G which :$"-reduces-
into H. 'l'hcn, there exists a normal subgroup K of II
p
such that H/Kp e f(p) and T , ('\ C (G) n K a Syl ,(lIp)p p p p
Since HP ~ ~ and Tp' reduces into I~ it follows that
T , reduces into HP. But HP/OP(n_P) is a p-group, so
p
we must have Tp' Cl OP{uP) = Tpt f\ HP E: SYlp' (uP).
Since' OP(nP)is contained in HPn GP it is clear that
-h6-
T , n GP n HP == T ,("\ HP C; Syl t (HP). But p ic anp p p
arbi trary prime in 11", so by 2.1.23, "J (T) reduces-into II and the proof is complete ..
Corollary 2.,.!.22,.
Suppose ~f(p) == -sfCp) for each p € 1T and GC 'l<' •
Then 0very subgroup of G is residually~-co~~ected
to G. Moreover if 2 is a Sylow bu sLa of G and H .5. G
,."..then ~(.§) reduces into H if and only if Ji~$ t;j -z-euucea
into H.
Proof.
Suppose H ~ G end p (1T. 'I'hen HIH (\ GP f a iAomoryhic
to a subgroup of a/GP 80 by hypothesis Hill f\ GP C j(p).
Thus HP < H ~ op. It in now cleer that if T 1s a Sylow- --
basis of G reducing into H then '?i (A:) reduces into H ..
Therefore II is residually ~-connccted to G and we have
the first statement of the corollary. The second
statement is now immediate from 2.l.24(i1i).
From 2.1.24 and 2.1.25 it i8 clf!8.rthat our theory
does indeed generalize tho original, and that when
the f(p} are subgroup-closed ~-formations the two
theories coincide.
2(')~...::... -fJ.....:.!'educers.
~Suppose H is an j' -connected subgroup of the
P'r'.
~ -group G and let 8;' be an t-::'4-system of G which rz; -....
reduces into lie Let
= < x GG ;
It is easy to see that t.his subgroup is independent of
~ ~ ~the OJ~ -system.§ of G chosen to define it .. Since :1'-
reducibility is independent of the Ra-closed X-
pr-e ror-ma tdon runc t ton ~ which defines 7t, it follows
that !lG(H ;'a-) is also inc.epe:adent of such an f. The
subgroup RG(H ;7r) is called the '_'-reducer of Ii: in G.
We have already seen t.ha b the .:n.-systems of' a
U-group G are the p-ccomp'l emerrt sve teus associated with
the Sylow bases of' G. From 1.3.4· it follows that if
II < G and S is- ....
then RG(H ;J\) =
a Sylow basis of' G which reduces into II
< x € G ; SA ~ H >. This subgroup,-
usually denoted RG(H)" is called the reducer of' If in G.
As an immediate consequence of' 2.1.6(1ii) we have
Lemma 2.2.1.
If' H ls an ~ -connected subgroup of the 'j{-group
From the results of' the previous section we have
several :1.mmediateconsequences.
,.,._
Suppose that If is an :J"-connected subgroup of
the 1{ -group G. Then
(i) RG(H ;~) is "tt-connected to 0,
(ii) If' Ji~'"is an ~-sY6te;;1 of' G which ~-reduces into
If then S'!' '=S -reduces into every eubgr-oup of G v:hich,...
Proof.
(1) Since H is ~~-coru1ected to G there
,..~
is some :';'-SYSt0Yil
,...~ I'"T.1;.;.\ of G which OJ'' -reduces into H. Let D be the ~ -nort18.1j.zor
ofG associated with the Sylow basis T. Then D normalizes,....
~ d7io ~l 80 that T =. T ~ II for" each element d (;D. Hence- ,... ""
D ~ RG(H ;"f) and , by 2.1.9, RG(U ;~) is "'§'-connecced
to G.
(ii) Suppose RG(H ;'":§) ~ K 5.. G. NowHe.(H ;"~) contains
an ~ -normalizer of G so, by 2.1.9, K is "3'''-connected
to G. Let T be a Sylow oasis of G which reduces into-
both IT and K,· Duch a T exists by 2.2.1 and (2.1, 12).- ~-
H. x"fThen RG(ll ; ;r) = < x€ G;,! \~ II > by 2.l.6(ii1). If
..!'~ ~
T·..·- is nn '"i' -sys tern of G which '3'-re(j_u_ces in to H then-
xE RG(ll ;~~). Hence x€ K end XX 'A KX = K. Since K is
,.._.
~ -connected to G it follows that TX'f\\_K, by 2.l.6( iii),
,..,. "oJ'
and this establishes (ii).
Corollfl.;,.rv 2.2.!'..2.
If S 1s. a Sylow baAis of the 'It-group G reducing-
into the subgroup n of G then S reduces int~ every
. -
subgroup of G containing HG(II).
1
I.emma 2. 2 .L~.
Suppose. f(p) = Sf(p) for each pe' tr, and II ~ G C'j~.
Let X = RG(H ; ~). Then X is self' ~-rcducing in G, i. e.
X = RG(X ;~).
Proof.
Under the given hypothesis II is ~ -connected 'CoG
so there is an ~ -system ~5 of G whd ch ~\ -reduces into,...
H. From 2.2.2(ii) we have HG{H ;"':!'".),....
and RG(X ;"5) ;;; < y CG; R.Y::;"~x >.
then, by 2.2.1 and 2.1.15, there is an element x EIXsuch
,..,.~..=- < x E Gj .§X 't-;or. H >
OJ",~
If' Y € G and flY 0 ~~ X
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I;!
that SYX"ll_H. Th.erefore yx € X and hence ye X. Sinco,., V
y is Cl. typical Generator of RG(X ;y) we have
RG(X ;:r..) ~ X and the result now f'oLl ows from 2.2.1.
Remark.
We haYo been unable to decide whether Lemma 2..2.4
holds if the as aumptdcn that each §'(p) is subgroup-
closed is replaced by the ansumption that H is
~-connected to G.
JJemma 2.2 ..5.
Suppose that f(p) :: Sf{p) f'or each prime pt: 'IT,
and H ~ K s G (!~C. • TheIl RIC(H ;~) ~ RG(H ;~:).
Proof.
Let S be El Sylow basis of G which reduces into both-
Hand K. Then RGCH ; ~1) = < x e G ; ~x1 ';:,.-z H > and
''f ..
RK (H ; "'5 ) = < y C K ; (~n K) s '~t?H >. If ye K then
fJ,y~clearly 'i-reduces into K to (~n }\.)I' so if (~f\ K)Y~
also ~"-reduces into II then 8Y~ "{}-reduces into If by-
2•.1.11(11). It 1s now clear that RK(H ; 'V) ~ RG(H ;'r-).
Lemma 2.2 ..6.
ruppoae that f(p) =s f(p) for each prime p(!rr.
(i) If U s E s G c1<. and E e'5- then E s Ra(E ;:r) s RG(U ;~).
(ii) If II ~ G G""i.ce:: then G = Ho(H :r.J').
Proof.
The first statement is an immediate consequence
ot 2.2.1 and 2..1.14, and the second clearly follows
from the first.
Our' first major task in this section La to prove
tho "homomorphism invariance" of 7--rcducers.
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Theorem 2..2~7.
,...,..
Suppose II is an :;i"'-connected subgroup of the
'l{-group G and L <l G. Then RG/L{HL/L ;~) :; RG(H ;~':.)L/L ..
Proof ..
We first remark that HI.iL 10 ?J-conrlected to G/L
by 2.1.20, so the ~-reducer of lIL/L 1n G/L is defined.
Let S be a Sylow basis of G which reduces into H.
'''''
Then, by 2..1.6(i11)
RG(rr ;~-)
RG/L(IIL/L ;~)
and 2.1.19,
~== <: x tZ G ; Jlx ')~'"i7H >
= < xLtZ.G/L ; "'VL(2
x1l) ~~IHL/r. »,
It is now clear from 2.1.19 that
RG(H ;~)I';L 5.. RG/L(HL/L ;~) •••••••••••• (l)
x"g. "-Suppose that VL{Q ) ~~HL/L. Then for each prime
p ~ 1T there exists 0. normal subgroup V /L of HL/L suchp
that (HL/L)/(Vp/L) C f(p) and SX,L/L f\ V /L C SYlpt (Vp/L).. p P
Now H/li r.Vp a HVp/Vp = lIL/Vp ('£ f(p) and, using
1.2.1(1i)~ we also have S;,f\ VpC SYlp"(Vp). Therefore
HIli n VI) a f(p) }
for each p ~ 11"•• (2)
and s~, n Vp C syip' (Vp>
Let a be the sct of all primes q such that S~t
I
does not reduce into HL. Then 0 ia a finite set by
1.3.3.(i). We define Sylow q'-subgroups Uq, of HI. as
fo1lows:-
Uq' = S~ t (\ lIL if q ~a,
Uqt = any Sylow q'-subgroup of HL contnining
S~, 1\ Vq_ if q e 7T f\ 0,
Uq, =- any Sylow q'-subgroup of HL if' qE'o - 1T.
By 1.3.3(ii), {Uq,J is the q-complement system associated
wi th some Sylo\7 basis of HL. now Jl reduces into HL by
1.2.1(1v),ao· there ie an element z in HL auch that
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Uqt - s~, n HL :for all q. Thus by equation (2) and
the choice of the subgroups U , we have sZ, "V ::
q P P
Since Vp is a normal subgroup
-1
= SXZ (\ V :forp' p
xS , "V :for each p ~1r..p p
of' HL this implies that Sp't r\ VP
each perro But H n V is a normal subgroup of Hand
p -1
S reduces into H.. Therefore Sx~ " (H n V) =
N P P
S t f'\ (H f'\ V ) is, a Sylow p' -SUbgl'OUp of II " Vp forp p
each PG:1(. Thus H ie ~ =ccnnec t.ed to o, and for each
prime pe 1T we have a normal subgroup II (\ Vp of H
,.. xz-1
such that H/H" V € S..(p) and S , n If t'\ V e SYlp' (H t'\ Vp).p p -~ p
Thorefore, by 2.1 ..5 and 2...1.6(1i), Sxz v~\H. Hence
- oJ
xz-1 € RG(H ;~). Since ee nr, and H s RG(H ;'1if) it
follows that XCRG(li ;~)L.
Now xL is a typical generator of RG/L(Hr.JL ;1f)
60 we have chown that RO/L(HL/L ;<'5) S. RG(H ;C§)rJL.
This, together with equation (1), completes the proof
of the theorem.
Cor911ary 2..2.~.
It II ~ G (!U and L <l G then RG/L(HL/J...) = Ra(H)L/L.
IOur next result is the following generalization
of (2.14, Q,) •.
Ih£Qrem 2.2 ...2..
(i) If 1T (in 2.1..l) is the cet of all primes and H 1s
an 7- -abnorme.l subgroup of the 'It-group G then
H = RG(H ;:r) •.
(i1) If H ::: HG(H ;':r-) ~ G~'K then H is ~ -abnormal in G..
Before proving this theorem we require three lemmas.
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IJcmma2.2.10.
rr M is a p-maximal subgroup or aU-group G
then M contains every Sylow p'-subgroup of G 'which
reduces into it.
Proof'.
Suppose M 1s a p-rnaxima1 subgroup of G E:U, and
S is a Sylow pt-subgroup of G which reduces into· M.
Now lA complements some p-chie:f :factor H/K or G, Le.
G = m.! and II n M = K. Since S also reduces into II we
have S = (S f\ n) (S n 11) by 1.2.1(111). But R/K 1s a
p-factor so S n If = S t\ K ::. M. Hence S ::. 11 as required.
Lemma 2.2.11.
Suppose H = RG (H ;'"a') .:s. G e "l-C: and R 1s a subgroup
o:f the Hirsch-Plotkin radical of G normalized by II. Then
RIm (H ;~) = H.
Proof •.
This result is immediate from 2.1.17.
Lemma 2.2.12.
Suppose II =- RG(H ;~) 5. G t'J.\. and n is'1t-
connected to every subgroup of G containing II. Then
II is ~-abnormal in. G.
Proof.
,.....
Suppose :for a contradiction that II is not ~~-
abnormal in G. Then there are SUbgl"OUpS M, L of G such
~tha t II ~ 1.f < L ~ G and },I is: an vi-normal maximal
subgroup of: TJ. Suppose M is a p-maxfma l subgroup of L
(p € rr) and let K = CoreL(M). By 1.2.6, L/K has a unique
minimal normal subgroup nil{ whLch is complemented 'by
M/K. Since J.1 ta '!"-normal in Lit follows that N/K
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,_-
is an '~-central chief factor of L. Hence C (L) is
p
contained in the centralizer r; of N/K. Since N/K is
a p=f'ac t.or-; the 9l-residUal,. OP(Cp(L», of Cp(L) is
contained in K. Thus II f'\ OP(Cp (L» ~ H n K.
NO\y II is ~-connected to L by hypothesis, so, by
2.l.6( ii), H/Ii ('\ C (L) cC5 ,C(p). Since II/H (\ K is ap pJ.
quot.f.en t of II/(R f\ OP(C (JJ») and (H f\ C (L) )/(H f\ OPeC (IJ»)p p p
ia a p-group it follows that HIlI t'\ K e ~'Pl(p).
Let S be a Sylow basis of G which reduces into,....
II, 11and L; such an Q. exists by (2.•1, ~). Then
L = (Sp" L) (Sptn II) and BpI r, L r-educes into lJ 60 by
2..2.10, S t t'\ L < M.P -
Let x (; S 1'\ L. Since K is a noroal subgroup of L,
P
S ,n K and SX t" K are Sylow p '-subgroups' of K and therepp.
is therefore an element k in K such that Spt f\ K = s~~n K;
since x ::: (Sp n K) (Sp' n K) we may suppose that k e Sp t\ K.
Let JJ I(n n K) = 0 (HIlI t'\ K). Then H/I, € .cCp) RndPp. P J
Sx~ (\ L == fJ~ t\ (II n K) = S t f\ (H "K) = S t (\ Lp isP P P P P
a Sylow p'-subgroup of L since L <J II and S reduces
p p -
into H.
For q ;l p let Lq ::: H. NoVl xkE' Sp so, for q ~ p,
S~ n L ::: S , n L € Syl teL ). Therefore for eachq q Cl q q q
prime q e: 1T we have a normal subgroup L of H such thatq
H/Lq e S(q) and Sxl; (\ TJ er Cyl .,(L ). Since H is ~-
q q q q -kO,
connected to; G it follov/B, from 2.1.5, that SX ;J ~H.,... ~,
~\.
Yle certainly also have S~ ;'~j..1I by 2.1. 6( iii), so- ~.
:>:kERG(lI ;~r-) :::H.· NowU ~}J und K = CoreL(M) so
x (! lJ. Since x is an. arbitrary element of Sp (\ L this
shows. that Spf\ L· < M. lienee L ::: (S (\ L) (S , (\ L) < M~
- P P -
a contradiction. Having obtained this contradiction
the proof of the lemma is complete.
Proof of Theorem 2~2.9.
(i) suppose H is an ";f-c.bnormal subgroup of' the 'l{-group
G., Then 11 is ~ -connected to G, by 1..2..8 and 2.1.9.
Hartley (6 ..3, 12) showed that if s!J and sX';! ar-e ?f-- .....-
systems of G which ~-reduce into H then x C'.! II. It
:follows Lmmed.Lat.eLy :from tl1.is and 2.2.1 that II :: TIG(H ;~).
(i1) Conversely auppoae the. t II =- RG(H ; ~) ~ G e1~..
"""'.,We prove that H is -v( -abnormal in G by induction on the
tJ1-1ength of G, wru cn, as usual, we may suppose to be
gr ea ter than zero. Let R =- e(G) •. Then BR/R is
,.oIfI';;''T-abnormul
in GIn. by induction and 2.2.7. Hence HR,)1~tG.
SuppoGe that H ~ K ~ nn, Then K :: H(Kf\ R) and
Lemma 2•.1 ..17(i11) shows. that If f.s ':,-= -corulcct!:d to K.
Frou Lemmas 2.2...11 and 2.2.12 we now conclude that
H Xl nn. Therefore II).!! HR )(1.._G.~ v ~
If II ~ L ~ G then 1m ~~"',.LR since nn ::;.1",~G.Thus,
til- or
H is ":.r--subabnol·mal in LR so by 1.2.8 and 2.1.9, H is
~-connected to LR. Therefore for' each pe ~,
H/II t'\ Cp(ra) E:: <Spl{p).· But by 1.2. 2( i), It f'\ Cp(1R) =
II t\ (L :'\ C (LR» < II t'\ C (L), 80 H/ll f\ C (JJ) cG f{p)p - p p p
tor each pC 7(. In particular H is'f -connccted to L,
by 2.1.6.
Thus n is ';;. -connected to every subgroup of G
containing HI' and Lemma 2•.2.12 now yields the result.
As we remarked earlier abnormality and J1-
abnor~ality coincide for ll-groups. We therefore have
the fcllowing
Corollar;! 2 ..2.13.
Suppose n .:s. G cU. 'l'henII i(o; abnormal 111 G if'
&nd only if H = RG(li).
The folloYling theorem generalizes, (2.15, 8).-
The proof is immediate from 1.2 ..7 and the correoponding
section of 2.2.9. However we include an alternative
pr-oof' of pa.rt (i1) which does not require the
machinery needed to prove 2..2.9(ii).
Theorem 2..2.14.
(i) If tr ls the set of 0.11 pr-Lmes and H is an '?;-projector
of the 1'<-group G then II ::: RG(H ;'"£i) € '?i •
(li) If H = RG(n ;~) is an ~-subgroup of tho'l(.-group
G then H is an ~-projector of G.
Alternnti!c Proof of (ii).
The proof here is by induction on tho ~1\-length
of G which we nay clearly suppose to be greater than
zero .. Let R :::e(G). Thenh'TI/R is an '=§-projectol'lof G/R
by 2..2.7 and our inductive hypothesis. By 1..2.5(6)
,..r.
there is an ~·-projector E of rffi containing H, and E
,....
La an ;( -projector of G by 1.2.5(7). Thus to complete
the proof we need only show that E = H.
~,.". I"?!Let S be an ~1-system of G which ~~-reduccs into-
H.- Since E = H(Ef\R)¢':f" it follows from 2.1.17 that
~?: ~ 1(S ~ -reduceu into E to the uni que :T-system X of E.....
and r{$ g-reduces into n. If e GE then ;r = TC"} so by- - -c~,",
2.l.17(i1i) a'" }~~H. Hence ee RG(II ;~) = H. Thus
- "JE ~ H cnd hence E = H, aa required.
qorollary __2.2.12_
Suppose H < Ge1! • Then K is a Carter subgroup
of G if and only if H = RG(H)C e:n. .
We now prove a useful generalization of a result
of A.. l!ann (Theorem 1, t3). Thif: reoult extends (h.1, ,2).
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Theorem 2.2..16.
Suppose 1T is the set of all. primes, rep) e cj(p)
for all p, and. H ~ Ie ~ G ~j{ • Then Ie Z. RG(H ;~) if
,....
and only if K covers every -..\-central II-co.roposit on
factol" of G.
Coroll~ty 2.2.11.
Suppose IIs K ~ G €\l. Then K ~ RG(II) if and
only if Ie covers. every H-central H-compoe1 tion factor
of G.
Remark.
I:this paper, (22), Hann showed that if'G i3.._
finito in. 2.2.1-' then to obtain K ~ RG(H) it suff'icco
to assume that Ie covers every H-central H-compos1t1on
factor of G in some lI-cor.l.positionseries of'G. However
this is not the case in all U-groups. For in (16),,_
Hartley gives an example of a locally finite p-group
P with a proper subgroup Q which (i) covers every
chief factor of P, and (ii) covers every Q-ccmposition
factor in ~~ Q-composition series of P. Since
Q < P T Rp(Q) ue cannot hope to obtain the same result
as Mann for all U-grou:ps.
Proof of 2.2.16.
Suppose firstly that K Z. RG(H ;:;) and let A/B
1"'1"be an ~-centrul H-composition factor of G. Let S-be a Sylow basis of G which reduces into both II nnd HA,
r;"and let D be the :;''''-normalizer or F.Jl...associated with
I'fthe Sylow'basis.:£ = ~ " HA. Now! ~?: H by 2.1. 6( 111)
~
~ ,,_and D normalizes.! so D ~ RHA.(II; ~). Therefore D ~ K
by 2.2.5. But D covers J/B since the latter is an
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'"£t -central chief factor of H.t\. Therefo!'e K COVCl"S A/B,
as required.
~Conversely suppose that K covers every ,:s1-central
H-composition f'actor of G. We show by induction 0111 the
Lt't-length of G that X = RG(II ;'j~)~ K. There is nothing
to prove if leG) = 0 so we assume that leG) > 0 and
sat R = x:,(O). Clearly Im/R :s. Im/R ~ G/R. If (A/H)/(B/R)
is an:.r -central HR/It-composition factor of G/n then
A/B is an ~-central H-composition factor of G. By
hypothesis ther-ef'or-e K covers A/B, and so KR/R covers
(A/R)/(B/R) e' 'rhus Ill/R covers every ~ -central Im/R-
composi tion factor of G/R. Therefore .XH ~ 1m by 2.2..7
and our inductive hypothesis. Vlf} claim that if Y = KH then
X = Ry (Ii ; ~) • e e •• e· ...... • •• ( 3)
For let S be a Sylow basis of G which reduces into
N
both Y and H, and let T = S t\ Y. Then by 2.1.6,- - x";j.
X = RO (H ;~) = < x e G ; 2 ~'i II >
; '"?;) ._ < y G Y ; .!y~ \~ II >Ry(H
v'! ~
If x G' G and S-- :1" -reduces into H then x G Y since X ~ Y.-
Since sX~ clearly ~-reduces i.nto Y to TX"!!\ it follows
~ -x'l ~.from 2.1.16, that:£. """t)I. Thus X s Ry(II ;~) and we
now obtain (3) from 2.2.5.
We show next that
K = Ry (K ; ~ ) e •• e (4 )
To show this it suffices, by 2.2.9(i), to· prove that
K~Y = y~. Suppose that this is not the case. Then
tner e ar e subgroups M, L or Y yJ1th K ::. 11 < L ~ Y and M
an, ~ -normal maximal subgroup of Tu How11 = KC}.! n R)
and L = K(L n n) 60 that 11C'\ R < L n R. Since If ~ K,
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the subgroups 1.1(\ Rand L f'\ Rare H-lnvarian t.
Hegardlng R as a group with II acting (by conjugation)
as an operator group, we can refine the series
1 ~ M1\ R < L " R ~ R to a maximal Ii-invariant chain
of' subgroups of R. By (2.3, 12) every link in this
*"'-
ref'inement is normal so thut the refinement torms
part et an H-compos:itioll series at G. Let AlB be
Rn H-composition f'octor in this series with
M t'\ R ~ B < A ~ L "R. N(",'tl the ~-normal maximal
subgroup 11 of L complements the chief factor L n RIM {\ R
of L, so this :factor is "'~-central (as 0. chief fnctor
of L). Thus if M is a p-maximal oubgroup of'L then
L/CL (L n RIM n R) C! f (p). Since L f\ R centre.lizes
L n RIM f'\ R and L == K(L f\ R) 1t f'ollows that
K/CK(L 1\ RIM 1\ R) € f(p). l\"o\v II/CH(A!B) is a section
at K/CK(L ('\ RIM" R) so by hypothesis H/cH(A!B) ~ f(p) ~
i.e. A/B is an ~-central H-cC'I!lposltion :factor ot G.
By hypothesis therefore K mus t cover AiB. But K 1\ A
is contained in M n R and hence in B, 60 K in fact
avoids AlB. This contradiction ShOW8 that K is ~-
abnormal in L and establishes (4).
Our next step is to show
H(K f\ R) )~_ HR (5)
t3'
We again suppose that this is not th(3 case and obtain
subgroups }i~,L with H(K n R) ~ 11 < L ~ HR and 1! an
~-normal maximal subgroup of L. HoVi M = H(M n R) and
L = H(L n n) 80 that M n R is a maximal H-invariant
Bubgroup of Ln R. By refining the series
1 ~ M n H < L f\ n ~ R as before ~ we find that L '" Rlu n R
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is an H-composition factor of G. Since M is 1"'1"an ':;)....-
normal maximal aubgr-oup of L, T.J" RIM " R is an
~ -central H-co~polJi tion factor of G. By hypothesis
therefore K covers L n RIM n R. But K t'\ L t'\ R :::
K t\ R ~ 11 f\ R so that K in f'ac t avoids L f\ RIM n R.
This, contradiction establishes (5).
Let s'l be an "":f-system of Y which ~-reduces' int.o....
II. Since.§ is a SyloVi basis of Y = 1m there is an
~
element re R such the. t Qr reduces into K. Then Sr..l '~ ...K.a<; ..... t)"
by 2.•l~6. Since R .s e.(Y) we have, by Lemma2.1.17,
s~ 'a....HR. If ? "'$ -reduces into 1m to Tf':S. then sr-=:,..:.-,..._ ~,...,...
~ r~' r::t 1"'7!' •a' -reduces into HR to T • Thus S :J"-reduces Lnt o
~ ~4
~.
both K and BR so by 2.1.18, f}.r \11- K (\ HR = H(K C"\ R).
Since s~ '!-reduces into H we also have s~ ~,....II(K (\ R)- - ~ .~ "!J r~by 2.1.17 .. Thus,. by 2..1.16,. we have j' -systems T"" " T- -
or HR which ~-reduce into lI(K" R). l"rom (5) and
2..2.9(i) we deduce that r CH(K r\ R). In particular
-1
therefore re K and S reduces: into Kr = K. lIenee-
2'1 ';'1- K by 2.1.6.
The above ar-gumen t shows that every ~-system of
Y which r;s -reduces. into II also ~ -reduces into K.
Therefore X = Ry(H ;,!.) ~ny(K;~) = K. by (3), (4).
This completes the proof of the theorem
Our next result gives a uoeful characterization
of pnoncrmak subgroups of'tL-groups in terms of their
r educer s ; We recall that a subgroup II of an arbitrary
group G is pronormal in G if II nnd HX are conjugate in
<H,nx> for each element x in G.
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Th~orem 2.2 ..18.
Suppose H ~ G € 1.t. 'I'hen the following three
conditions arc equivalcnt:-
(i) 11 is pronorrna1 in G,
(i1) If S is a Sylow basis of 0, Xc G and S ~) H, HA,... -
then xG:N'G(H),
(iii) RO(H) = NG(ll).
Proof.
(1) =-> (ii). As uauaf we argue by induction on the r...\\-
length of G which we may suppose to be g:rea ter t.han
zero. Let n = \!(G) and suppose that S is a Sylow basia,..
of G, x CG and .§ ~ II, nX. The subgroup Im/R is pr-onor-ma'l
in O/R and the
Im/R ,. H~/H ,
Sylow basis SR/R of Gin reduces into both,..
eo by induction xR~NG/R(Im/R). Since
in G, NG/R(Im/R) =- NG(II)R/R so that
r sR, n <! 1fG(H). Suppose for a contradiction
,H is pronormal
x = nr for some
that xq NG(H). Then r(!lffi - NHR(H).
By considering a maximal chain of.' subgroups from
NaT{(II) to; HR we obta In subgroups V,U such tna t
Nrm (H) ~ V < U ~ 1m ••••••••••• ' •••••••••• (6)
V is a maximal subgroup of U and re::U- V. NowH 1s
'pronormal in G and hence in HR. Therefore NHR(II)~~ III
and from (6) 1t 1'o110w3 that V):l U.
-1
Now S 'l H, HX and. HX = IInr ::: Hr so S s" ~ H.
h_l -' -
Since S, Sr reduce into every subgroup of n. it 1'ollow3
- f<6_l
thnt S, Sr reduce into H(U f'\ R) = U and H(V r\ R) ::: v,
A - -1 .
Since r C! U we have Sylow bases (S n U), (s 1'\ U)r of
... <lot
U which reduce into the abnormal subgroup V of U, and
so, by 2.2...13~ r GV. But thio contradicts the choice of
U,V 8'0 we must have x £ NG(H), as claimed.
(ii) => (i1i).S1nce the reducer of n always contains the
normalizer of H, (iii) follows immediately from (i1).
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(iii) => (i). Let x be any element o~ G and let
S be a Sylow basis of G which reduces into bo th-
<H,IIX> and R; such 8. Sylow basis exists by (2.1, ~).
There is an element y € <H,nx> such that (S f\ <H,nx»y
x YX-1-reduces into H .. Therefore 8, S reduce into Hand.,.. ....
YX-lC,RG(H). From condition (i1i) we now have HX ::: nY•
.This shows that H is pronorma1 in G. and the proof is
complete.
To end this section we give an alternative
,~characterization of the • -reducer in the case where
the preformations f(p) src subgroup-closed.
Suppose li is an ~I-connected subgroup of the
'l(.-groll:pG. Let!2. be the collection of'all "~-systems
of'G ; G permutes the elements o~!l by conjugation.
Let A be the collection of' ~-systems of' G which ~-
reduce into II ; by assumption A iD not empty. Denote
by Ao the bloclt generated by 6 in.o.., i.e. the smallest
subset of..o..containing A such that for each element
g€ G either Ao n A~ = ¢ or Aa = A~ • Define QG(H ;'r-)
to be the stabilizer of'Ao in G, i.e.
QG(U ;?i)' =
Lemma 2..2.19.
If' n is a self' "Jf -reducing subgroup of the 'l~-
= J •
group G th~n A is a block and QG(H ;~) :::H.
Let x be an element of G and suppose that
,...
is not empty. If S~ 1s an :r-system of G in-_ -L..then S'4 " SX ~. both ~-reduce into H so that,...,,. .
x CRG(II ;~) = H. Since II clearly stabilizes Il we
x This shows that A is a blockp so inhave A = A •
the previous notation A - l:. and Qo{II .~:~) is tho- 0 ' ti
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G-stab111zer of b.. However the above argument shows that
II both contains and is contained 1n the G-stabilizel" of
6. Therefore 1I = QG (H ; 0') as required.
Suppose ~(p) = sf(p) f'or each p€ tr ; and II ~ G E=:'l" •
Then RG(R ;~) = QG(H ;-:;~) and 6
0
is the set of~-
systems of' G which ~ -reduce into RG(U ;'1').
Proof.
By 2.2 ..2(11), 6 is contained in the set 61 of
"'5' -systems of G which ':f-reduce into RGOr ; "a'). l[f)w
61 is: a b,lock by 2.2.4, and 2.2.19, so 60 ~ 61• Therefore
the G-Btabilizer QG(H ;~) of bo is contained in the
G-stabilizer' of bl" i ..e. (by 2.2.19) QG(U ;""e-) ~ nG(n ;"5').
On the other hand let s~ be an ~-system of G...
. 'which ~ -reduces into H and let x be a generator of
, ~ '=3' -1
RO(H ;~), i.e. suppose that .§X" ~~H. Then I} C fj,(\ fj,x
-1
SOl that in particular 6 (\ 6x is: not empty .. Since,00
A is a block it follow~ that x belongs to the stabilizero
QG(H ;.'t-') of 6o," Hence RG(H ; ";) s QG(lI ;~). This,
together with our previouB inequality, g1ves the first
statement of the lemma•
•
V:e have already s sen that Ao .=:. AI. Again let
~
S be an 'l1-system of G which ~ -reduces into H. If- -x::l'x c o and S € 6 then x s n (H .":1) =- Q (H .~) by
- 1 G' G'
2,.2.2(i1) and 2.2.4. 'rhercf'orc sX~ e AX < AX= Ao.
- - 0
Hence 61 ~ bo' and the proof is complete.
Remar-k ,--
If' 2.2.4 held under the weaker condition "II is
~-connected to GU, it is clear, from the proof, that
2.2.20 would also hold under this condition.
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Let I-I be 0. sU"bgroup of an arbitrary group G and
".(2. a totally ordered aet. By a chain of tYEe r:t from
Ii to G Vie mean a set ( Aa ' Va ;. 0 en,...) of pairs ot:
subgroups of G containing H and satisfying
(1) Va < Aa: for each a(::!2.,
A~ ~ Vo if ~ < 0,
G - H" == \.... ~ (A - V ) ..o(;..&. 0 0
It is clear from these conditions that A{3 < A and- 0
VI3 < V it: {3 ~a (13,0 G"!2 ).- (}
We say the chRin ( Aa , Va ; (1 en.. ) is a maximal
chain t:rom II to G it:it satisfies the further requirement
Va is a maximal aubgr-oup ot: Aa for each 0 G:.tl •
rr II ~ G <!'l~ an 'i-normal maximal chain !'rom
II to'G is a chain ( Aa ' Va ;. 0 en. ) from H to G
(4)
satisfying
(5) Va is:all ~-norn:.a1 maximal subgroup or Aa for
each a (!2. •
We say H io an Ft; -serif\l subgroup of the'St -group
G,. and write II ~-.Q..£.!. 0,. if there is some 14-normal
maximal chain from H to G.
Let M be a p-maxfmaf subgr-oup of a'1t-group G and
sct K = CoreO(J.r)== OG MX..By 1.2.6, M complements the
unique minimal normal subgroup E/K of' G/K and II/K =
0p(G/K) .. If M ~ZG then M/}~(! f(p) so that G/K is an
6pj{p)-grOllP• Since f is integrated it :rolloV'h3that
O/K G"'f. Conversely if o/K € ~ then ElK is an '3= -central
chief factor of G/K and U <:1 .... G. Therefore
0lJ
( 6) M ~':1! G if and only if' GIl\: ('11 •
11/1
An an immediate consequence of (6) we have
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Lemma 2.3 ..1,.
Suppose II ~ G c'l<' • Then H is ~ -scl'lal in G
if' and. only if' there is a maxf.ma'Lchain (11.
0
~ V0 ; a ~£2 )
from II to. G such that Ac/core
Aa
(Vo) E:~ for all 0 en .
Le~tla 2..,2 .. 2.
It' r'.j r7f.= .;a
in G if and only
from H to' G ouch
t"fl h'.
and II ~ G e J'IoI then H Ls O·-serial
if there ls a chain (11.0
N".tho.t A /corej (V ) e rfCl ~Cj o
,Vo;O€!l)
for all a en. .
,....
By 2.3.1 it f.a enough to show that If is J\ -ser'ia1
in G if there is a chain (Aa: ' Vo ; a C..Q. ) :tram H to G
satisfying Ao/corC
Aa
(Va) e~ :Cor all 0 €.Q..
Given ouch El chain we can certainly refine it to
a maximal chain (.t\~ , V; ;. 13 c Q.*) from 11 to G. If
. r'\ *
j3 € ..'lroL. then. there is some element a € .0.. such that
• . * • *Vo ~ VI3 < AB ~ Aa .. NowA13/corcA*(vB) i~ isomorphic13
to a section of the r'Jt -group- A /=». (V ) 80 by
a a a
hypothesia: belongs to ~.. Since this holds for e::i,ch
,r"'\ * ~.•P E~~ it follows~ from 2.,.1, that H ls ~-8er181 in G.
Corollary 2.3. ?l.
r:r: I"J.# ,...,.. . '.41
Suppone :J' = S oJ' and H Is :! -serial in. tho ..""-
group G.
(i) rr L .5. G then. H r'\ IJ is. ra; -serial in L.
(11) If K 'Z)-~ G then II 1"\ K ~-f!?£. G.
Proof' ..
(1) J..et {A , V ; er €.Q. ) be a chain rr-on H to G suchcs 0 .
that Aa/Core A (Va) E ~ 1'01' all o~n.Let c cQ. • .
c
~hen (Aa t'\ L) /Core (Aa t\ J..) (vCl (\ I,) 1a: isomorphic to
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a section ot: the ""J. -eroup .A IGor-eli. (V )t GO by hypo thea Is
(1 (1 0
belongs to ~ ..Therefore (Aa: fl L , Va " II ; (1 e Q) is
a chain from IIf'\ 1. to L satisfying the condition in
2.3.2 .. Thus, by that result, H "'lL ~-8er L.
(i1) J?rom (i) we have II(\K ~\-flet_Ie ~ -~ G 60
clearly 11:" K ~-~ G.
Remar-ks ,-~-
1..If ? is not subgroup-~losed then neither of the
two previous results holds in general. Fer i11:.example
2..1..13 we have H ~"',.HK <J-r G so II is '3i-serial in Gt:r fI
but H ::If t'\ M Ls an t'f} -abnormal muxi1:~ulsubgroup of
M. 1~ua 2..3.3(1) is false in general and examples
can be found to illustrate the other cases.
2. '£he saturated U.-formation t..1t is defined by the
'tt-formation :f'unction§(p) = 1 on the set of all primes,
so a maxima~ subgroup· of a ttl-group is -:ft-normal if'
and only if' it 1s:normal. From this, it is clear that
in ''--groups the concepts "in-serial" and "eerial" (a.s
def1ned in sect10n 1.2) coincide.
Our first major result in this section is
Theorem 2 ..3..1.±_.
Suppose w (in 2.1.1) ls the set of all primos and
II~ G CJ( • If every '1-system of'G "5~-reduces into II
th,·n II is ~ -serial in G.
Proof.
An usual we argue by induction on the U'\-length
of G, there being nothing to prove when this is zero.
Suppo~e then that 1(0) > 0 and that every f'O\-syst.en of
G ~-reduccs into Ii.. Let R == Q(G). Then every ~~-lJystem
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,....,..
of G/H :J'I-reducec into Hn/ll by 2.1 ...19,. 80 by our
inducti ve hypothesis ID1/R ~ -P..Q£ G,In. It follows
that 1m 'ift-§.§): G so to complete the proof' we need
r~only show that H o~-~ Iill.
Let Z be a totally ordered set of subgroups of'
HR, containing II, into which no further subgroups can
be inserted; the totul ordering being of course
inclusion. The existence of Z follows from Zorn's
Lemma. If x 1H then the :!ntersection Ax. of tho members
of Z Ylhich contaln x and the union Vx of the member-a
or Z which do not contain x both belong to h and it
is clear that Vx is. n maximal subgroup of A • Theref'orex
the subgroups Vx and Ax form a maximal chain from H
to 1m. We shall show that this I"'\'!is an :;.4 -normr!l maximal
chain by proving tho.t if' 11. is a maximal Bubgroup of L
.wi th II ~ M < L ~ an then M 4'r- L. ThiEl;will ahon that
H ~-8er HR and complete the proof.
Suppone then that M is El. maximal subgroup of L
with H < 11 c, L < lill. Let rF be an 'a1-system of G; by...... -. ,..,.
~ v,hypothesis ..~ ~~H. N01t L ::;H(L (\ n) so by Lemma2.1.17
S~~ ...L. Suppose that s:f ~-reduces into L to the '11-- ~ ~
system 1.~.of L, then Lemma 2 •.1.17 also givesi~H •
x'fIf x € L then S '3'-reduces into H by hypothesis so....
~ 1that,. by 2.1.17, '!.x ~-reduces into II since £,X '3""_
,.
x:r ,..... tor.reduces into Lto T • Thus eveI'Y ~I\-sys tern of' II ~-,...
r-ecuces into H. Kov.' M = II(M (\ R) and M t'\ R .s. L (\ R ~ e(L).
We now apply 2.1.17 to L and deduce that every
system of' L "&\-r'educes into M. It ia now cleE~r f'rom
2.2 ..9(1) that Lt ~,,~L, as r~quirea.
We use a similar argilllent to prove
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Theorem 2..3.5. ..
Suppose II ~ G e 1{ and every II-composi tion factor
of G avoided by H is "?i =cent.r e.L, Then H is ~-8erial in G.
Proof.
'fIe again argue by induction on the ~-length of G,
wh1ch we may assume to be greater than zero. Let R = e(G).
Il.' (A/R)/(B/R) 1s' an IIR/R-compoai tion factor of GIR
avoided by rm/R then AlB is an H-coroposi tion fac tor of G
avoided by II ao by hypothesis A/B is ~ -central. Hence
(A/R)/(n/R) is: an 7..S-central HR/R-composition fe.ctor
of G/R. Therefore our induction hypothesis gives
HR/R $-cer G/R and as in the proof of 2.3.4 :1t suffices
to prove that H I"~-!l.~ Ill. The a.rgument used in the proof
of 2..3.4 shows that to complete the proof it is enough
to show that if t1 is l\ maximal subgroup of L with
H .i M < L ~ HR then M ~ 7- L.
Suppos.e then that 11 is a maximal subgroup of L with
II.i J.r < L _iHR. NovrU = II(U n R) and L = H(L f\ n) so
U (\R is a maximal lI-invariant subgroup of Ln R •
Refine the series 1 ~ M n R < L ~ R ~ R to a maximal
lI-inYariant chain of."subgroups of."R. By (2.3, 12) every-
link in this refinement is normal eo that the refinement
forms part of an Ii-composition series of G. In particular
L n RIM t'\ R is an H-compoaition factor of G. Since Ii
avoids this factor it i'ollo'{{s that J~t\ P~M f'\ R 1s an
~ ~
t;'" -central H-composi tion tactor of G and hence an ..,.-central
chief factor ot n(r.J n R) :: L. But the maximal 8ubgrot'.p
}.I of L complements L (\ R/l.f n R so finally M. <l~ L, as
'(t
required.
Remark.
The converse of."each of the two previous theorems
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is false in general. For in example 2.1.13 the subgroup
M is a maximal normal subgroup of G but J.I is' not '7f-
connec t.ed to G, and H is "'d'-serial in G but the I-f-
composi tion factor N/I if! avo Lded by If and '31-eccentric.
We shall show later that the situation is far
more satisfactory when :rep) is- subgroup-closed fo'r
each prime p. However our iruILedirt:te goal is the
following
Theorem 2..3.~.
Suppose rr 1s the set of' all primes and f(p) = s:f(p)
for all p.. If' H is ~ -serial in the'l<.-group G then
every 'at -syctem of G "§ -reduces 1nto H.
We shall deduce this result tram
Suppose f(p) = Sf(p) for each prime p €7T and H is
a proper '"dt -serial subgroup of' the 'J<. -group G. L~t S':f
""r.T:. r:;.be an''"l'-system of G. Then Jj 'r.-reduces into come
proper'subgroup of G containing H.
To~prove 2.3.7 we require
Suppose ,r(p} =Sf(p) for each prime p€7T and M
is an "§- -normal maximal subgroup of the 1-(, -group G.
Then every ~-eyatem of G ':ft-reduces into M.
Proof.
r~
Let K = CoreG(u) then G/Ie C';ft by (6). If R. 1s
"ian r;. -system of' G then ~K(S ) ~-reduces into M/K by.. ,.. ,...".
2.1.14, 60 applying 2.1.12- and 2.1.21 we obtain S-:;'>~,'" l!,..... :t
as required.
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Proof of 2..3.7.
Since H is ~ -serial in G there is come r"'§ -normal
max'lraa'l chain (Ao- , V(5 ; er ~.Q) f'r om II to G. In.ducti vely
Vie construct a set ~HoC; oC ~ Q.} of subgroups of G
containing II and Sylow oases Z(J..) of' HoC with the
following properties:-
(1) lie :::. G,
(2) H < lIJ:+l 1'01" each cl.. < e ,'cC
(3) For each limit ordinal y: ~ cz. , ~y HoC~ IIy .
(4) For each J.. <~ ther-e exists an element cr€i)_
such that HoC::: .i\r'
(5) If'"'/I..~ oC~e, then !(.£) reduces into HA.. to: ;t(A.) ..
Since·n is by hypothesis a proper subgroup of G
there is some element x€ G - H. 1'herc exists some (J(cD..
such that XGAa - V(J. Put Ho: ::: Acr and let I(o) be any
Sylow basis of Ho. It is clear that the appropriate
conditions among (1),......,(5) are satisfiedr so the
construct1onbegins.
Suppose oC1s not a limit ordinal and we have
constructed HA.. ' Z(r...) for each ).._< .c: If HoC-I:: G
we put! Q:: oC-l and the construction is complete. If on
the other hand Hcl-I < G, there exd s ts some y € G - If.,(_I°
Then ye A'l: - Ye for some "t~n, and we set HoC= A"'C.•
By induction HoC_I:: Acr for some a, € n , and if -c < er
then y€ ~ ~ 11.(1' ::: HoC-1' a ccntradiction. Thus a ~ -c
and ArJ s.. Le • Since y G HoC- HoC-1we therefore have
H£-1 < HoC.If we now let X(oC) be any SJ.r10wbasis of HoC
which extends X(c;(-l) then it is clear that the
construction proceeds.
Suppose y is a limit ordinal and we have constructed
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H.( , ;t(.I..) tOl" each .( < y. Let K :::oeYI I~ and T; :::.(l4 T~C£).
* *Then Z = !Tpi is a Sylow basis of' the subgroup K of G
by condition. (5). If' le = G Vie put e = y and !.(~) = :£.*,
and this clearly completes the construction. If K < G
there exists some zaG - K and hence 0 C!!2. such that
z e Ao - Vo· Set H"( ::: Ao. If .( < y then by induc tion
H.( ::: A~ for some 13 G!l • Now 0 canno t be less than or
equal to p since this would imply that z belonged to
Ap and hence to K. Therefore (-}< () and II.( ::: Aj3 ~ Aa = Hy•
Thus '(~Y H~ ~ ITy and condition (3) is satisfied. If we
now let T(Y) be any Sylow basis of H which extends 'T''*
- y;:"
then the. construction proceeds in thi3 case also.
The above shows that the construction can be
carried out. At the fins.l stage only two possiai1i ties
can occur. Either (a) G ::: Aa for some a £!l , or
(b) G = .l.Ye Ii.(.
Ccse (a). If' G = Ao for some 0 €'!l then V0 is an
~-norJnalmaximal subgroup of G-and 8ft ~-reduces into,...
Vo by 2.3.8. Since Va ia a proper subgroup of G
containing H the proof is complete in this case.
Case (b2.. If G = .l.Ye H.,.cthen by condition (1) eia. a
1imi t ordinal and H, < G for each .( < e. Now T(e!) is a
\ ~ -
Sylow basis of G so there is some element g e G such
that 11 = '£..<e)g. There exists ~ <(! such that g€H~, so'
by condition (5), ~ reduceE: into H~ = HoC. Thus HJ: is
a proper subgroup of'G containing II such that, by
2.1. 6( iii) ,. "ifQ ~'a: HJ: ' so the proof' is complete in this
case nleo.
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Pl"oof of' TheOl"em2.",3.6.
Wehave II "5't -~ G and have to show that every
,.... ,....
a -system of' G ~-reduces into H. S'I.lppose that there
~
is an ~ -systC!!l S..of' G which does not ~ -red.uce intO'
"<j
H. Let L be the intersection of all those subgroups of
,.~ ~
G containing H into which S\t does :I-reduce. Then
"..'?f ,.. "....
fi '-~?iLby 2.1.18. Suppose .Q;t~;-reduces into L to :£_;J'.
Now ~ ie: subgroup-closed since each f(p) Is
subgroup-closed, so H is ~-eerial in L by 2.3.3(i).
~ I'f'.II is a proper subgroup of L since S doen not ;r -reduce-
into H, GO by 2.3.7 there is a proper subgroup Ie of' L
'"5-containing H into which T "a'-recluccs. By 2.l.l1(ii).....
S~ now ~-reduce6 into K which contradicts the definition,....
of L. With this contradiction tile proof of 2.3.6 ia
complete.
Lemma 2~.
Suppose S(p) :; 'S(p) for each prime pC 7r and
H 5.. G e'l<... If every ~ -system of G ~-reduce8 into
H then every H-composition factor of G avoided by Ii
is ':r-centra1.
Proof.
If AlB is,an II-composition factor of G avoided
t:;;.
by II then HB i8: a maximal subgroup of' HA.• Let T be-~an :.J" -eye tern of HA
t:.r-reduces' into HA
'='f '¥'and S' an :i-system of G which.....
CS n-to! ; such an ~.-es» tern exf ats
by 2.1.11(1). Suppose that every ':i·-system of G ~-
~ ~reduces into H" then!! ' and hence, by 2.1~16, I ,
'5'':f-reduces 1nto H. now B <l RA so, by 2.1.19, ')'n(! )
'o;j ,.
'3'-reduces into lIB/B. Thus, by 2•.1.21, l ~LHB...
:1
The above shows that every '3'-systern of' HA 'a\-reduccs
into IIB, 80 by 2.2.9(1) lIB <1-:r HA. NowHB complements
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the chief f'actor "'.In of HA, :;:;0 this chief .factor must
be 1t -central. Hence AlB is an ~-ccntral II-composition
factor of'G, proving the result.
Collecting our last few results we have the
following
Theorem 2..3..10.---...--~............. -_,...
Suppose 'TT is the set of all pr-drues , .f(p) = sf (p)
for all p, and II .:s. G e:J(. Then the following three
conditions are equivale.1lt:-
(1) II is ~-serial in G,
(2) Every Ii-composition .factor of G avoided by If
is.~-central,
(3.) l~vel'Y ~-system of G ~-reduccs into n,
The proof is immediate from 2..3.5, 2.3.6, and 2.3.9.
Remark.
In general none of tho three statements in 2.3.10
are equivalent. For in the remark .following the 'proof
of 2.3.-5we saw that (1) implies neither (2) nor (3)
when the preforlllations f(p) aloe not subgroup-closed.
The in~qu1valence of (2) and (3) can also be seen from
example 2.1.13. For' the group G in that example has, a
unique M-composition series, namely 1 <l N <l M 4 G.
Thus the only M-composition .factor o.fG avoided by 1f
is G/M and this is certainl~r ~ -central. However JJ is
not ~-connected to G, so M satisfies (2) but not (3).
~orollnr~'y 2.3.,1).•
Suppose 1T is the se t of all primes and f(p) ..:SS (p)
1"01" all p , If H is ~ -serial in the 'J{-group G and
N 4. G then HN/N is ,.~..-serial in G/N.
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It is clear that condition (2) in 2.3.10 holds
for lININ in GIN if it holds :for If in G. The proof' is
therefore 1mmedia te f'r()m 2.3..10.
Taking'll = 'U.. and 'U':: ~, we have the following
spe~cip.l caaee of' 2..3.10 and 2..3.11.
Theorem 2.~...12.II C .._ ...._
Let II be a subgr-ou» of' a 'l\'-group G. Then the
following three conditions are equivalent:-
(1) H is serial in G,
(2) H c~ntra:1izes every II-composition factor of G
which it avoids,
(3) Every Sylow banis of G reduces into H.
Corollary 2_ .. 3.~3...
If H 1s aer-La'Lin the 'U.-group G and N <l G then
lININ 1s serial in G/N.
Theorem 2.3..12. is a gen0raliz.s.tion of' the well-
known r-esu'lt bhat a subgroup H of' a finite soluble
group G is. subnormal in G if and only if every SylOi"
system of' G reduces into H. Corollary 2.3.13 in fact
holds in arbitrary locally finite groups (15).
"V
As a further corollary to 2.3.10 we have
Coroll!!.,;,}" ~~3...]u.
Suppose 7T is the set .of a.ll primes and :f(p) ::sf(p}
for all p-. Suppose f'urther that II~.(-£!.r. K ~ G c"K •
Then every II-composition factor of G covered by K
,.,.
undo avoided by II ie ~"-central.
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Proof.
Suppose that A/B i8' an Ii-composition factor o-r
G covered by 1C and avoided by H. Then A = (K (\A)n
so that the factor AlB is H-isornorphic to K (\NI\. n B.
It follows that Kt\ A/I\." B is an H-c01.1position i'actor
,.."._of K avoided by H, so, by 2.3.10,. it L'lUStbe ~'-central.
Theref'ore A/B is an t":j't-centralII-composition factor
o:f G, as required.
HeJ11ark.
Suppose tt is the set of all primes and J (p) = Sf (1))
for all p, If H is an '::F -serial subgroup of the'l(-group
G then, by 2.3.10, every ':f-system of G "5--red.uces into!
H and hence G ::: Ra (n ;7}). It is not true however the.t
H is '!t-serial in 0 if RG(H ;":F) = G, and we give an
example to illustrate this point.
Ey.~.mple.
We let '3{ = <=)1) the class of':finite Boluble gr-oupa
and ra ;; "'\'\.* the oLaaa ot: fini to'nilpoten t groups. Clearly
~~* is the saturated ~-formation defined by the G;*-
formation :function f<p) = 1 on the Bet of all primes.
. * * ' 1'1\.*If II ~) G C ~ then HG(H ; "it) ::r Ro(H) and II is H.-
subnormal in G if'and only if H 1s subnormal in G. The·
following. example is of a finite soluble group G with
a non-subnormal subgroup whose reducer in G is the whole
of G.
Let II = < x,y ;. x4 = y2 = 1, xy = x-I > pe a.
dihedral group of order 8. Then there is a faithful
irreducible representa.tion
(0 -1)x .... I 0
of'Hover GF(3)t the field with three elements. Let
V be a vector space of dimension 2. 'ov~r OF(3) on which
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If acta. in the manner described above , Let G == VUbe the
semidircct product of'V by II .. Clearly G is a finite
soluble group.
Let K::: < y >,82 == II and S3 == V. Then.§::: rS2'S3J
is;a Sylow basis of' G which reduces into K. Since
II ~ NG(§) we have H .5. Ra(K). Now V == <vI> e <v2> where
vi ::: -VI and v~ == "a • Theref'ore "z e RG(K) since it
centralizes K. Since G is: generated by Hand v2 it
'follows that RG(le) == G.
We: claim that K 1s not subnormal in G. l"or if' it
were then every Sylow basia of' G would' have to reduce
vI vI
into K. If S reduced into K we would have Ie ~.H- v
and hence [K ~ VI] ,:S; H 1(\ V ::: 1. Since K does not
centralize VI" it follows that K ie not subnormal in G.
Suppose If ~ G c::X • We Gho.ll say that H is an
r:c'" ,.,.,~=!?.Y12ersez:ial subgro1lJ2 ot: G, and write n ;,i -!3u.pcrscr G,
if every ~ -system of G 'at-reduces into H.
By 2. 3.1~,r;-superserial implies "(_.-serial.
Moreover, by 2..3.10, the two. concepta coincide when 'IT
is the set of all primes and each preformation rep)
is subgr-ouji-c'l orred,
Suppose H ~ K ~ G c::j{ • Vie say K 1s the ~ -8er1Ali~:er
of"H in G if (s ) II ~ -££!, K, and (ii) H ,?:.-~ T.J ~ G
implies L ~ K.
We SfJ.y K 1s the ~-Buperserializer of H in G if
(i) II ~-superser K, and (ii) II f"I;-o\1perser, L ~ G
implj.cs L ~ K.
or cour ae , by 2.3 ..10" these concepts coincide
when 'IT is the sct of all primes e.nd ea.ch pref'orr.1c.tion
~(p) is s.ubgroup-c1oscd. Howc'/cr, in genera.l they do
r«not .. For in example. 2..1.13, the .:&'-serializer of U
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,...,~
in G is clearly G but the ~ -s'Uperserial:tzor of M in G
is. M itself.
From 2.,.3.h, it is immediate that if K is the
~ -serializer of II in the 1<. -group G then 1\ contains
,.,..
every subgroup of G in which II is. ~\ -superserial.
we f"':'J'"say II has a Bt~C)11st. ~~\-suporf?Q.rj,alizer
in G if' II is' '?} -conneeted to G and RG(H ;,..oS') is the
~ -superseris.lizer of' II in G. In this situation VIe
o..f'ten refer to' RG (H ; 'if) ~s the s trong__''5' -sunersCl'ializel'
of' II in G.
A subgroup may have an ~-superserializer but not a
strong one. For example the subgr-oup lJ in 2.1.13 is :l.ts
own. ~-superserializcr but Ll is not "'if-connected to G
,..1'
so does not possess' a strong -;r -·s.uperserializer in G.
We shall be primarily concerned with the case when
1( is the set of all primos and the preformations §(p)
are aubgr-oup-c Loaed, In this case, by 2..2.5 and 2.3.10,
a subgroup Ii of a '.l<-group G has a strong rot -supersorializer
in G if and only if H is ~-serial in.RG(ll ;'l1'). In.this
situation 'we say that If has a. stranD' ~~-p.erialj_zer in G,
or' al ternati vely that RG(U ; ':r-) is the strong 'i!J -se_rializer
of H in G.
When:.'l~ : 'U. and ~ = J\. the concepts ".Jl-serializer"
and "strong Jt-serializer" reduce to "seria1izer" and
"strong serie.lizer" respectively, these latter being
defined in the obvious way (cr.(J...,g». Even in this case
it i8 possible for a subgroup to have a serializer which
is not strong .. For if H is a self-normalizing subgroup
of a finite soluble group G then the seris.lizer (i~e.
subnormalizer) of' U· in G is II itself. If H is not a.bnormal
in G then II cannot be subnormal in Ro(ll) by 2.2.13,
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00 does not possess a strong aubnormaLizer- in G.
TJe ITl1!lFi 2.. .3.1. 5.•
Suppose tr 1s the set of: all primes and .f(p) =- sf(p)
f:or all p. Suppose f:urthcr that II ~ K ~ G €'!( • Then
the following three conditions are equivalent:-
(1) H $-.Q.ill:Ke.ndK=RG(H ;V),
(it) K covers every H-compositlon :factor of' G which
is ei ther ~ -central or cover~d by H and avoids the r-est ,
(1ii) Ii ~-~ K and K covers every "'5-ccntral H~
composition factor of. G.
Proof ..
(i) => (11) If K =- Ra(H ;'ri) then K covers every H-
r<:-.compos1t1on factor of G which is either :I·-central or
covered by H, by 2..2.16. On: the other hand K certainly
covers or av01ds every II-ccmposltionfactor of G, and
if II ~ -~ K then those that K covers but H avoids
are ':ft-central,. by 2·.3.11... Thus if Ie satisfies (i)
then K covers ev'ery II-compos1tion :factor of G which is
either ~ -central or covered by H-and avoids the rest.
(il) =-> -(ii1)..Clearly·we need only chow thnt if K
satisfies condi t ion (ii) then H 1l-!LQ£. K. Thin we do
by induction on the ~Q-length of G uhich we may asst~e
to be greater than zero. Le't R =e(G) and let (A/R)/(n/R)
be an Im/R-composi tion rae ten of Gin. Then (A/n)/(B/n)
is an '&1-centrcl ILl1/n-compccrition i'D-ctor o-r G/n if and
only if AlB is: an ';-central Ii-composi tion fucter of G.
Moreover KR/R covers (.\/R)/(B/R) if and only if Ie cover-s
AlB. ThuD: HR/R .:s KR/R ~ Gin and Im/R covers every Im/R-
r~
compoa I tion factor of o/n which i:3 ei thcr- ;r -central or
covered: by HR/n and avoids the rent. Thus b~T: induction,
HR/R r:r. -~ KR/R and hence HR~ -f!:l: KR. Therefore,
by 2.3.3(1), H(K C'\ R) = mz (\ K ':F-£Q!: K, so YIe need only
70- u-
chow that H 'jt -.s!:£_ H(K 1\ R).
Suppose M is a maximal subgroup of L with
11' _< II < T. < u(IT 1\ I» me ch",' 1 show tl1~+ 1f.... I cnc.1. .,L...I _ J.l. \ :~ ".. n . &J,a...~.... .,;;,.. if J,. """-" ....... -""71 J, _
from this it will followp an in the proof of 2.3.4,
tha t II ~! -~ 11(le t\ R),. aa required.
Now l! = H(M f\ R) and L :: H(L f\ H.) 50 by the usua L
argum~nt (cr. the proof of 2..3.5) L f'\ RIM t\ R is an
It:-co:nposi tion factor of G. Clearly H avoids: this rac t.or-,
N0\'7, L ::: L n H (K t'\ R) ::: II (T. " Ie " R) so tha t L = M(L f\ K n R)
and hence L 1'\ R ::: (Mf\ R) (r, ~ K f\ H) by tho' modular. lc.y;'.
Thus K covers nnd II avoids the fT-composition fa.ctor-
L fl RIM (\ R of G which by hypo thee La is therefore
,..,..
~'-
central. lIenee L 1\ R/M't\ R is an r~-central chief i'actor
of L complemented by t!1.e max lmaL subgroup M. 'rhus'
11 <l,.(! L, as required.
(I
(iii) => (i) If K covers every ~-ccntral H-compositio~
factor of G then RG(H ;"~~) < K by 2.2.16. If H ~-!l£!.: K
then, by 2..2.5 and 2.3..10, K = RK(H ; "&~) ~ RG(ll ;"';!1).
Thus_ if condition (iii) holds then K = RG(II ;,\:i) and
(i) follows, completing the proof.
L~'!ln:ta.. ,2.2.16•
Suppose tr iD the set of all pr fmes , §(p) = sf (p)
'"1.( ,. ....for all p and 11 ~ GC::s • Then II has. a strong ~..-
eerializer in G if nnd only if tho set of ~-systems
of G which r~i -reduce into II forme C:. bloclt.
Proof.
As at the end of section 2..2 we let 6. be the se t
of ~-tlY8tems: of' G which 'S~'-reduce into Hand bo the
block generated bY·6 in tho 8et~L of all '~~-systems
of G.· Uoing this notation we have to prove that H has
a strong ~ -oerial1zer in G if and only i1' t.. = !Jo•
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By 2.2.20, /::,:::/::, if and only if' t.hoo
systems of G- ~'-reduce into II and RG(ll ; ":~~). Now if
r,s- ~! is an ~ -nYGtem at' RG(II ;~) and D. :: 6
0
then, by
2..1...11(i) and! 2.1.16, i::r Si-reduces into H. If-
conversely every ~-system of Ro(n ;r.:1) ";f1·-reduccs into II
then, by 2.2 ..2(i1) and 2.1.11(ii), /::,= 1:.
0
" Thus
I:. ::: 6.
0
if and only if cycry ~-sYG.tcm of RG(E ;'?f)
~-reduces into H, i.e. if and only if II gr -6upers_~r: Ro(H ; ';j"!).
The result 1s nov; immediate from the dcfini t.Lon of
......'strong j~-serlalizer.
Collecting together our previous results and
r-emar-ks we have
ThetJ:r'e;n 2" 3&..
Suppose 'IT is the set of all primes, §-(p) = CS (p)
tor nll p, and H ~ G c:'l<. ... Then H hag a strong (f' -
serializeI' in G if and only if one (and hence all) of'
the following equivalent conditions holds:-
: -- .
(1)
(z)
(3)
II ~-.§£r. RQ(1i ;'?it),
II ~ -fnl1)er8~ RG(11 ;');),
N"-II has. a strong ~'1-8uperserializer in G,
(1+) HO(If ;~) covers every H-compoei tion factor of
G whf ch is. ei ther 'Q'i1-central or covered by II and avoids
the rent,
(5) RG(H ;:1i~) avoids- every ';j~-eccentI'lc rI-composition
factor of G which H' avoid8~
(6) The ae t of rr;"-systems of G which '"G -reduce rnto
H forma a block in the set of all ~ -systems of G.
As remarked earlier (1},(2) and (3) are, under
the given conditior~, equivalent formulations of the
definition of strong ~-ser1aliz~r. (4) and (5) a.re
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equavalent by 2.•2 ..16, so the result f'ollo'l'lC from
Le.mm~.2...3...l.B.•
Suppose 1T is the set of all pr1mes, f<p) = s§(p)
for all p,- 11 S. G € "l(,. and N c G. If' X 1s the s tr-ong
'(}-ser1alizer of' II in G- then X1J/N1s: the strong ~1_
tlerializer of HN/N in G/N.
Proof.
If' X is the strong '3t-seria11zer of H in G t.hen
by def1ni tion II ~ -sel' X =- RG(H ; st). Therefore
H(X f\ U)/(X (\ N) '"§. -QQ!: X/eX (\ 11) by 2.3.11. By
considering the natural isomorphism between XN/Nand
X/eX f\ Ii) it :f'ollows easily that HN/N r~\_~ XN/N.
But by2.2. 7 XN/U= HG/N(m~/H;~), so' by definition
)(N/N is the strong 'r-:'-serializer of' }UJ/N in G/N.
Ronark ,
In comparf aon with 2. 3~l8 'lyenow give an exarapf,e
to show tha.t in general '1--scrializers are not
"homomorphism inval"ianttt•
Let G be tho gro'up defined in the example after
2-.3.14, 1.e. G 1s the semidircct product VII ;':" a 2-
dimens.ional vee tor- space V over OP(3) by a dihodral
group II. ViitIl the notation ueed in that example let
L = <vz> x <y>. It i8 easy to see that the normalizer
of L in G is, the grOup'L<X2> and that this subgroup iD
af.so the Gubnorma11zel"of L in G. However a/v is n 2-
group so that O/V 10 the eubnor-matt ser of IN/V in G/V.
Thus subnormaf.Laer-e are in general not homomo rphd.em
invariant.
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We obtain the follO'.'ling genernlj,zations of
( ) "" "'I I""_r."0,r eaul, ts of Mann21 if' VIC take J'\ = I.A end v" = l.H ..,.....
in 2.3.17 and 2.3.18.
'Theorem 2. 2!J.:2.-
Suppose If .:::G €.'\l.. rfhen n has a strong serializer
in G if and only if' one (and hence all) of the following
equivalent conditions holds:-
(1) H ~ RG(R),
(2-) Every Sylow basis o:f RG(H) reduces into H,
Cl) HG(H) avoids ev!;ry H-eccentric H-composi tion
factor of G which H avoide,
(4) The set of Sylow baaea of G v.rhich reduce into; H
forms a block in the set of all Sylow bases of G.
Corollary 2.3.20.
Suppose II ~ G tU and N" ~ 0-. If X is the strong
serializeI' c;f II in G then XH/N is the strong serializer
or m~/N in GIN.
We closa this aection wlth a proof of
IJemma2.3.21.
,Suppose 1T ls the set of all primes and G = RH€'j{
where R is a normal J'l-f:uogroup of G and II C~ • Then
(i) II ia "i-connected to a,
(11) RG(H;'"f) ls en ~-projector of G,
(li1) RG(H ;~) ia the atr-ong "'~-superserializer of
H in G,
(1 v) H ~-~ RG(H ; "'§ ).
Corollary 2.3.2g.
Suppose 1T ls the set of all primes and f(p) :::s.f(p)
for all p. If G ._ RHeX where R is a normal Jl-subgroup
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of' G an.d II e::"':;' , then Rlj(ll ;"E''') 1s an '~\-projcctor of' G
and is moreover the strong ~1-serializer or H in G.
As a special case of this result we have
Qorol1ary ~~~.
Suppose G = RH eli where H ~ G and; n,n (!m.
Then. RG(H) is. a Carter aubgr-our. of G and is moreover
the strong s.eria1izer of H in G.
Renarlc.
Corollary 2.3 ..23 extends a well-lcnown ne sul.t ot:
Rose for finite soluble grou.po ( (Lemma 1, 29) or..........
(Lemma: 12, ~}). For if G is fini to then RG(H) = n;;(H),
the hy-pcrnormalizcr or H in G. rl'o see this .YC not.Lee
CXJ 00
that H is subnormal in NG(II) so. NO(II) ~ RG(ll). But now
N;(H) is a self-norma.lizing subgroup of the nilpotent
C>O
group RG(Il) (by 2..3.23) so we must have HG(R) :; NG(H)
as claimed.
troer of 2.3.21.
(1) The fact that H 1s ~··connected to; G is immediato
:from. 2..1.17(i) •• ,.~ . .
(ii) By 1.2..5(6) there ir, an ~'\-projector E of G
containing II, and since G = HR we have E = H(R f'\ E).
Thus, by 2•.1 ..17(11) every '!\ -system of G which '3'-
~reduces 1nto lr aLeo ;:;'* -reduces into E, and ao , by
'5\
2..2.14(i), RG(H ;"5') ~ Ra-(E ;"5) = E • Let ~ be an
':1'.
~ -system ot G which 'l-reduccs into H. Then!2 muet
~ , .. # ~~~-reduce into E to the unique ~"'-system T of E, and,'-
by 2..1.17(111) '" T'3 ~."""H. Since overy element of E,.. ~.
~ ~
norma11zes T t it folloVlS, f'rom 2.1.17(111), that Se.J,... ,...
~; -reduces in to H rOl~ each e £ E. Hence E ~ Ra (H ;~1t)
and (ii) now follows.
(iii)
-...I ~,
As sho~~ above the unique ~\-system T~ or.~
E = RG(H ; '(j) ~~-reduces into H. Thus by def'ini tion,
H '3\ -superser E. Suppose that H ~-SllP~!: K ~ G.~.
NowK :: H(K t\ R) so by 2.1.17,. S~·~ -reduces into K-'Zt ~say to the "5 -system U of K. But every ~'-system or"'. k~K "if-reduces into H flO,Y ,. and hence, by 2..1.17( iii),
k"f!? ' "'v-reduces into H for each kGK. Thus K ~RG(H ;"ir)
and-HG(H ;~) La the "5-c\:.perseriallzer of H in G. (lii)
now follows from the derlnitlon.
(iv) is.an immediate consequence of 2.3.4.
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_. t"'i". ~
2 4 r ; ', d d .1,\ • l' ~ ~.", 1 :f_:!._.' y -re ucerG an ,J -serl.p .. a zer-s 0.1. .;J =nor-ma. .. 7.crn.
Webegin this section be stating a lemma
concerning '""§ -normalizers which does not require the
overriding condition 2.1.1. A proof of this result i5 ....
given: by Tomlcinson (4.16, ~) for periodic locally
soluble FC-groups, and it io clear that his proof'
car-r-Lea over to "ll-groupo.
I,emma 2..J-J. .1.
Suppose 1< =G.s'l( ~U and & is a.J(.-preformation
function on the set o'f primes 1T (not necessarily
satisrying 2.1.1). Let '0\ be the saturated'J(-formation
de rf.ned by J. It D is an 'a~-normalizer of the '"lc'-group
G and Ni\_ ~ G (A.-€ A) then r\ (DNi\.) = D( (\ Hi\.).
i\.GA i\..GA
We now return to the situation governed by the
condition 2.1.1.
Theorem 2.L~.2.
Suppose 1f is. the set of all primes. Let D be an
~-normalizeI' of' the j( ('\,,:n) 2'3- -group G and E the
un1que~-prO~jector of G containing D (cf. 1.2.5(4».
Then E is the strong 'i -supcrser1alizer of D in G..
Moreover D is r;; -serial in E and E contains every subgr-oup
of G in which D is ~-subnorIDal •.
As usual a subgroup II of a 'J<'-group G is ~-fnJbl)OT'mal
in G if there is a finl to '1};-normal maximal chain from
H to G, i.e. a chain
H ::::.Ho: .< Hl < < lIn = G
f'""'!
in which Hi is an -;J' -normal maximal subgroup of Hi+l
for' each 1 =. 0, ...... ,n-l.
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In 2.4.2 we have been unable to decide. whcthcr-
E is: the t:f-serializer of D in G, i.e. if E contains
every subgroup of' G which contains: D as an ',-seI'ial
subgroup. However we do have the following opecial
cases of 2.4.2 ..
Corollnry.2.1.1-.:2,.
Suppose ~ 10 a sa turatod. formation of' f'ini to
soluble groups which conta:l.ns the class of finite
~nilpotent groups. Let D be an ~ -normalizer of' th-::
~ ~ ~~(r, )c;..~-group G and E the unique :It-projector of: G
which con taf.na D. Then E is' both the strong ~-
auper-aubnor-na Ldzer- end: the ~ -subnormn.lizer of D in G.
Proof.
The proof of' this result le imm<:'!dj.o.,tefrOIll 2...4 ..2
once we remark that every saturated formation of' the
given type can be defined by an S*-fol'mation fWlction
on the set of all primes.
Remark.--
Corollary 2.4.3 is u ntronger version ef' El rCGult
of. Haw]ces (Theorem C, 17).~
!
Corollary 2.1!.,.lh
suppoae 'IT' is the set of all primes and f(p) = sf(p)
for all p .. Let D be an ~ -normalizer of G c 'j( f\ (~(\)2 ~
r.t'!and E the unique ~-project("lr of G containing D. 'fhen
E is. the s trong ~ -serializer of D in G.
Coro11aru 2.h ..5·
SupposeG C Lin (W\)3 and D is a basis normalizer
of G. Then the illllqueCarter subgroup of Gcontaining D
13 the Stl'O!1.g serinlizer of D in, o.
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Remark.
Corollary 2.4.5 generalizes a well-known result
of' Carter f'or f'inite soluble groups with nilpotent
length at most three (Theorem 3, 3). Carter's result-
was later reproved by Alperin (Theorem 5, 1) •.....
Proo~ of Theorem 2.4.2.
Let R = ~(G). By 1.2.5(3~5), ER = DR so that E =
,..",.
D(E n R) •. NowD is ::r-connected to G by 2.1.9, and lemma.
~ -2.1.17 shows that every ~\-system of' G v:hieh a' -reduces
into D also "3"\-roduces into E. 'rhus, by 2..2.14(i);
~ '"§ r-« ,....
RG(D ; 0') ~ E. J.Jet Q be an ::i'-system of G which tJ~-reduces
into D. Then ~~ ~-reduces into E to the unique ~-system
;t" of' E and i! ~ D (2.1.17). Since every clement of I~
normalizes !'i we deduce, :from 2.1.17(i11), that E ~ RG(D ;~).
Thus by our previous inequality E = RG(D ;~). Since
~ ,...,.
the unique ~-system or E :t'-reduces into D we :further
have D "=f-sllperser l!~..
Suppose now that D ""&-superser II ~ G. 'rhen H =
HU(D ;~) GO, by 2.2.7, Im!R = RUR/R(DR/n ;~). Now
DR/R = ER/R is an ~-projector of' Im/R so, by 2.2.14(i),
we must have DR = HR and hence H = D(H t\ R). The usual
argument, using 2..1.17 and the fact that every'!'-System
of' H 7r-reduces into D, now yields II ~ RG(D ;""!\) = E.
'rhus E contains every subgroup of' G in which D is '=.l'-
superserial,. so by defini tion E is the strong ~-
superserializer of D in G. Since D is ~-serial in E by
2.3.4, there remains only to show that E contains every
subgroup of G in which D is ~-subnorma1.
Suppose D is ~ -subnormal in the subgroup II of' G.
Then there is a chain D = Do < Dl < < Dn = H
from D to H in whj.ch Di is an ';F -normal maximal subgroup
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of Di+l for each i :::O, •••• ,n-l. Hoy! DH/R
,..,.
is an v' -
projector of G/E GO certainly HR >'dS;G. If DiR < Di+lR
for some i G' I0, •••• j n-l} then D.R is an ~ -normal
J.
maximal subgroup ot: Di+lH which is impossible since DiR
t-f':contains the (;'"-abnormal subgroup DR of G. Thus DR ::: DoH ==
DIR ::: •••••• ::: D~ = HR and hence Di ::: D(Di f\ R) for
each i :::O,~••••,n.
Suppose that Di_l ~ E for SOr.1e i € {I, ••• ,nl. NoVl
,..,.;: '%t ~the' i.I"-system It or G 'J'-reduces into D so, by 2.1.17,
~~ ~ ~~r ~-reduces into Di' say to the ":)"-system Q of Di• Let
Q be the 0'- -normalizel"' of Di associated with the Sylow
basis,£. Then Q normalizes 1l~ so, from 2.1.17(i1i), we
deduce in the usual way that Q ~ RG(D ;,_~) ::: E. Since
Di-1 4~ Di we have Di/coreD (Di-I) € ~ and hence, byi
(4.6, J), Di :: Q. core
Di
(Di_l). But Di_l ~ E by our
hypothesis above, so therefore D1 ~.E. The above shoVls
that if Di_l ~ E then Di ~ E. Since Do,::: D ~ E it fo11ov:s
that H ::: Dn ~ E. Thus E contains ever'y subgroup of G in
which D is "'f-subnol'mal t and this completes the proof.
porol1l'lry 2.1+.6.
Suppose ~ is the set of all primes. If D is an
r~'-normalizer of G €. 1<.n (Jl) t~ (t ~ 2) then
RG(D ; ~) G J~f'\ (L11) t -2ra: •
Proof.
We argue by induction on t. If t = 2 then, by 2.4.2,
HG(D ;~) is the undque ~-projector of G containing D, so
RG(D ;'J)€J('(\~ =~, and the induct1onbcgins. If
t > 2. let H = ~(G). 'I°hen, by induction and 2.2.7,
XR/R G j<. (\ (Jl.) t- 3'jo where X :::RGCD ; '1'\). HowX f\ R is
a normal.:n.-subgroup of X and X/X f\ R :; XR/R € (L-il) t- 3~J'•
Thus X c (~Q)t-2r~ and since 1{ is subgroup-closed the
nroof is connletc.
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"I' . ("I'i)21'i":Ano trier- r-esu'l t on ....'-.,(, "'''- 0;;1 -groups i8 the
following which holds for any sa tura ted ll-forllHl tion.
Th<2.9l:.£r.1 ~.!.4..7.
Let § be a'l( -preformation function on the set
of pr-Lmes 1T (not necessarily catiafyillg 2.1.1) and 0:-
the saturated'j{ -formation defined by f. If' H is a
subgroup of G c 'l(n (t..1\.) 2~ VJllich contains an ~ -
f' .....
normalizer of G then every (,~-projector of' II has the
"'..f'or-m E f'\ II for some :.;'-projector E of' G. In :part1.·~ar
"""":"this, resu1 t ho.l.de when II is ~. -ascen.dabnormo.l in G.
Proof.
Suppose H contains the ':~-fJ.ormallzer D U...,.,..J. v. I..et
E be the unique 'a'-projectol" of G containing D and
R = '!(G). Then DR = E]1by 1.2 ..5(395) and in purticular
therefore E .:s. an, Thus. E is an '"§ -projector of HR and
the first statement of the theorem follows from 1.2.5(6).
The second e t.a temerrt is an immediate consequence of 1.2.8 ..
Corollary 2 ..4.§_.
If' H Ls an ascendabnormaf subgr-oup tlf GE:11" f\ (J't) 3
then every Carter subgroup of If has the ferm Ef\ H for,
some Carter subgroup E of G.
Remark.
Corollary 2.l •• 8 gcnsre..lizeo a raoul t of .Alperin
(Theorem 10, 1) since a nOwlormal maximal subgroup of
any group is; certainly an abnormal subgroup.
Our af,n now 10 to give sever c), d.ifferent c.Gzcriptic:1S
",~ ,...,..of the ",'-reducer of an ~ -normalizer. However' Y7C fir£lt
have the following elementary leoma.
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(i) then II
(1i) If' §(p) :: sJ(p) for each pe1f awl II.5. GGO:'
tl I r-e . Glen I' ~-r.nlDer8er '.
(i) rut.Since 0" is subgroup-closed the chain (G,H) r'r-om
H to G shows" by 2.3.2, that H '"?r.-.§£1: G.
(11) By 2...1.12, H is ~~-connectccJ. to G so the 1.U1iQ.ue
'C\-system of G muet ~-reduce into II. Thus II ~\-St'l:Derse!. G,
as clo.in:ed.
Remark.
Neither of the conclusions in 2.4.9 holds if the
subgroup cLoeur-e hypotheses, are removed. For Hawkes
(3.8, lJ) gives an example of' a saturated f'or-mat Lon ~
of fin! te soluble groups and an "2F-subgroup X of an "}-
r.!:Ogroup G such that X is not '~,j-t-oubnormal in G. Thus
~.4.9(i) is :raIse in general and example 2.1.13 gives
n cOW1t~rexample in the case of 2.4.9(i1).
Suppose D is the 'J'-normalizer of the 1<'-gr01i.p G
associated with the Sylow basis ~ of G, and let AlB
be a D-composition factor of'G. Then A.££!:. Gs0i::..
'reduces into A by 2.3.12 .• Since S reduces into D (2.13, 7)...., ,..
it follows, f'rom 1.2..l(iv),. that S reduces into DA.,..
Therefore,. by 1.2.3, D is con ta f.ned in) the '!r- =nor-mal dzer-
of DA associated with the Sylow basis
this"; -normalizer by D(A/B).
S ('\ DA. \;'e denote..~
TbSOI"em 2.L! ...lO.
Suppoae tt 1s the set of all IH'ir:1es end :fCp) = r.-f (p)
for all p , Let D be an 1l-r..ormalizer of the 'J{.-grOlJp G
and define the f'ollowing subgroups of G:-
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IN; as A B runs over all .;:,l-central
D-composit.ion factors of G >
; D ~ D* < G and D* is an ~-normalizer
of some subgroup of'G ;>
* * * r-r.'Y2 = < D . D < D < G and D € 01 >~ -
~l= "?;.-ser *Y3 = < D . D D < G .> •~ -
Then Yo = Y1 :; Y2. = Y3 = RG(D ; "?r\).
Proof.
I"'-i ...,..Since' ~1-normalizerF,jalways lie in :if (4.6, 7) it~
is clear from 2..4.9 that Yo_ ~ Yl ~ Y2 s Y}. If'D ,'.8'
- *;r -serial in a subgr-oup D of G then, by 2..2.5 and
2.3.10, D* ~RG(D ;~). Therefore Y3 ~RG(D ;'!'), and we
complete the proof by showing that RG(D ;,..~)~ Yo.
If AlB is an "'51 -cent_ral D-composi tLon factor of G
then AlB is an ?t -central chief' t'actor'of' DA, so, by
(4.6, 1), DCA/B) covers AlB. Therefore the subgroup Yo
contains D and covers every~ -central D-composition
f'actor of Gr so RG(D ; 1t) ~ Yo' by 2.2.16, as. required.
Corollary 2.4.11.
Suppose 11'i6 the set of all prin~es and f(p) = Sf(p)
~ N_Ifor all p. Let D be an ~-normalizer of tho ~-group G.
Then n!has an~-serializer in G if and only ,if D has
a strong ~ -serializer in G•.
l'roof ..
f"'f"It 10 clear that if n has a strong ~-serializer
in G then Ho(D ;,"*) is the tj"-serializer of D in G.
Suppose conversely that K is the ~-serialfzer of
D in G. Then K contains RG(D ;'0'), by 2.4.10, since the
latter is generated by subgroups of'G in which D is
"'§ -serial. However, D ~\_~ K so by tho fourth
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description in 2.4.10, K ~ RG(D ; 'O~). 'Therefore
D ~-~ K = RG(D ;l~) and, by 2.3.17, D has a strong
~-8eri&lizer in G.
Theorem 2...l~..12
Suppose 11" is the set of' all prime£; and §(p) :::sf(p)
for all p. Let ~E (:t, , '5') be the class of all :1{ -groups
in which the 7); -normalizers possess 'if. -scrializers.
Then '.'* (j( ,~) is a 'l\'-fcl·ma tion containing the class
1\.n (ffi)2'So •
Proof.
We show first that ,f;, ('J.'(" '=J) is G.-closed. Ino.eed
lot N be a normal subgroup and D an ~-norma11zer of
the ~(: (..~ f"'.~ ) gr-oup G...'" ......".,; -~ u :r., Then D ,.~~-~ RG(D ;7') so, by
'5\-§f£. RG/N(DH/H ; ~). Since DN/H2.3.11 and 2.2.7, DN/N
,..,,_is an ;J\-normalizer at: G/N it t:olloVls, from 2.3.17 and
2.4.11, that GIN e ~£('}'~,.~:)and hence that :~ (X ,"Ji)
is Q-closed.
Suppose that G c'X, and there exist normal subgroups
N}.. of G (A.€' A) such that G/N~. € ~ (l,,-,~) for each xc A
and QA H~ =- 1. Let D be an r-:J -normalizer of G and I
f':'J ,....
an ':$-cystem of HG{D ;~). J~et:£ be an :J'-cystem of G
~ ~ ~which :,; -reduces into RG(D ; 7t) to.t1 ; such an \)-<-eystem
exists by 2..1.11(1). Let ~€ A. Then DNi\,/Ni\.is. an ,...~-
normalizer of the ~!:(,H.., ~ )-group 0/1'\ eo that
I ,.. ( T / 'i'l: ) '( :~) ~DUi\,Ni\. ;';'''-~ RG/HA.m~~ Ni\. ;:" • Now \~Ni\,Iv ;l·-reduces
into RG/n(D!Ti\./NA. ;~) l)y 2.2.7 and 2.1.19, so, by
i\._ rl. ,~
2.1.11(11) and 2.3.10, "u{!:J') t;';-reduccs into DNi\._/Ni\.•
.7', ~ i\,
Thu8 by 2.1.21,:£..l ~'-reduces into DN~..Since }...i';3.S en
arbitrary member of A it follows, from 2.1.18 and 2.4.1
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7i C"v" ~tho.t T a' -reduces in to D. Therefore S
t'W -
r-e~\-reduccs into
D by 2.1.16. The above showa that every 7~-sye t.cra of
RG(D ;"?J.) ~ -reduces into DJ i.e. D ~ -!D?J)e't~GE'r Ra(D ;~).
From 2.3.17 and 2.4.11 we now deduce that Gc. 'a;~(l~,.~)
and hence tha t ~t f'\ R"i~~(:X,,..,;;.)= ~(X, ~).
Thu3 ~~Cl(, ~) is a 'j~-forL1ation as claimed. ThB.t
this class contains- 'j<. n (J\.)2~ follows immediately
from 2.4.L~ and 2.·4.11.
We now turn our attention to weak ~-serializers;
these generalize the weak subnormalizers introduc(;u by
Mann (21) for finite soluble groups.-
Suppose II ~ K ~ G e'l<. \7e say K is a \'Veale'tl~
scrializer of H in G if H. is an~-serial subgroup of
K but II is. not ""G-serial in any subgr-oup of G which
properly contains K.
Theorem 2.1{ .12.
Suppose 11" is the set of all primes and S(p) = sf{p)
for all p, Let D be all. ~ -normalizer and E an ';F-
projector of the "'j( f\ (l..n)3"'.f-group G. Then
(1) there exists at most one weak ~ -seria11zer of D
in 0 w1:1ichcontains: E,
(2) if D ~ E there 1s ex~ctly one weak ~-serializer' of
D in G which contains E,
(3) if F is a weak~-serializer of D in G then F contains
an ~-projcctor of G con tatni.ng D if and only if
1"'t4
Ii' ~ ..G and D normalizes some :I'-system of F.~.....
Pro a.!..
Let R = e_(G). Suppose D "5'\_~ P wher-e E ~ F. Then
F ~ HG(D ;~) by 2.2..5 and 2.3.10, sa by 2.2.7, l?R/H is
contained in RO/R(D:R/R ;r~\). Now FR/I~ contains the ~-
projector ER/R of GIR and HG/H (DR/R ;?}) is
pr-ojec tor of G/H by 2.,4.2. Tllerefore EH/R ::
RG/R(DR/R ;~) and hence P = E(F h R).
Let H :: RnR CD ; ~q. Now D :r-~ Ii' t'\ DR ::D(F (\ R)
FR/R =
by' 2.3.3( r), so by 2.3.10 and 2.2.5" D(F f"'\ R) .5. H.
Let T be the unique maximal E-invariant subgroup of H.
Since E is contained in F, F n R is E-invariant and
therefore contained in T. Thus F = E(Fn R) .5. ET.
Since D ~ F we have in particular D ~ ET.
Now T <j ET and ET/T e -i, so' DT/T ~ - ~ BT/T
by 2.1+.9(i). Thu3 DT ~-~ J<~T. By 2..3.21, D is '!"'_
serial in H, so by 2..3.,3(1), D ~-scr DT. We therefore
have D "i1-~ DT t~-s~ ET, so clearly D ~1_§..Q£ ET.
(1) Suppose that F is a weak ~t-8eria1izer of D in G
containing E. Then the above argument shows that F .5. ET
and, J) ~ -~Y.. ET. 'rhus by detini tion of weak 'r" -serializer
we must have F = ET ..Since T is "independentlt of'F it
follows that there is at most one weak ~-8erializer
of D in G containing E. (Of cour ae, in general we need
not have D ~ ET).
(~) If D.5,E then certainly D.5, ET and the above argument
fM9snowa that ET 18'tho und que weak ~·-f3·crializerof D in
G containing E.
(3) .Again let R = e(G) but noV! let E be an'tt-projector
of G containing D. Since D i~ ~-scrial in F, it follows
from 2.3 ..10 and 2.2.5 that F ~ RG(D ;~)., NOi'\' ER/H is
an ~-projector of G/R containing nH/R, so by 2.4.2p
E"11/R - R I (DP/R .11-".). - 'G R·~ ,.... Thus by 2.2.7, 1;1:£ ER.
,...
AOS1Jme 1'irstly thut F contains the ::,.....-projector
Be ot: G and Eg contains D. Since Eg is '3''' -abnormsl in G
by 1.2.7, we clearly have F ~:lI~.•G. NO'\'1Eg is
'_l' •
.J
",,,,,,,t#an ;:;t_
:projector of P and F e. :K. f'\ (..:n)";t since F So ER, so
by 1..Z.5(3),. I~g i8.~an ~-normalizer of F. Since D .::;_Eg
it ia now clear that D normalizes some ~-sY8tem of F.
Conversely suppose tha.t F ~~_G and D normalizes.;.
some ~-system of F .. 'Then F ),,1,...ER 00', by 1.2.8, F
';f"
contuins some 'jC -normalizer of ER. Since ER is a
'1<' n (mrs -group it i'ollows, from 1.2.5(3), that F
contains Dome conjugate EB of ECg € ER). Since F. also
belongs to"Jt n (U\.)"?F, Eg La a.Leo an ~-normalizer of
r-;'"F. But D normalizes some ~~-system of F, so it follows
that D ls contuined in Dome conjugate Egf of Eg (fe F).
ThuG Eef ls an 'O:t' -projector of G with n So Egf ~ Ii',
which completes the proof of both (3) and the result.
As. a special case of 2.4 ..13 we have the following
genc:r:aalization of two results of'Mann (Theorem 16,
Lemma 13,. 21).,.....
TI2£or~T!l2Jh1Ll..
Suppose.D ls a basis. normalizer and C a Co.rt~r
subgroup of G eUn 6-1\.)4. Then
(1) there is. a.t moat one weak serializer of D in G
containing C,
(2) if D ~ C there is exactly one weak serialir.er of
D in G which contains C,
(3) if F 10 a werue seria11zer of D in G then F contuins
a Carter subgroup of G containing D if· and only if
F >,;1 G and D normalizes some Sylo\7 basis of F.
In this case we also havo
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~h£9.~·em2.!hl2_.
Let D be a basis nonaa.lt zer-of G G: 'U." (cn)4
and C a Carter subgroup of G containing D. Let F
be the und que weak serializer of'D in G containing C
and N ~ G. 'l'henFN/u is the unique weak serializer of'
DN/N in Gilt containing CN/N.
Bemar~~s.
1 .. We have been unable to decide 'whether, with the
,.,..
hypot.heses in 2.L~.13, the weak '$' -ser'ializers of
~-normalizers are "homomorphism invariantll in
1(n ~11)3~-groups (in the same sense as 2.4.15).
2. It is possible for Et basis normalizer to hove a
weak serializeI' but no aer-La'l Lz er, For Carter
(pages 562~3, ~) gives an example of a finite soluble
group G of: nilpotent length 4 in which the system
norma1izers do not possess subnormalizers. It 1s clear
that they have weak subnorma1izers. Carter's example
also serves to show that, in general, 'j< '1"\ (J1.)3~
is not contnined in the clnss ~~rJ",~) considered
in 2.4..12.
Before proving 2.4.15 we require three Lemn.a s r-e
~ma 2.J-I-.16.
Let G be an arbitrary locally finite group and
H a aer-La L locally nilpotent subgroup of G. Then
II is contained in the Hirsch-Plotkin radical of G.
Proot:.,
Let L = HG, the norlllulclosure of II in G. If
X is any finite subset of L then there is a finite
subgroup F of G such that X .s. (H ('\li')F, the normal
closure of II'" F in F. Since H ser G and P is finite
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it folloYlS thz.t H (\F is Dubnormal in F.. Now n 10
locally nilpotent 00 IIn F is a subnormal nilpotent
subgroup of F. In par-ticular ther-eror-e H {\ P lie8 in
the Fitting subgroup Y of' I-'. Thus X ~ (H (\ F)F ~ Y
and hence L CJt. Therefore L is Cl normal m-subgroup
o~ G~ so II ~ L ~ C(G), as required.
Lemma 2 "L~.l7•
Let D be the normalizer NG(~) or the Sylow. basis
~ of the 'U. -group G. Suppose If <j c, DN/N ~ 1I/~; and
~N/N reduces into Ii/N. Then there is u subgroup HI of'
IIand a basis normalizer D2 of 11 such. that D ££!: III '
H :: IIIN~ D ~ D2 ~ HI ' and Q, reduces into both D2 and
III·
Froor.
Let Riu :::Q.(H/N) ; then DNiN ~ niH by 2.4.16.
Since nn/N reduces into U/N it f'ollows thnt .s.. reduces,. ......
into Hand henco into R since R. <j II. Thus· [n H is a
Sylow bae La of R. Set Dl ::: Nr/2n n), D2 = nH(~ t'\ H)
an~ III:::nH(~ (\R)..By the Frattini argument II::RHI•
How D
I
. is a basis normalizer of R and Rill is locally
nilpotent so· R :: D1N by (4 ..6, 1). Thus II :: IIIDIN = 1IIN
since Dl is clearly contained in HI·
Now D normalizes Sand D < R so D ~ DI• Hence,.. -
D ~ Dl by 2.4.9(1). Eut Dl = R n III ~ HI' sowe
further have D ££!: H~. Since R 1a a normal subgroup
ot H the basis normalizer DZ of li is certninly contained
in HI. ThuG D ~ D2.~ HI since D normal i zea 6fi 1\ U.
F1naIIy,~ reduces into both III and D2 by (2.l3(ii), 1)
so the proot is complete.
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Lemme. 2 ..4.18 ..
Suppose 0 c Un (1..\\)4 and D is a basis normalizer
of 0 contained in the Carter subgroup C of G. Let F ue
the 'unique weak scrializer ot: D in G containing C.
If II is'a normal subgroup of G contained in the Hirsch-
Plotkin radical of G then :PN/N is the u...m que weak
serializer of DN/n in G/U containing CN/N ..
Proof.
Le:t x/N be the unique weak serializer ot: DN/N
in GIN' containing CHIN, and. R = e. (G). By :hypothesis
N ~ n, Thus, by 2.3.13, DH/R ~ XR/R. Now G/R i3 a
Un (tll) 3_group and CR/R is the um.que Carter subgroup
of G/R contnin1ne DR/R, so, by 2.4..5~ XR/n < CR/R.
Since C ~ X VIe t.her-e ror-e have CJ~= XR.
BY'hypothesis D ~ C. In scction 3..1 we shall show
(Lemma 3..1.2) that there is a Sylow basis S of' G such-
tha t Q ~i C and D = No(li). Since' C ~ X it f'ollows, from
2..2.3 end 2.2. ..15, that S reduces into X.. Therefore, by-2.4.17, there is a. subgroup Hl of X and a basie normalizer
DZ ot X such that X :;- lIIN, D ~ D2 ~ III' D ~ HI ' and
~ reduces into both HI and D2.. NowX€ U t\ (J\.)2 since
X ~ CR, 60 D2. is a car-ter subgroup of' X and there exists
an clement x ~ X such the. t D2 = eX. Ifow J2. ~ o, eX so
by 2..2.15, x (!' C. Therefore C ::::Dz and we have D QQ!: HI
wi th C ~ HI.
Since F is the unique weak seria1izer of' D in
G containing C we. must have Hl < F and hence
X/N = H1U/N ~ Fl~/.N. But X/N is the weak serializer of'
D!1/H in G/N containing CN/H and, by 2.3 ..13" mr/N ~ FN/N.
ThUD x/n = FN/H, a8 required.
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Proof o:f Theorem 2.Lt ..15_.
Wc have D ~ C ~ 0 €Z U n (~rt.)4., D El bnsis norl1!u11zer
and C a Cal'ter subgroup of 0,. F ta the um cuo weak
serializeI' of D in 0 containing cr, and N 4 G. We have
to ohow that FN/H is tho (unique) weak serializcr of
DU/If in G/N containing en/N.
We argue by induction on the J'l-length of N,
ther-e being nothing to prove when this is zero. Suppose
then that leN) > O. Let x -+ x bo' the natural epimorphism
of 0 onto G = G/eeN). Since \!OO < e.CG), ]I is th.e weak
cerinlizer of D in IT containing IT by 2.4.18. Now
len) < l(N), so by ina.uction p.d;N is the. weak seria1izer
of DN/if in G/ii containing en/N. FI'om tls.c natural
Isomorphism between G/N and GIN we deduce that li'N/n
iD the weak serializer of Dn/n in GIN containing Cn/H,
and this completes the pr-oof';
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2.5.. The' Convergence Processes.
In this sec.tion we describe two Yff:Jys of "constructing"
the '?r-projectors or El'1<'-group G, i.e. we show how to
,...,..
obtain an j"-projector of G as the limiting term in a
If converging" series of subgr-oupa of G. The first method
1s somewhat unsatisfactory in that at each stage one'
has to "ccne tr-uc t" an ,!~-projector o·f some subgroup of G.
The second approach, which consists of successi ve}.y
taking ~-normalizers and~-reducers, overcomeo the
previous objection but is. more orten than not, too
IT.
cumbersome for the ac tua l, computation of OJ'' -projectors.
The processes we shall describe generalize similar
constructions for Carter subgroups of finite soluble
groups due to Carter (3), Fischer (unpublished), Mann (21),- -
and Roae (28) •.-
~he First Convergen£e Process.
~eorem 2.5.I.
Suppose f(p) = Sf(p) for all p € 11". Let D be an
arbitrary ~-eubgroup of the 1{-group Gt and define
subgroUps Ri ' Di of G inductively as follows:-
Ra = G~ Do = D and for i ~0, Ri+1 = RG(Di ;~),
and Di+l any ~-projector of Ri+l •
,."
Then this. process yields an :J'-projcctor of G ;
more precisely, if G e 'K r.. (al\.) t~. then Dt+l is an
~)"-projector of G.
Proof.
Since every 'l{-group has fini te ~-length it is
clearly sufficient to prove the final statement which
we do by induction on t.
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If t = 0 then G € '"5\ so by 2.2.6(ii) G ::::-HG(D ;":::;"'),
i.e.
M#
G = RI- Thus Dl is an ;,J' -projector of G by
construction, so the induction begins.
If t ~ 1 let R ::::-e(G). It is immediatet from 2.2.7
r-and the homomorphism Lnvar-Lance of' ~'4 -projectors, thc..t
the subgroups Di(C-!R) ::::-DiR/R and Ri (G/R) = RiR/R are
h it.h i It e terma n a convergence process for G R, the
first term in this series being the 0: -subgroup DR/R
of G/R •. NoYlG/R E: j( n (tll-...) t-lg\ 00 by induction DtR/R
is an r:F-projector of G/R- Since Dt ~~ by construction,
there 1s an ~ -proj.ector E of DtH containing Dt by 1.2 ..5( 6).
Moreover E is an ~-projector of' G· by Ga6ch~tz TJemma (1.2 ..5(7».
By 2.2.. 6(i), E ~ RG{Dt ;'"f) ::::-Rt+l • Thus E is an ~-
projector of Rt+l and hence is conjugate in Rt+l to Dt+1 •
,...,
In par..ticulnr therefore Dt+l is an tj4 -pr~ject.or of G,
as claimed. Notice that Dt+1 ::::-Di for all i ~ t+l, and
that when ~ ia the set of all primes then Dt+1 ::::-Rj for
all j ~ t+2 by 2.2.14(i).
The Second Convergence Procces.
~Let D be the ~-normalizer associated with the
Sylow basis ..§ of the 1{-group G~ Then D is contained
in the ~-nol"'malizer of HG(D ;1"5') associated \'lith the
Sylow Dasic ~~ RG(D ;~).
Prc(.)f.
By (2.l3(1i), 7) S reduces into D, 80 by 2.2.3- -
l?, reduces into every subgroup of G containing RG(D).
In pa.rticular, by 2.2.1, ..e reduces into J{G(D;~).
The result 1s now immediate from 1.2.3.
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- The second convergence process is defined in
the following way. Let S be a Sylow basis of the'1(-,..,
group G and let D be the ~-norma1izer of G associated
with 2. Put Do = DI =. D and Ro = G. Let D2 be the 'l--
normalizer of RI = RG(D ;~) associated with the
Sylow basis ~n RI. Then Do = Dl ~ D2 by 2.5.2. The
same argument shows that D2 ~ D3 ' the ~-normalizer
of R2 == RR(DZ ;7) associated with the Sylow basis1
(t! n R
l
) f\ R2 = 1=1 n R2- Continuing in this ....yay we obtain
two:sequences of subgroups of G
D :; Do = Dl ~ D2. ~ D3 < •••••••••••••••••• ~. (1)
G = Ro ~ Rl Z. R2 ~ R3 Z. •••••••••••••••••••• (2)
where for each 1 z.. 1, Ri :; R) (D.;~) and Di is the--hi -e, ~
-..L,
I'!i -normalizer of Ri-l assoc1.ated wi t.h the Sylow basis
li(\Ri-I ' i.e.
D
i
= (SIT 1"\ Ri-I) (\ 0 NR ««. n Ri 1) (\ Cp(Ri_l»p~ff i-I P -
= Sff (\ p~ HR. (Sp' f\ Cp(Ri_I»·
1-l.
We certainly have Di s Dl+1 s Di+2 and Ri+l s Ri
I"'r!
for each i ~ O. But by construction Di+2. is an at._
norma'ltze r of Ri+1, so in particular Dl+2 ~ Ri+1 • The
result is now clear.
We therefore have
D = Do = DI ~ D2 ~D3 ~ •••••••••• ~ R2 ~ RI ~ Ro = G (3)
and, as- in the proof' of 2.5.2,. ~ reduces into each
Di and Hi. Thus by 2.1.9,
,.~!1 strongly reduces into Di ' Ri for each i,~ 0 (4)
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Where we want to specify the group. G Ln the above
process we shall write Di = DiCG) and Ri = RiCG). It
is clear from the conjugacy of Sylow bases that the
s~ries obtained above is, in some sense, an invariant
of 0 ; for the correcponding series for the Sylow basis
gX of G is just the conjugate, by x, of t.he series (3).
As- an immediate consequence of 2.2.7 and the
"homomorphicm invariance" of ~-normalizers, we have
If If <J G then Di(G!N) = D1(G)N/N and Ri(G/N) -
Ri(G)H/N, for each i ~o.
Suppose: 1T is: the set of' all primes. Then the
sequenc e (3) above converges. More preciscly:-
(1) if 0 t 'll f\ (ut) 2t~ (t ?. 0) then
•••• = Dt+2 = Dt+l = Dt = Rt = Rt+l = Rt+2 = •.•••••.
(2) if G € '1( n (L.1l)2-t+l~(t z 0) then
••.•= Dt+3 = Dt+2 = Dt+l = Rt+l = Rt+2 = Rt+3 = •.••
prq.Qf.
Since every'1(-group has finite Lll-1ength it
Buffices to prove (1) and (2), which we do by a
simultaneotm induction on t.
Q.gg Ca). t ~ Q.
I""!'!(1) In thin case G E ~ DO that D = G and, by 2.2.1,
RI = G. Hence ••••• = R2 = RI = Ro = G = D = Do = D1 =
as required.
(2) Here G- £'1" n (rrt)?r- so that D is an ~-projector
of G by'l.2.5(3). Therefore, by 2.2.1L~Ci), RI = D end
hence •••••• = D3 ~ DZ = D1 = Do = D = RI = R2 = •••••
••••
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Case Cb). t > O.
(1) By 2.4.6, R1 = HG(D ;~)E:'-J<(\ (.:\t.)2(t-1)r6~•
Thus, by induction
••••• = Dt+I(RI) = Dt(RI) = Dt_1(RI) == Rt_I(RI) = Rt(RI) = •••
Now it is clear that, if'Yle begin the construction. f'or
RI with the Sylow basis-~~ Rl Of'RI then Di(RI) = Di+l(G)
and Ri(RI) = Ri+1(G) for each 1 ~ O. Therefore
•••• = Dt+2 = Dt+l = Dt = Ht = Rt+l = Rt+2 = •••••••
as required.
,_.", -_J 'V\. 2(t-1)+I"""(2) In this case RI = H.G(n ; ~..) e J'\..t'\ (~u;) :r-
and a similar argument to that in case (1)gives
•••• = Dt+3 = Dt+2 = Dt+l = Rt+l ~ Rt+2 = Rt+3 = ••••••••
which completes the induction argument.
Remark.
Vie shall show later that the results in 2.5.5 are
best possible in the sense that there exists aQS-Clo~cd
subclass 'It ofU, a. satura ted 'l<'-formation '?r satisfying
, ~Ithe hypotheses in 2 ..5.5, and groups G2t ' G2t+1 in '"
such that for each t ~1
G2t € 1~t'\ (m)2t~ but Dt-1 ~ Rt_I
h2t+l € '1( n (\.11.) 2t+l~ but Dt ;l Rt.,
!!£!p_me. 2-2-6•
Suppose :f(p) = Sf(p) for all p(!1r. Then for each
integer i ~ 1, Ri = RG(Di ;~).
Proer.
\'le again argue by induction on i-
If i = 1 then Rl. == RG(DI ;"~) by definition, 130 we may
assume that i > 1. and that, by induction, Ri-I = Ro(Di_1 ;~).
now Di-1 .5 Di e"':!" so by 2.2..6(1), RG(Di ;;.) s Ri_le
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>
rf
< y~ni_l ; (2.r, Ri_1)Y \~iDi >.R; = RR (Di ;~)... i-I
If xC:G and .§x'l!';~...Di then, from above, x€ Ri-I. Since
_ v -
ox!;ta 1 1 ~ d i R t ( R ) X~~ c.ear Y ;:''''-re ucea nto . i-I 0 ~ f\ i-I it,...
x trfollows, i'rom 2.1016,. that (,~ t\ Ri_I) ~~-reduces' into
DiD Thna,x€Ri and hence:RG(Di ;~) ~Ri" From 2.2.5
we nO'iT obtain the result •.
For the remainder of this section we shall assu.'Ile
that
{
"ia the set of all priroes
:f(p) = SSCl') for all p,
If' G €1<' Yle let E(Q) be: the limi t of the sequence
(3), i ..e.. if G cr'1t r\ Ca:t\)2t~ then E(il) = Rt = Dt ~ ••••
and if G € ':it n (aJl) 2..t+l~ then E(~) ::: Rt+l =- Dt+1 = .....
,...-subgroup Di belongs to ~ we have, fro~ 2.5~6,
}~(.§) == RG(E(B) ; ~) €'?r't •
Thus, by 2.2.1~(1i), we have
Since'c~ch
!heo~mn 2.5.1.
E(Q) is en: ""iF -projector of G..
Q.Q.~Q£..~ 2.5.8.
E(S) is the unt que ~-prOjector of G into which- t!!. ,..~ ~
S reduces and into which S'" :t-reduces. Moreover S
tw ~ ~v
strongly reduces into'E(~).
'=SoBy conotruction S reduces and S- - strongly reducea
in to. each Di and Ri. In particular therefore Ii reduces
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~ ~
and' S;.i st.l'cngly reduces into E(S). 11' x G'G and S
N --
'ir.-rcdu,ces into E(S)x then x € RG(E(S) ;~) = E(_S)"..". -
~o, that E(§_)x = E(_§). Thus E(g) is the unique ~-
~I'<i"projector of G into which S ~\-reduc~s. Finally,. by..~,
2.1.6(iii),. E(§) is the unique ~-projector of'G into
'which S reduces.-
I:CG 113 a 'l<. -group we d.efine the "!} -s_peed of G
to' be the least integer 1 = :L".(G) such that Ri = :~~(S).
~ , -
It ls i~mcdlate, from the conjugacy 01' Sylow bases,
that i~(G) is an invariant of G.
~
If r ls a non-negative integer we define r(i\. ,~ )
to be the class of all ,<. -groups with '*-speed at
most r-, i.e. r{'l<",1.~} = 1G £1<. ; i,_(G) ~ rl·
~
Theorem 2.,5~9.
r (j<. ,"tr-) is a 'l<.-formatlon for each non-nega ti ve
integer r.
Proof ..
, Suppose S is a Sylow basis and N a normal subgroup-"1or, a ~\.-group G. ~I.'hen,.by2.5 ..4,.
E(_§N/U) = E(B)N/N •••••••••••••••• (6)
,
Since the sequence (3) becomes stationary when it
r-eaches F,(S), 1t is clear that the '01<' -group G e r(J<. ,~t )-
,if Bnd only if n (G) = E(S).
r -
We show first that r("l<., ~) is G.-closed. Indeed
let N be a normal subgroup of tho r('l(' ,~:: )-group G.
Then R (G) = E(S) so, by 2.5.4 and (6), Rr(G/N) = E(~N/N).
r -
Thus by our previous remarks, OIN € r('H..,'75- ). This
chows that l'Cl( , ""a'!.) is G.-closed.
If" G C '"J<. t\ R (r ("~ ,~» then there exist normal
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subgroups Ili\. of G (l\,e1\) such that GINA. C r("H/;,;:t) f'or
each A. c 1\ and I\..QANi\.= 1. Thus by 2..5.1+ and (G), vie
have, Rr(G)Ni\.::; E(~)NA for each )~£A. Hence, by (3.6(i),2)
Rr(G) s "AQA (E(_§)N,) ::; E(l!). But E(,2) ~ Rr(G) by
construction, so we must have Rr(G) ::; E(~). Thus
G G reX. .':~:) and. hence '1( nR (r(t( ,"'~ » ::; rr.r~.,~~").
This, shows that r(j-(, "=5-) is a 1<'-f'ormation, as claimed"
Thus f'or each saturated 'l{ -formntion "'fJ saticfying
(s) we obtain a series of 'le{ -formations
0(1'.., ~) s 1el<' ,.~;) s 2('j{ ,r::r) ~ (7)
and it 1s immediate, f'rom IJelTIma 2.5 ..5, that for each t ~ 0
'J<. n (J\) 2t "'5.. .:s. t(1'{,~ )
'l( ,,(J\.) 2t+l'?_f ~ t+l ('1" t r:;. ) } (8)
Since every 'l{ -group has fin1 te \It.-length we also have
coo
'J{ ::; U n("{ r;:) (9)n=o .. , ~
(1) o(K, ~) ::;~ .
(2) 1(1<. , ~) contains the class ofJ<. -groups 1n which
the ~ -norrnnlizers and r-~-projectors coinc1de.
(3) j.< n (...l\. )2t\lt /,s) s t+l('l<., ~) for each t ~o.
Proof.
(1) G f o(l\.,~) <=> G = R ::; E(S) <=> G £"i • 'l:hereforeo -
oCl~ ,~) :: CS •
(2) If the ~ -normulizers Etnd ':'-projectoro of the':K-
group G coincide, then with the usual nota t10n, D = }~(Q).
Thuo HI (G) = HG(D ; '"'5) = D ::; E(2)' by 2.2.14(1). Hence
G € 1 ('l~ , ~ ) •
(3) Suppose G ~ 'ltf\ (1:n.)2t(j~,'S). Let F (lenote the
(.:n.)2_r£>.clical of G, i.e. p/a(G) = ~(c/c(G».
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'I'hen G/F € t (,1< , 'S) since this class is G.-closed by
2.5 ..9. Thus by 2.5.4 and (6), Ht(G)F/li1 :;: E(S)F/F.. ,../
Hence Rt(G) C j( (\ (Llt)2C;. Now Dt+l (G) is en A~_
normalizer of Rt(G) so by Theorem 2.4.2, Rt+l(G) -
Rnt(G) (Dt+l(G) ;'~) is an ~-projector of Rt(G). Since
E(fi) is all ~-projector of Rt(G) corrt.afried in Rt+l (G)
we must have Rt+1(G) = E(~). Thus G G t+l(1tpll), as
required.
Proof.
It is clear that we need only show' that t(j{,~)
is a pr-oper- subclass of t+l (':It , ~) if' 1t is a proper
subclass of1<'. Suppose that this 1s not the case. Then,
by 2.5.10, VIC have. 1,{." (.:n.)2t("lt, 7i) ~ t+l(j'(,7-) =
t(1','~). ~'hus 1<' f\ (t.1\) 2ttl,c., , ~~) = tn<-, ~) and an
easy induction argument shows that for each n ~ 0,
"'l'tn (Jt)nt("H.,'J) :: t(1<.,"'~'!.). Since every'1~-group
hac fin1 t.e ~-length it follows that '1,- So t(1<. ,""'f)
contl"'ad1cting the hypothesis that t(f-!~, '3) is' a proper
-
It'"aubc'l.ae a of S.... This contradiction completes the proof.
Fl"Or.l 2.5.10 and 2.5.11 VIe see thnt the a.~cending
sequence (7) commences- at ~ and becomes stationary
only when i t reaches'1~ •
COJ'.o1.1ery 2 ..5..12..
G E 1(~,'"!-) if and only if E(.§) is the strong
r,: ,~ -oeriulizcr of D in G.
froo:f.
Suppose firs tly that G E: 1 ('l\' ,~ ). Then
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RG(D ;'5'\) = RI = E(§). NowD ~-~ E(~) by (5) and
2.4.9(1), so in this case D ~-£Q! RG(D;~~). Thus,
by 2.3•.17,. E(§) is the strong ~seria.lizer of D in G.
If on the other hand E(S) is the s tr-ong~--
seria1izer of D in G then ],(~) = Ra(D ;~) by definition.
Thus RI = E(_§) and G€ l('l{,~), completing the proof.
Wenow give un example to show that the classes
t('X. , "Et) are in general not subgroup-closed. This
example also, shows that the sequence (7) can be strictly
ascending and that (1), (2) f.n 2.5.5 ar-e best post11ble.
ExamI1l_c 2.5.1.'2.
We-talce~.r\. = 6* the class of fini te soluble gr-oupe
"...,. 0;:,\ •and :t' = '1", the class of finite nilpotent groups.
Certainly these satisfy (5) and in this case the TL*-
reducers are exactly the reducers.
We shall show later (Theorem 3..2.20) that if G is
El. UA-group, that is a U-group with abelian Sylow
p-subgroups for each prime p, then the basie normalizero
ot: G nrc pronormal. Thus if D is 0. basis normalizer of
a l1
A
-groupG then, by 2.2.18, RG(D}= NG(D}. Inspection
now ahowe, using (Theorem 6, ~),. that, for U:-gronps,
our second convergence process reduces; to tha.t defined
defined by Carter (§4,. 2) ; 'll; being the class of finite
soluble A-groups.
In (,j) Carter constructs' a u..:-group Gj for each
j ~ 1, in tha following way. Let Pl'P2'P3' ••••• •• be a
sequence of distinct primes and. inductively define
G1 ::: Cp , C'k::: C ~ 01 1 (k > 1 )1 P.I-: c-
where C denote a cycLf,c group of order p, Carter cnows
p
•
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lit(Theorem 12, l) that, for each n ~ 1, G2n is a 'tlA-
group of nilpotent length 2n in \'7hichIi' 1 ~ E (r,c.n-
in our notation Rn_1 f E(~) ) find G2n+1 is a \l:-eroup
of nilpotent length 2n+l in which Dn ~ E (i.e. in our
notation Dn I E(§) ). In the latter case Rn-1 ~ E(§)
since Du is a basis normalizer of Rn-I. Thus, by (8),
we have
G2n+l c ('fl*)2n+lrv ( n(G:f, ...~) - n-l(<"5,~) ) }
'" 2n+2 1!c '-'.fl* J!c "'t'I.*) (10)
G2n+2 c (11. ) (\ ( n+l( e> ,. It. ) - n(G:> , J\. )
Hence equations (1), (2) in 2.5 ..5 are best possible.
Also the sequence (7) 1s strictly ascending in this
esse, i.e.
1\* -_O(f"'::!!... *,""(\*) (~* "'n.*) ~'J. "'f'\*)~ H. < 1 ~ , ,l" < 2( ~ J ,{,. < •••••••
For each t ~ 1, the 5* -formation t(S*, 'fC) 10
not subgroup-closed. For, by 2.5.10(2), l(e*, 1\.*)
contains all Se-groups, i.e. finite soluble groups in
which the basis normalizera and Carter subgroups coincide.
Now the Alperin - Thompson Theorem (page 747, is) states
that every finite soluble group can be embedded in an
~* ~~Se-group. Thus if t( \:,:",. '\.) were subgroup-closed for
'" * "'1'\*some t ~ 1, then we Ylould have to have C5 = t«'5 , ,~ ),
contradicting (10) above. Thug t(~*,~) 10 not
subgroup-closed for each t ~ 1.
suppo~e fi (i = 1,2.) is 0. '1(-prefOTmatioll function
on the set of all primes satisfying ii(p) = sf!(p) for
r-« '1./all p, and ~~i is: the saturated ..r\o-formution defined
by fi. We close this section ,:1th examples: to show
(a) 0:1 < ~ does not 1mpl;>rt('lt,~1) < t("l' ~ ) (t 0)- J2 _ ,-,w2 >
(b) ~ "''* does not imply t ('·V ".t ) t (j.{ , ';:1) (t 0)J\ < ~,.,. < >1 - ~ 2 ...", 2 -
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In fact (b) follows easily from our previous
"'t/. "'1". C.:!* ~ '\~11'-exan.p Le ; For if Vie take ,,\, = I:l'2 =:: ~ and "'"I = ,l,
then, as in 2.5.13, t(S~le, 'l'l) < t«(!5* ,r:::5) = (5* for
all t ~ o.
Our example !'or (a) is aomewha t more complex.
ExFtJ111?1}' 2.5 ..l!!_.
Wo in f'act consider the group G- which Hawke s: (19)- '
constructed as follows:-
Let Q !::. < a,b ; 1l.4 :::: 1, a2 ::::b2 = [a,b] > be a
qua tern ron group of order 8 and 3 a subgroup of the
llutOlncrphismgroup of Q isomorphic to the symmetric
group of degree 3. S is chosen so as to contain an
involution x who se.action on Q is defined by aX = b,
bX = a. Let H. - QS be the semidirect product of Q by s.
We wri te z = [a, liJ and Z ::::<z> ; Z is. the centre of
both Q and R. we let T denote the normal subgroup of
index 2. in s.
:trowset K = < (12)(35), (12345) >, a dihedral
group of order 10 considered as a subgroup of t~e
ttl terna t1ng gl"'OUP of degr-ee 5, and Le t H = < (12345) >
be. the normal subgroup of index 2 in K. Let a = R '\, K
the wreath product of R by K according to this
permutation representation. Let 01 : R ~ Ri denote an
isomorphism (1 = 1, •••• ,5) and let D = RI x ••••• x R5
be the base gr-oup or G. Using the suffix i to denote
images under 0 i Hawkes defined the following subgr01J:ps
of G :-
A = <z> · A Zl x x Z5 ., = ........... ,
13 Q1)(....... x Q.-
• C = n('fl x x TS) .- , •••••••• ,:>
D C<x> • c.' S x x S5 .::: , u = 1 ..........' ,- (A S)<k>'-. E <z> 'l< <x> )( <k> • F = x .== , ,1
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f(p) = {ll for p ~ 3
r(3) = G~ , the class of' finite 2-groups.
It is easy to see that the upper' nilpotent series
of'G is 1 < B < C < D < DR c G so that G has nilpotent
length 5 ana.belongs to) (n*)4~ but not to C{\*)3":f •
Hawkes showed in his paper that El is both an
,._.~-normalizer and basis normalizer of'G and that F is
an. '!..-pro,jector of G.
Let S2 = B«X1> x ••••••• x <X_5»<k>, 83 = Tl x ••• x T5,
S5 = H. Then;? = !S2.,S3,SSJ is a Sylow basis of G which
reduces into both El and F. Thus in our usual terminology
F = E(li). The p-complement system of'G associated with ~
is {Sz"S3"S5,1 where S2' = (T1 x ••••••• )(. TS)H,
83 'i = B( <Xl> x •••••• x <xs> )K, S5' = D<k>.
'We calcula tc the ~ -reducer of'El in 0-. Since .§
. ~
reduces into El we have RG(EI ;~) = c yE G; J}.Y ~ El >
by 2.1.6 •. Now the f(p)-residual El of El La El for p ;£ 3
and 1 if p = 3. Also Cp(G) = G f'or p ~ 3. Thus
~ ,.~
'QY ~~ El <=> s;," El € SYlp' (El) for each pl3
<=> s~, ~ El (since El is a 2-group)
<=> El:5.. (D<k» Y
<=> D<l'.:> = (D<k» y (since D <i G)
<=> y eNG (D<k» =. D<k>.
Thus Ra(El ; ~) = D<k>. Since D<lc> is not an ~ -project.or
of G «e therefore have G ~ 1(5:C, "~'\).
xte txcra calculate the reducer of }~l in G. Since
Ro-(EI) :5.. TIG(E1 ;'3') = D<k> by 2.2.1, we have Ra(El) =
RD<k>(E1}. liow Q reduces into D<k> so that
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RD<k>(El) - < yCD<k> ; (B (\ D<k»Y r-educes into El >.
But El is a 2.-group so it follows that RD<k>(El) =
< Y€'D<k> ; 8~ ~ El>· Hence 82 ~ HD<k>(El)·
Suppose ye D<k> and s~ reduces into I'~l" Now
D<li:> = 82.(Tl x x T5) so that y = UV wher-e
Uc 82. and v G(T1 x ."... x rr5). '1'hen s~ == s~ '4 El"
v -Therefore El. ~ S2. and , since x normalizes. 'r1 X •• • ... x TS'
[x, v] c 8~ C'\ (T1 x ••••• X T5) == 1. How t.he centralizer
of xi in Ti is the ident~ty, so it folloTIS that the
centralizer of x in (T1 x •••••• X TS) is also the identity.
Thus v = 1 and y == u C82" Hence Rn<k>(El) ~ 82 and f'r-om
our previous ineCluali ty we have RG(El) = HD<k>(El) :=
It fo110vlS, for example frOl::1 2..2.4 and 2..2.15,
that 82 is a Carter subgroup of G. Thus the 1rL*-
convergence process takes, one step, 1.e. G € 1(6*, I~).
Now it in clear that Tl* ~ ~, so we have an
example to, show (a) since G E: 1(G:;;:c,rr: - 1«5>;1 ,'01).
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2.6. D'-abnorrna1 depth and (R.,-~)-chain8.
Throughout this section we shall assume that
(2.6.1) f(p) = s:f(p} for each p £7T.
Suppose' H ~ G c 'X.. A fini te chain
H = H < HI < •••••••••• ~.~ < H = G from IT to G is
0- - -1"
said to be ~ -l)ulnnced if IIi is either;r -abnormal
or ~ -cerial in. Hi+l for each i = 0,. - ••••• ,r-l.
1. It seems posoible that in the moet general caE,CS:a
aubgr-oup II ot: a tj{ -group G may not be joined to G by an
r-r::t-balo.nced chain. However if there is such a chain we
let ~S(G:H} denote the minimal number- of ~-abnormnl
links in an '3\-balanced chain from 11 toG. a~(G:II} is
~called the ~.-abnormal dept.h of If In G.
Z .. If we talce'J'<.. =,6* and ("§. = \L lOr in the above defini tiona
we obtain the concepts "balanced", "abnormal depth"
introduced by Rose (29) for fini te solubl~ groups. The
. ~
first three theorems in this section generalize similar
results of Rose (29).-Theorem 2.6.2 ...
Suppose II is an ~ -cubgroup of' the "j\.. f\ (J1.) t~ -
group G. Then a~( G:H) ~ t.
Proof.
S1nce G e 'J-t n (W\) t~ there 1s a series
1 = Uo ~ U1 ~ Uz ~ ~ Ut ~ Ut+1 = G
of normal subgroups Ui of G such that U1/U1_1 € C(L
for 1 = 1, •••••• , t and G/Ut e~~• Set H1 = HU1 •
Then IT = H < III < •••••••• < lIt < lIt 1 = G. T..et
0- - - - +
1c 10, ••••• , t-1}. Then lIi+1/U1 = U1+l/U1- IIi/U1 and
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Hi/Ui € '0', so, by 1.2..5(6), there is an ~-projector
F/Ui of' H1+1/Ui containing lIi/Ui• NowFi/Ui is ~-
abnormal iu IIi+1/U1 by 1.2. 7, and JIl/n i is 'Ji -serial
1n Fi/Ui by 2.6.1 and 2.4.9(1). Thus Hi 'O'-~ Pi i>4~Hi+l
and we haye
H = Ha. ~-~ F0 ~o:H1 ~-ser Fl ~'J;H2········ Ht ~ G (1).
NOVIG/Ut €'O~ so, by 2.L~.9(i), Ht/Ut ~-~ a/Ut. Thus
Ht ~-~ G, and the chain (1) is ~-~alanced. Since
there ar e (at most) t t:S-abnormal links in this ch;;.in
we have :?'(G:H) ~ t,. as required.
!lleo:rem2.6.3.
If G e 'J{ f'\ ot",?;~ and II is any subgroup of G then
,.....aOl(G:H) < 1.
Proof.
Let A ::: G~, the '&-residual of G. Then A is abelian
by hypothesis. and it is clear that
a~(G:H)~ a~(G:M1)+ a~(AH:H) (2)
No\'1G/A e 7i so, by 2.4 ..9(i), p.Jt ~-~ G. Thus
~. n.U(G:AH) = O. Since A 10 an abelian normal subgroup of G,
A ~ H 1s n normal subgroup of AH. It follows that
;F(AH::rl) = ;!(AJI/A('\ H : li/A (\ H). Since ~ 1s subgroup-
closed and B/An II tl sn/«, we have H/A ('\ H Gret. Thus,
by Theorem 2.6.2, ~!-(JUI/At'\ II : II/A ('\ n) ~ 1. From (2.)
and our previous remarks we now deduce f~(G:H) ~ 1,
as. required.
In his paper, (29), Rose shows that for each......
integer n .?: 1 there is a finite aupcr-ao l.ubLc group G \":1 th
\\.*
a subgroup II such that El (G:H) :: a(G:H) = n. Such a
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group G is necessarily metanilpotent so Theorem 2.•6.3
cannot be extended to the case where G e r:K C\ (J\.)~.
1.£QQrem2 ..6..4 •.
Suppose 1T is the set of all primes and H is an
'J- -ascendabncrmal '"if-subgroup. of the 'j( (j (en.) t~_
group G (t ~ 2). Then ;S(G:H) ~ t-1.
Proof.
Since G € "'J(. f'\ (\.on) t~ th0re is a series
1 ~ Uo ~ U1 ~ •••••••••••••••• ~ Ut < Ut+1 = G
of normal subgroupa U1 of G such that Ui+1/U1 E: CfL
for i = 0, ...... e, t-1 and G/Ut €~ • Nov{HUt_2 is a
'1'\. ("\(,-'Tt) t-2.~ -group, so, by Theorem 2.6.2, we have
r?(JrUt_2 : H) ~ t-2.. Since ~(G:H) ~ a~(G:HUt_2) + t?(lIUt_Z:H)
it suffices, to prove that ~(G:frut_2) ~ 1.
By 1.2.8. If contains an ~ -normalizer of G, 80
HUt_2!Ut_2. contains some ?f-norma1izcr D/Ut_2. of' G/Ut_2•
Since II E: '"'5- , IIUt_2IUt_2. ~ RG/U (D/Ut_2.;~) = X/Ut_2t-2 2
by 2.2.6(i). Now.G/Ut_2. is El 'J\..t"'\ (Jl) 1'-group :;;0, by
2.4.2, X/U
t
_2 is an ~~-projector of G/Ut_2 • In particular
ther-et'or-e X/Ut_2 ><l~ G/Ut_2 by 1.2.7. Also HUt_2!l\_2
ia. 'd'-ser1nl in X/Ut_2. by 2.4.9(i). Thus HUt-2 ~-~ X ~'3'G·
~ .
and VIC have a~ (G:IIUt_2) ~ 1, 8S· required •.
HemRrk.
If' II is a subgroup of an ~-projector E of the
'1<-group G then, by 2..4.9(i) and 1.2.7, II ';-Qf£. E >4":1' Gu-
60 that ;S(G:H) 5. 1. In particular if D is an fj~-
~
normalizer of G then a-(G:n) ~ 1.
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Lemma 2..6.5.
Suppose tr is. the set of all primes and D is an
'ai-normaliz.er of the '1<.-group G. '['hen ~(G:D) = 0 if'
r.G. r.~and only if G E: ..... Thus a" (G:D) ::: 1 if and only if
G ~~.
Proof.
~Suppose a (G:D) :::o. The~l there is a series
D ::: D c Dl < < D = G with Di ~ -ccr Di 10-- - n --- +
for each 1 =- Op••• ' •• ,n-l. Clearly this implies t.hu.t
D. is ~-scrial in G. It now f'ollows, from 2.3.10, that
G ::: RG(D ;~). From 2•.l~.6, we now deduce that G belongs
to either "J4 or 1<. n (I.\\.)~. If G € 1<.. r'\ (~fl)~ then,
by 1.2..5(3:) and 2.2.14(i), G =- DC~ • Thus in either'
case we have er e'":f t ac r-equi.r-ed ,
If converscly G€ ~ then D :::G and clearly
a~(G:D) = o. We, have therefore snown that Elr~\G:D) ::: 0
if and only if G€'?i' • The last part of the I'csult nov,
follows from the remark l)rior to the sta tement of this
lemma.
Vie now wish to discuss (R,'"31)-chains, but before,
doing so we extend the hypothesis (2.6.1) that covers
this scction. For the remainder of this section 'We
sha'l.L asaume that, cxcep t where the contrary is explic1 tly
stated,
(2..6.6) 1T is the set of all primes and :f(p) = SS (p) for
all primes p.
Lemma. 2.6.7 ..
Suppooe' II 10 a subgroup ot: the 'X.-group G. Then
there is. 8: um que smallest ~ -serial subgroup of G
containing II.
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Proof.
~ . r~
Let cP be the collection of all ~ -serial
subgroups of G containin.g Ii ; ~ is non-empty since
. ~
G €~ • From 2.1.18 and 2.3.l0it follows that the
intersection B of all the members of ~ is aLeo 'O~-
serial in G.. Clearly B 1s the unique smallest '3' -
serial subgroup of G containing H.
If Ii is a subgroup of Et'l<.-group G we denote by
,...,
S~(Q:H) the unique smallest ~-serial subgr-oup of G
containing H.
Suppose H S G e 'J<" and N <l Cl' Then
s'"5(G/N:HN/N) = ;r(G :H)N/N.
Proof.
I~et S'7(G/N:IIN/N) = X/N .. Then RN/N ~ YJN '?t-~ G/N
so: that H ~ X ~-~ o.. Therefore s-r(G:H) S X by defin! tion
and hence' S~(G:H)N/N ~ X/N. But ;j\C:H)N/N ~-~ GIN
by 2..3.11, so we must have SJ'(G:H)N/N = X/N, as claimed.
Suppose II is a subgroup of the ~-ero\1.p G. We
defin('/ subgroups Si = S1(G:H:'Ot) and Ri = Ri(G:H:'aq
os: G containing II inductively as follows:-
S1 S'?r(G:H)
S~(Ri :H)
•,
(i > 1)-::: •,
In this way we obtain 0. chain
> 82 > R2. > •••••••••••••••- - -
of su.bgroups of G conta.ining H. It scema possible that
in the most general cases the series (3) may not reach
II aftel~ 0. finite number- of' steps. However, by 2.2 ..l~ and
2.2.9(1i) we do have
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~-8er RI. ~, ....SI ~-_Her G-- .:/" (4)
Thus when the chain (4) is finite and reaches H it
rr'is, an IJ' -balanced chain from l:I to G. We call (3) the
lR,~)-Ch?i!l of'H in G, and when it reaches' H af'ter
~
a fini te number- of steps we' denote by b \J'(G:H) the
number of '7}-abnormol links in it. It is clear t.ha t
a"~\G:H) ~ b:.1\G:H) when defined.
Our' (R, '?,~)-chains generalize Ma.!ln' a Q-chains (~)
and our first aim is: to show that at least in finite
'J<.-groups they have some meaning. i.e. if Ii is a
subgroup. of a finite 'J<-group then the (R,'~)-cha:ln
of H in G reaches; If. (s.fter a fin! te number of' s tepa) •
To do this ViO require two lemmas:-
Suppose' H is a subgroup of the finite 'J( -group
G and H < RG(H ;~) = G. Then II lies in an '::r-normal
maximal subgroup of G. Hence Sr:s(G:H) < G.
We argue by induction on the order of G. Since
n 1s 0.. proper subgroup of".G, G is non trivial. Let
N be a minimal normal subgroup of' G; then RG/N(HN/N ;';f) =
G/n by:2.2.7. It liniN is: a proper subgroup of G/N then
by induction lIN/N lies. in an S'-normal maximal subgroup
M/N of G/N. Thus II 1a: contained in the ~-normal
maxtma'l, subgr-oup 11of Gt as required. If" lIN = G then
1-1 Le a mU:l:imal subgroup of G and mus-t be ~-normal by
2..2.9(i). Thus in either case If lies in an ~-norI'Jal
maximal Bul1croup. II of G.. By definition S~(G:II) ~ M
so' the f'irJo.l s ta t.emcnt of the lemma is immediate.
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LemmA. 2 ..6.10.
Suppose the ':K -preforma tLori rune tion f sa tist'ies
2..6..1 but not necesse.rily 2..6.6. If H ~ G e·J{. end
X = HG(II ; "0-') then RX(H ; ~) ::; X.
Proof'.
Let S be a Sylow basis, of G which r-educ es into
"'-I
by 2.1.6(i1i),
:: < X € G ; JJx!t ~~ II >
r-l'!
< yE: X ; (~I'\ X)Y':i' ~~ H >.
both Hand X. Then,
RX(Il ; '0--) ::
"5i
Suppos.e x c G and JjX ~ -reduces into H. 'Then x E X
x"-:.,; ~ x'f
Binee S clearly ~-reduces into X to (S ~ X) ,we~ ~
have (Q. C'\ X) {-it ~~ II by 2.1.16. Thus X ~ RX(H ;7~)
and,
and
the reeul t follO'.vs.
Suppose now that H La a subgroup of' the f'ini te
'K-group G. Then, by 2..6.9 and 2.6.10, every containment
in the chain (3) ls strict (except possibly G ~ SI)
until II is reached. Thus: the (R, ~ )-chain of H in G
"5reaches ITand b (G:H) ia defined.
We have been unable to decide whe ther- Lemma 2.6.9
holda in general.
Our aim now is to improve Theorems 2.6.2, 2.6 ..3
~ , ~
and 2.6.4 by showing that b\J(G:II)may replace a~(G:H)
in each of the statements. Techniques; similar to those
used by Mann (23) can be employed to prove these~
extensions but we give: here alternative proofs whicr.
use our wor-k on '?f -reducers.
We shall require the following
J,emm9 2.[x1l•
Suppose H 1s an ~-ascendabnormal subgroup of the
'l<' -group G. Then s';j'( G:H) = G.
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Proof.
~ I'"f...Let S = S (O-:H). Since II is ;J~-ascendabnormal
in G there is<un ordinal 0 and a chain (Hp; P ~ 0)
of subgroups of G such that H = II t HA )4.....HA 1 foro ..., "'...,+
13 < 0, :H", = ~].. Hp for limit ordinals "A ~ 0, and
Ho = G. Weprove by transfinite induction that HI3 < S
for each P < o. This will show that G = Ha ~ S,
proving the result.
If 13 = 0 then Ho = H ~ S by definition ; th~refore
the induction begins.
Suppose p = '£+1 for some ,£ < 0 and H~ ~ S. 'l'l1en
H,£ ~ S (\ H'£+l • NOVf If.,( ')~'"fH"(+lso that S t'\ HoC+l'rlr;;r HJ:+1·
Also Sn H'£+l ':r-!3Jll: H'£+l by 2..3.3(1). A proper subgroup
of a 'J(-group cannot be both ,..~-abnormal and "S-seI'isl
60 we must have S t"'\ Hz-i =- If'£+l • 'l'hus Hp ::: UJ:+1~ S,
and the induction goes through in this case.
If f..... ~ er is a limit ordinal and HI3 ~ S for each
13 < "A. then cLear-Ly IIA_= ~A.. 1I13 ~ S. This completes the
induction argwnent and the proof.
As- an immediate consequence of 1.2.8 and 2.6.11
we have
Corollary 2.§.12.
If D is an ~ -normalizer of a 'j{-group G then
t:S'S (G :H) = G.
~'); 2 ..6!.,U·
Suppose Ii is an ~ -subgroup of the 1<'" (",n)~-
group G. Then ~(G:H) < 1.
Proof.
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HR ~-ser G. rrheref'ore 31 ::: 81 (G':lI:~) ::: S~(O:H) ~ HR.
Slnce H ~ SI the modular law gives SI ::: H(SI ("\ R). Now
rs: ,.,... (r->r.) ( f-)H € :-.6\ , so, by 2.3 ..21, H ~ -!i.0r RS H ; ~\ = RI G:H:·:J" •
~ . 1
ThuA. H ::: S (R1 :H) ::: S2.(G:H:'j\) .. Hence:
I'::{ r:r!.
H :: S2- ~. -!2..~:l:Rl )~~ SI :'" -§£!: G
~and b (O:U) 5. 1, aa l"'equired. .'
Theorem 2..6.14.
Suppose II is am :r-8Ubgroup of the ':1( (\ (ill) t~_
~
group G. Then b ....( G :11) 5. t ,
Proof.
We argue by induction on t. If t :::0 then G €.~
and, by 2.4 ..9(i), II ~-ser G. Thus SI (G:H:~) ::: Hand
~
b'"(G:H) ::: o.
If t > 0 let R ::::'2.(0). Then lIn/n is an ~-subgroup
~
of G/R so by induction b-J(G/R :lm/R) ~ t_l and hence
St(G/R:lm/R:r:;) ::: HR/R. Now it is clear, i'rom 2.2.7'
and 2.6.8, that Si (G/R:Jm/R: ,.~) ::: Si (G:H:"'O')R/R and
Ri(G/R:lm/H:~) ::: Ri(G:H:~)H/R for each i, i.e. the
(H,~)-chain of HR/H inG/R is the imago in G/R of the
(R,~)-chain of IT in G. Thus St ::: St(G:H:~) ~ 1m
~ "'''' .),...... 6and in particular St € .J\. ('\ (\.n..u'. Therefore, by 2•• 13,
,~
b'J(St:H) 5. 1. Now it is clear from the definitions
that SI (St:lI:~) = St ' RI (Ct:H:~) = Rt f S2.(St:H:~) =
"'§
St+l. Since b (St:H) ~ 1 we have II::: Sz(St:H:'!') = St+l
r.;
and hence b-(G:H) ~ t, as claimed.
Theorem 2.6!..15. .•
"';;
If' G C "J< nOt~ and H ~ G then b'" (G:H) ~ 1.
Proof.
~ r.:J..et A ::: G , the j' -residual of G; A is abelian
by hypothesis. Therefore II (\ A is a normal SUbgl'OUp of' .AB
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,_~
and, as in tho proof of 2..6.14, bi.l(AH/A" II : R/A n H) ::::
b'd1(AH:H). How.Ii/A (\ n is isomorphic to a subgr-oup of the
'<V-group G/A so, by 2.6.6, II/An H -('0. Thus, by 2.6.14,
~ ~b (AR/An Ii : II/A t'\ 11) ~ 1. Hence b (AH:H) .s.. 1.
Now G/A €~ so , by 2.4.9(i), AU ~-~ G.
r,;: '=5"4 ~\
Thel"efore S"; (G:H) ~ AH and hence S (O:II) = S (AH:H).
Thus the (n,"a1)-chain of' H in G coincides with the
,..:~
(n,~)-chain of II in AII so. that b't(G:lI) ~ 1 since
~
b"'(AH:H) ~ 1 ..
Hemark ..
"'" ~Since aw' (G:H) ~ b~(G:H) when the 1attel" is def:1.ned,
it follows, from the remark after the proof of 2.6.3,
that we cannot hope to extend 2.6.15 to the case where
G is a J{ t'\ (Jt)~ -group.
I,emma 2 ..6..16.
Suppose II is an ~ -ascendabnol'IDal ~ -subgroup of'
2 ~G e:.J{" (~) 0:. Then c (G:U) s 1.
Proof.
By 1 ..2.8, H contains an ~ -normalizer D of' G, and
since F e~ we have RG(R ;"~) ~ HO(D ;~) by 2.2 ..6. now
~ is subgroup-closed and Ho(D ;~) is an ~~projcctor
of G by 2.4 ..2.. Therefol'e RG(H ;~) €.~, and by 2.Lh9(i)
II '?s'-.§..ll RG(R ;,:r.). nOVI Sl(G:n:~) ::. G since If is ~-
ns,cendabnormal in 0 (2 ..6..11), so H1(O:H:':J') = HG(1I ;''51).
~
Therefore S2(G:H: "S\) :: SJ (RO{H ;~) : II) = H. Thus
b'?f'{G:H) ~ 1, as required ..
Theorem 2.6 ..1..1..
Suppose H is an ~-D.scendabnormal ~ -subgroup
t ~of the ":)<.,,, (u1.) tr-group 0, where t ~ 2. Then b (G:H) < e-r.
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Proof" ..
We argue by induction on t, the case t = 2-
being covered by 2..6..16. If t > 2 and R = €,(G) then
Im/R is an ~-ascendabnorm~l ~ -subgroup of G/n by
(4.5, 72-) so by induction b~(G/H.:HR/R) < t-2. In
I
particular therefore St-l (G/H :Im/R: ~) = lm/R. As j.n
the proof of 2.6.14 we now obtain St_l(G:E:~) ~ HR,
and in particular St_l(G:li:"a"') c "J<'('\(I.1\.)~. The
argument used to complete the proof of 2.6.J_4 nov
. ~
shows that St(G:H:~) :: H. Thus b"'(G:H) ~ t-l, as
claimed.
Theorem 2.6 ..18•.
Suppose D is. an ~ -normalizer of the "1<' -group G.
Then a';it(G:D) = b;r(G:D) if and only if D has Cl strong
~-serial1zer in G.
Proof ..
Ii' G € '3'~ then D =: G and ~(G:D) = b"i!\G:D) = 0,
so there is nothing to prove .. We may therefore suppose
that G ~ '(f. Then a':s{G:D)= 1 by 2..6..5.
By 2..6.12, Sl(G:D:'31) ::G so that R1(G:D:'1r) ::
RG(D ;~~) and S2(G:D:r~n = S'T(RG(D ;~,,) : D). Thus
~" ~ ~a\J (G:D) :: b-l (G:D) <=> b>l(G:D) ::1
<=> S2(G:D:~):: D
<=> D ~-se~ RO(D ;~)
- 7
<=> D has a strong ~-serializer
in G (2.3.17)
\','e close this section by considering bl'iefly n
generalization of another of Roce's concepts (30).--
If H ~ Gc'j{ we say H is. "5'-contr·anormsl in G
~
if S~(G:H) :: G.
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By 2.6.11, every rrO'-ascenc1abno:rmal cubgr-oup is
"ai-con t.r-anor-maL,
TIPTDn~L2..6.19.
If' H is an ~ -contranormal lo-subgroup of the
"'.1'<. i\ (ill~ -group G then II lies in. sO!:"C~-projcctor
of G.
Let R = Q(G). Then G/R ($ r:J" so, by 2.h.9(i),
HR '?r -~ G. Since H is ~-contranormal in G we
runst have G = HR. The result is: now Lmmedf.ate f·c-om
~a 2.6.20.
c ""~"Q' ~ ~ '-::Il\It G ......1'\, I' \._,then the w -con tranormal ;;-
Bubgroups of G are precisely the "1---projcctors of G.
Proof.
The ~-projectors of' G are certainly r-:;. -contranormal
~-subgroups. of G by 1 ..2.7 and 2.6.11. On the other hand
suppose H 1s an ~-contranormal ""-f.-subgroup of G. Let
r-:.;. ~A = G , the ~~-residual of G; by hypothesis A is abelian.
Now G/A C ~ so, by 2.4.9(i), HA ~-~ G. Since H is
~ -contranormal in G we mUG t therefore have G = HA.
Now H is contained in some ~~-projector E o:f G by 2.6.19,
so.' by the modular law E :::::H(B C'\ A). But E complements
A in G by 1.2.4 and 1.2.5(3). Therefol'C If = E, an~-
projector of 0,. and the proo:f is complete.
Hemark.
If G ilO)a finite soluble ~roup then a E;uogroup
H of G is 1\.*-ccntranormal in G i:f and only if n lies
in no proper nor'ma'l subgroup of 0, i ..e. if and only if
G ~~*the nor-rcal cLosur e II of H in G is G. 'l'hus :fOT ~,') -
groups the concept& If 'f~-contranormal" and uc!ontranormul"
(as defined in (;;.9) coincide.
In his paper, (~), Rose gives an exa~ple to show
that (\\.,*)2-groups may have nilpotent contranormal
subgroups. v:hich are not Carter SUbgl~OUpS.Vie cannot
therefore hope to improve 2.6.20 to ,the case where
G t s a 'J<' n CL-Tt.)~ -group.
Using Lemma 2.6 ..20 Vie can sharpen 2..6.,19 to give
Lemma' 2.6..21.
If H is an '?r -contranorrnal ~ -SUbgl'OUp of the
'1< n (Wt)O\~t -group G then II lies in some ~-projector
of G.
Proof.
Let n = ~(G) .. Then Iill/R is an 'j'!-contr'anormal
'2:'-subgroup of O/R by 2.6.8. Thus, by 2.6.20, HR/l1
io an ~-projector of G/R. By 1.2.5(6), II lies in
an'?t -projector E of' lIH, and since E ie an ~ w·projcctor
of G (l.2.5(7») we have the desired result.
The final result 1n this section sh!).rpcns 2.6.14.
Thecrem 2...6.,22.
If II is an ~ -subgroup of the '1<' '" (JL) t ar~~-
r.(
group G (t ~ 1) then b~(G:H) < t.
We argue by induction on t ,
l~ ~If t .. 1. then II is an -::J'I-contruncrmal :.:;-subgroup of
r-:;
the ':l{n (Cl1.)Ol';-group SI:: Sl(G:II:~~) :: S~(G:E)- Thu3,
by 2.6.21, H lies in an~ -projector E of' 81• Let n 'be
the Hirsch-Plotkin radical of Sl- 'I'hen, by 2..6.8, r:"'1l/R
is an r::i'-contranol>mn1 ~-SUbgI>OUP of Sl/H, so, by 2.6.20,
HR :0:: ER. HenccE = n(E (\ R) .. How the usual argument
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uning Lemma 2.1.17 shoVls that
RI = RI (G:H:";.r) = RsiH ;')'1) = E.
But H S'-.§..£1: E by 2.4.9(1), so we have S2(G:H:~) := H.
r:~
Thus b;';(G:U) ~ 1, and the induction begins.
If t > 1 and Y := e(G) then HY/Y is an ~-subgroup of'
the ':}( n (~n)t-l~_group G/Y, so by induction
b'f(G/Y:HY/Y) ~ t-l. Thus St(G/Y:HY/Y:';) := HY/Y. The
ar-gument at the end of the proof of 2.6.14 now showe
that St+l (G:H:~') = H. Thus b"!'(G:H) :!. t , which completes
the proof ..
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Chanter Three. Some GenerE~lj. ?:_9. tj_~n8 of Tho0rems d:2L~o
In this chapter we show that. many of' the r eaut, t.s
obtainccl by Alperin 0), Chambers (~) and Roue (?di) for
f'inite soluble groups can be extended to the appropriate
subclasses of1J ....
In this section v,re show that most of Alperin's
r-eaul, ts on G.~tStem normulizcrs,. Carter subgr-oups and
the relation between them in rinite soluble groupe
can be extended to the class U. Some'of these resul ts
have already been dealt with in previous sections. For
example, Len~a 1.3.5 generalizes Alperints crucial
"extE;udibili tylt theorem (TheoI'em B, 1), Corollary 2.4.5-
gencl'allzes (Theorem 5, ..!), and ('l'heorem 10, 1) fop
tt-groups is a special case of Corollary 2.4.8. Our
first result extends (Theorem 2, 1):-,..
TheoreM 3..1.1.-- ..-
Let Dl ' D2 be basis normalizers of a \i-group G
con ts.lned in the aame Carter subgroup E of G. Then
Dl and D2 are conj uga te by an element of' E.
We shall deduce Theorem 3.1.1 from
~~a :2.1.2.
r;et 11 be a subgroup of aU-group G containing a
basis normalizer D of G. SUI)poSe that for each pr-Ime p,
the Sylow p-subgroup of D centralizes SOIDCp-colilplement
of li. Then D is the normalizer of come Sylow basis of G
vrhich reduces in to H.
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Vie remark that the hypotheses of 3..1.2 hold
in particular if' If is locally nilpotent.
~oof of 3.1.2.
Suppose that D is the normalizer NGCW of thC'l
Sylow basis B of G, and let v be the set of' all primes
p such that Sp' does not reduce into H. Then 71' is
finite by 1.3..3.
•Suppose pe 71'. Let Dp , Dp' be tho Sylow p- snd
Sylow p'-subgroups of D respectively and let C == CH(Dp).
By hypothesis, C contains a p-complement of H and since
D , < C it follows that D , is contained in a p-p - p
complement Up' of II centralized by Dp. By Lemma 1.3.5,
there is a p-complemcnt T • of G normalized by D andp p
containing Up' .. Since Dpt ~ rrp' , D also nor-ma'l taes
T ,•. p
Lemma 1.3.1 now shows that lSp' ; p~1T} V {Tp" ; pG1T}
is the p-complement system associated with some Sylow
basis T of G. By 1.3.4, T reduces into li and clearly,AI r-f
D So NO (!) = DI • Now Dl == DX :for some x e G and ~ince
xn == 1 for some integer n > 0 we have
2 xn
D So Dl == DX S. DX < ••••••• S. D == D. Hence D = DI '
0.0 required.
Proof 0LTh~<?~V_.l. ]~.
Since E is locally nilpotent, Lemma 3.1.2 shows
that Di == NG(§i) (i == 1,2) where.3i is El Sylow bash.
of G reducing into E. By (6.5, ~), or equivalently
x x2.2 ..15, we have .§2 ==!!l for come xCE; hence D2 ==D1
end 3.1.1 in estnbli~hcd.
Corol]~~.l.~ (cf. (Theorem3,1)).
Let D be a basis normalizer of'El'll-group G
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corrta tncd in a Carter subgroup E of G. 'I'hen the Carter
.subgroups of G containing D are precisely the conjugate:;;
of E by elements o~ NG(D).
Proof.
Clearly every conjugate of E by an element of
NG(D) ia a Carter subgroup of G containing D. On the
*other hand, if E 1s a Carter subgroup of G containing
* x -1
D then E :.: E for Bornex € G. Consequently D, DX are
basis normalizers of G contained in E and so, by .~.1.1,.
-1
there is an element yeE such that nX Y = D. Hence
1 ~ -1-1
w = x- yE:NG(D) and I~ ::. EX :; EY'Y :; EVl ~ as claimed.
If ~ is: a subclass of 'U we shall denote by
~ ..the class of \,of\' -groups whos e Sylow p-subgroups are
abelian for each prime p. In particular we have the
class 11A previously mentioned. As a further corollary
to 3.1.1 we have the following generalization of a
resul t of Carter (§2, ~) which was reproved by Alperin
(Theorem 4, 2:,).
Corollery 3.·1.4.
If G 1s a '\lA-group. then each Carter subgroup of
r
G oon ta fna a unique basis norma.lizer of G.
Proof.
In U -groups the Carter subgroups are abelian
A
eo the r esu'l,t is immediate from 3.1.1.
Rernar-ks ,
1. In (19) Hawkes gives an example of' a saturated e,*--
formation~ and a ~inite soluble group G uith ~~-
nor-ma'l t zer-e Dl and DZ contained in the same~ -projector
E of' G but not conjugate in E.
'''\..,12. In the next section we shall show that if J'\" is a
-1.30-
c;).$-closedsubclass of''U and ~ is a sat1.~.r·ate'd~<.-
:formation (not necessarily satisfying 2.1.1) then an
extension of 3.1.1 holds for J<A-groups.
Theorem 3...1..5..
If S is a Sylow basis of a 'U-group G then there...
is a unique Carter subgroup of'G into which S reduces.,_,
Proof.
This theorem, which generalizes (TIlcorem 6, 1) is
,."
an immediate consequence of (6.5, ~).
We now turn our attention to the following
extension of (Theorem 7, 1).-
Theorem 3.1.6.
Let § be a Sylo'w;basis of' the iJ.. -group G with
,
normalizer D. Then Q reduces into NG(D).
Proof.
Let N = NG(D) and (Aa, Va ; o e .Q,.) a chief
series of G. Then (Aa n D , V0, ("\ D ; a: c..Q) is a
series of.D.·Now D covers the central chief factors
of G and avoids the eccentric ones (4.6,1); thus if
Ao ('\ D/v cr (\ D is non-trivial then Ac/V 0 is central in
G so that (!i,Ao n DJ ~ Va " D. Therefore D has a series
with factors central in N. Let T be any Sylow p'-cubgroup
of If. Then the Sylow p-subgroup Dp of D han a ccr-t es
wi th factors centralized by T, coris-equerrt.Ly [np, TJ :-; 1
by (4.11, 1).
It now follows, from Lemma 3.1.2, that D is
the normalizer of some Sylow basis;£. of G which reduces
into N. Since any two Sylow bases with normalizer Dare
clearly conjugate by an element of n it follows that
S reduces into N, which completes the proof.-
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The next result is analogous to 'l'heorems8,9
of (1)•.....
The~m..__)...!.;h .• 7 •
Let H be a subgroup of a 1.1-group G. Let
{ffl' •••••• 'rrnl be a partition of the set of all primes,
where n is a positive integer, and suppose that for
each 1 (1 ~ i ~ n) a SyloW' rri-subgroup of H nor-rea'LLzee
sone Sylow basis of G. Then II nor·malizes.some Sylow
basis.of G.
Proof.
Suppose that for each t (1 ~ i ~ n) the SJlow
7f
t
-subgroup IIi of II normalizes the Sylow basis Q(i)
of G. ';;e have to show that Ii normalizes some Sylow
basis of G.
We sho\'!f'irst that H is. locally nilpotent. To
see this let u/v be any chief factor of G. Then U/V
is a p-chief factor for some prime p which belongs
say to rTi• If u/v is eccentric then. every basis
normalizer of G avoids u/v (4..6, 1), and in particular
therefore IIi' and hence a160 H, avoids U/V. Thus the
intersection with a of any chief series of G is El.
central series of H,. and intersecting this series
further with an arbi tra:'y finite subgroup F of H provides
El. central series of F. Hence H is locally nilpotent.
It follov/s from Lemmas1..3.1 and 1.3.3 that
there 1s El. finite set 0 of primes with the property
that if p~a then s(f) = S(~) = T , say~ for all i,j
p p p
and 'rp' ~ II. Let q e o, Then the Sylow q-subgroup Hq
of IT is contained in some Hi and so normalizes so~e
Sylow: q' -su1)group of'G. Since It cen trnlizea theq
SylOYI q'-subgroup II , of H,. Lemma 1.3.5 shows thatq
Hq normalizes some SyIo,,!q'-oubgrol.lpTqf of G with
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Tq' ~ Hq' • Hence ITnormalizes To' • By 1.3.lt
!Tp'} is the p-comp1ement system associated with some
Sylow basis 1 of G and clearly H ~ NG(I). This
esta.blishes the result.
Corol1~ry 3.1..8. (cf. (Theorem 8, ))).
With the notation employed in the proof of
Theorem 3.1.7.,.su.ppose that Hi is the Sylow 7ri-sUbgl'OUp
of some basis normalizer of'G (1 ~ i ~ n). Then II is
a basis normalizer of G.
Proof ..
This result is'an immediate consequence of
Theorem 3.1.7 since, as we saw in the proof of 3.1.2,
a subgroup of a locally finito group cannot be conjugate
to a proper subgroup of itself.
If in TheOI'em 3.1.7 one of' the sets tr1 happens:
to be such that the Sylow 7r1-su~groups of'G are
locally nilpotent it suffices to assume that a Sylow
1T
i
-subgroup of If normalizes some Sylow ?ri-subgroup
of G. 11~is follows from
L~~~.
Let Ii be a rr-subgroup of ~ 'U-group G normaliz.ing
some Sylow 1f'-subgroup S of G, and suppose that the
Sylow rr-subgroups,of G arc locally nilpotent. Then
H normalizes soree Sylow basis of G.
Proof.
Since the Sylow 1ft-subgroups of G are conjugate
there exists a Sylow basis S of G ouch that 8 = 8 t •~ 1T
Let T be any SyloY! rr-subgr'oupof G containing H. Then
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xT = S f'or acme x € G and since G =-= S S f we mayrr ffW
auppone that xC: S t , so that S = S , = SX f. Iftt tt tt
U = SX then U iD a Strlow basis of G such that,._, ~ ;..., U'
H < U and H normaliz.es U , • Now If < Ut if q(~ 7T
-17' 17' -q '"
so; II normalizes Uq, if' q~ w. If q e 7T then U , = U U ,q a tr
where er = 7T-lqJ. Since U is locally nilpotent, Htr
normalizes U and since II normalizes U , by aeaump t.Loncr 1T
it normalizes, U , in this case also. Thus ITnormalizesq
the sy-lmV'basis U, as required.-
We end the discussion of Alperin's Theorem 8 by
showing that a full generalization 1s not possible.
£l7ar:n.1 e 2.1.1~.
The:re exists a. 'U.-groul' G 'vi th Et. locally nilpotent
subgroup H such that
(1) For each prime p the Sylow p-subgroup Hp of H
is the Sylow p-subgroup of some basis normalizer of'G,
but
(ii) IT is not a basis normalizer of G.
Proof..
To demonstrate the example let A denote the
.symmetric group on three symbols 1,2,3~ let 1T denote
the set of all primes other than 2,3 and let R be
any locally nilpotent 7r-group each of whose Sylow
p-subgroupa Rp is non-abelian. Let G == R '\,A, where
A is taken in its natural permutation representation ..
Then G 1s an extension of the periodic locally nilpotent
group R, the base group of G, by a fin! te soluble gr-oup;
Thus G € (J1.*) S"'1- and hence to "U.
Let Tp denote the Sylow p-rrubgroup of R if p € it
and put T3 = «123» and T2 = «12». Then T = {T I
. - P
1s a Sylow basis of G with normalizer D = C ~ T2
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where C =- CR'(A). The unique Cartel' subgroup of' G
con t.a trifng D is E =- B l( T2! where B = Cn('1'2). Now
if p € 1T then the Sylow p-subgroup r~ of E is thep
Sylow p-subgroup of Band consist3 of all elements
aif R whose components all come f'rom Rp and whose .first
two components are equal. The Sylow p-subgroup D of'Dp
consj_~ts of all such elements allot' whose components
ar-e equal. Since Rp is not abelian it follo.ws easily
that Dp is not normal in Ep.
For pe: tr let x be an element of E which does
p x p
not normalize D and let, II = < D P • P CZtr > ~ T2• Thenpp'
H satisfies (i). But H is not conjugate to D in E
since any eleI!lentof E must normalize all but. finitely
many of' the subgroups Dp. Hence , 'by Theorem 3.1.1, II
is not a basis normalizer of G.
There remain only two of Alperin's theorems which
we have not covered, viz. Theorems A and 1, and we deal
VIi th these now.
Theorem .2.1.11 (cf. (Theorem 1, }J.
Suppose the ll-group G has p-1ength one for all
primes p. Let D be a basia normalizer of G and H a
,
subgroup of G. If D is contained in H and normalizes
the Sylo\7 basis X of H then D io the normaliz.er of
BorneSylow basis S of G r;hich r-educes into II to T.- -
To prove 3.1.11 we r-e qufr-e the fol1o\"j'ing
generalization of Alperin's (Theorem A, 1).-
r,Cr.1mQ 3..1.12.
Suppose tr is· a set of primes end the 'U-group
G haa Tt-length one. If II is a 1T-subgroup of G which
normalizes the Sylow ~'-£ubgroup S of G and the
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rr'-subgroup K of G then there is a Sylow 1Tt-subgroup
T or G containing K and normalized by IT.
Proor.
Le t X = 0 t (G) and Y = 0 , (G). Then Y/X istr 7T 7T
the unique Sylow rr-subgroup of O/X since G has rr-
length ono , so. that HX/X :::.Y/X since H is a rr-group.
Now K is a tr' -s.ubgroup of G normalized by II 00
OI,K] :::.Y (\ K :::.X. Therefore thc 7r-subgroup HX/X
of G/X normalizes the Sylow rrt-subgroup six of G/X
and. centralizes the 1ft-subgroup. KX/X.Thus, by 1.3.5~
there is II Sylow 1ft-subg:ooup T/X of G/X normalized by
HX/X and containing KX/X. Since X is a rr'-gro'up it
follows that T in a. Sylow rrt-subgroup of G normalized
by II and containing K, which :proves the lemma.
Proof of Tpcorem 3.1•11.
Suppose D is the normalizer NG(~ of the Sylow
baa i.e. !i of G and 'D ~ NH(!). Let X be a Sylow basis of
G which ext.ends T and 1T the set of primes p such that
"'*
vpt;!. Sp t. Then rr ie fin1 te by 1.3.1,. and if p q TT then
T < V , = St.p' - p P
If pG 7T then the SyloVi p--aubgr-oup Dp of D normalizes
both n , and T , S01 by Lemma 3.1.12. there is' a Sylowp p
pt-subgroup Up' of G normalized by Dp with Tp' < Up' •
Now.I reduces into nH(!) by (2.13(ii),)) so.I also
reduces into D. Thus Dpl < T , < U , and D normalizes- p - p
By 1.3.1, {Sp' ;. p ~TTI u {Up' ; p e rrl 1s the
p-cor.:.rplemcnt sys tell associated 'w1th some Sylow basis
II of o, rJld!J reduces into II to ! by cona tr-uc t fon,
Since D clearly normalizen U the argmncnt used in the-
proof of 3.,1.2 shows that D ::: 1TG(_g), conp'l e t.Lng the proof'.
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Remark •.
An example or Shamash (4.3(1). 31) shows that
I'"'owJ
Theorem 3.1.11 rails to hold if the "p-length one"
condition is dropped.
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g. ~:.B.rouDs with Abelign_§"y':loVl Sul)gronns.
In this· section we consider the class '\..~ in
greater detail and show in particular that moot of
Chambers,. results on finite soluble A-groups can be
extended to the class ~ or appropriate subclasses
of it. f~·before if ~~ is n subclass of 1L we let
,....... .,...
~:"A denote the class ot: ~-groups with abelian Sylow
p-oubgroups f'or each prir:tt":p. It is clear that if
~ is a O.s-closed subclass of' '\J.. then so is ~\..
T...emmo. ,2- 2.1.
Every llA-eroup 1s soluble.
Proof.
If G c 'UA then G has a fini te nor-ma.l, series
with locally nilpotent factors. Since '\.lA 1s Q'3-closed
and every locally nilpotent ~-grOUl) is abelian~ each
of these factors. 1s abelian. Hence Gis. so·luble as
claimed.
1emma3.2.2.
Suppose the \i-group G has abelian Sylow p-
subgroups for some prime p. Then the p-length Ip(G)
of G 1s at most one. In particular 'l~-groups have
p-length at most one for all primes p.
Proof ..
Le t P be El Sylow p-csubgr-oup of G and n/l( a
p-chief factor 0·1' G. 'Ihen u/K ~ I>K/K and since P 1s
abelian by hypothesis, P centralizes H/K. Therefore
p s 0p'p(O) by (3.8. 1). Hence G/Op'p(G) is a. p'_
group and G has p-length at most one, as required.
Suppose p 1s a prime and H is a Sylow p-subgroupp
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of a aub gr oup H of an (al~b1t.rary) group G.. \Ye say If
is 12-noY'JnG.llyey;}Ocrl(leo. in G if H is a Sylow p-subgroupp
of sene normal subgroup of G. It La easy to eee that Ii
is' p-normally embedded in G if ~nd only if' Hp is a
8ylow p-cubgroup' of the nor naL closure of Hp in G.
We now use Theorem 2.2.15 to establish the follc';"Iing
,..;
lemma which will later yield the pr onor-ma'l f ty of 1"-
normalizers in 'J.~-groups_
Lemma ,3.2 •.3.-
Suppose V ~ G c 11. and V is p-normally embedded
in G for each prime p. Then V io pronormal in G.
Proof ..
Suppose ~ is a Sylow basis of G and B, ~ reduce
into V for some x G G. Thon S (\ V and SX('\ V ape Sylovl- ,.,.
bases of V so· there is an element y € V such that
8 t'\ V = sxy (\ V = Vp aay , for each prime p.p p
Let p be any prime. Since V 1s p-normally embedded
in G there is a normal aubg.r cup U of G such that Vp is
a Sylow p-subgroup of M. Now V is contained in bothp
S and SxY so it follov!O
P p
and hence that V = yXpY.p,
Since p was an arbitrary prime and V = < V ; all p >
: . p
we therefore have V =- yXY' end hence xy c:; N'G(V). Hence
x € HG(V). Fl'om 2.2.18 we deduce that V io pr onor-maL .
in 0., E'..S rc'quircd.,
~a 3A2.d±..
Suppose the U-group G has u'belian SylOVlp-jsubgr-oups
for some prime p~ and H is a subgroup of' G containing a.
p-compler18nt or G. Then II is p-normally embedded in G.
Proof ..
Suppose II corrta Lna the p-sccmpLement S of G.. 1~0\'!
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Q han p-length at most one by 3..2.2, so G :::0pfpp,(G).
Suppose firstly that ° f (0) ::: 1. 'l'hCln G has ap
unique S~rlowp-ssubgr-oup P which a s abelian 1)y hypothesis.
Sj.nce G =- PS it 1'0110\,18 that G = HP and hence that 11n P
is a normal subgroup of G. But P contains the uniqu.e
Sylow p-subgroup of' H so II '" P a Syl (H).p
Now suppose that the genaral case prevails and
let II be a Sylow p-jsubgr-oup of' H. Then HOt (G)/O t (G)
P p P P
le a Sylow p-subgr-oup of HOp' (G) lOp' (G) so by the case
just considered IIpOpt (G)/Op' (G) is a. nOi.'mal aubg roup
of G. Cleurly Hp Is a. Sjlow p-s\.lbgroup of the normal
subgroup IE° ,(G) of G, so IE is p-norms.lly embeddedpp
in G, as claimed.
Vie shall show later that in ';)~ -groups the ~-
normalizers complement the ~ -resid.ual. To do this we
require the following generalization of a result of
TatUlt (»), (VI.14.3, 2,9).
Let p be a priLl'le and suppose the SyloVl p-subgroup
l' of the U-group G is abelian. Then P (\ G' ('\ z( a) = 1.
Proof.
St::.ppose that t.her-e exis ts a. non- t.rivial element
x in P (\ G t n Z ( G). Then x = [}r1 ' zlJ ••• • • • [Yn" zn] for'
some Yl,zi ~ 0 (1 ~ i ! n). Let G1 = < yi,zi ; 1 ~ i ~n >.'
Th~n 01 1s a fin! te and if PI is a Sylo'l! p-subgroup of
01 containing P n Gl then PI n Gi ~ Z(G1) = 1, by tho
fini te case ot: the lemon. (VI.lh.3, ?£2). But this gives,
a contradiction since x clearly belongs to PIn 01 n Z(G1)·
The resu1 t now follovm.
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Corolla~y ~~2.6.
If G is a ~-group then at " zrc) =: 1.
Lemma 3..2.7.
Suppose thnt G is a (not necessarily finite) coluble
group and H is a subgroup of G which covers every chief
factor of G. Then H = G.
Proof'..
We argue by induction on the derived length of G.
If G is abelian then by talcing a chief series o'r G pae sLng
through Ii Vie see that H =- G otherwise H cannot cover
the chief factor3 of G above H.
If G 1s-,not abelian we set. H to be the last non-
trivial term in the derived series of G. Then nn/N
covers every chief' factor of GIN 80' by induction G = 1m.
Since 11 is abelian n t\ N ls a normal subgroup ot: G and
we may take a chief series of G pa.ssing through Uf'\ IT
and l!".If IIn 1l < N then II covers no chief factor in
this aer-Lea between H (\ Nand N, contrary to hypothesio.
Thus H ('\ N = N and G = H ae claimed.
Remark.
Lemma 3..2.7 fails to hold'if the solubility
condition is removed. Fo~ as remarked earlier, Hartley
.(l§) gives an example of a locally finite p-group P
vii th El proper subgroup Q which covers every chief' factor
of P.
For the r-emaf.nder of' this section 1{ denotes a
Q.S-closed subclass of U , f a 'l<' -preforma tion f'unction
on a set of primes ff (not necessarily satisfying 2.1.1),
and "2t, the sa tura ted tJ<'-t:orn:1l tron defined by f . If 0
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is a set of pr1F.LG8we shall denote by 1( the classA,0
of 'l{-groups with abelian Sylow p-csubg roupa for each prime
p € o, In par-t.Lcul.ar-if p is a prime then '1\." denotes
I"',P
the class of 'J{-groups with abelian Sylow p-subgroups.
LemInG., 3..2.!_§..
Suppose pe 1f and G C 'j(A • If S is a Sylow p '-,p
subgroup of G and Cp(G) is the f(p)-centralizer of G
then NG(S t'\ Cp(G» is p-normully embedded in G.
Proof.
Since S certainly nor~alizes S n C Ca) thiop
r-eaul.f ia an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.2.1+.
CorollH,ry 3..~.
Suppooe p ~ 7T and G G I""j(A • If D is an q;-llormalizcr
IP
of G then D is p-normally embedded in G.
Proof.
""-Suppose D is the ~'-l1ormalizcr of G associated with
the Sylow basis S of G. Then S n D :: S " No(S ,("\ C (G»,... p p p P
is a Sylow p-osubgr-oup of both D and NG(S ,r\ C (G) byP p
(2.l3(1), 7}. The result is now iL:.mcdiatefrow 3.2.8.-
We now establish the following generalization of
I,heorcm_, ,3.2.10.
Suppose D is an~4 -nol"malizer of the 1<.... -group G•
..... , 'FT
Then D ia p-norroally embedded in 0 for all primes p I1nd
hence is pronormal in G.
Proof.
If pe tr then D is p·-normally ombcdde d in G·by 3.2.9.
'If p q 1T then D ::: 1 since D is a ?T-group, 60 D is trivially
p
p-normally embedded in G in this case. Therefore D 1s
p-normally embedded in G for all p, and so, by 3.2 • .3,
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is pronormal in G.
gorollv.rU·2•ll•
The ~-norma1izers of' ~-groupa are pr-ono rma.l,
Corollary ,.2.12.
I1'D1 and Dr')are ':r -norn!:'1.1izers of' the "l<. -
Co. A,7T
group G contained in the same ~ -projector E 0:C G
then Dl and D2 are conjugate in E.
Proof.
xThere is an element x (! G such that Dl :::: D2•
xpronormal in G b~r 3.2.10, EO D2. and DZ are
Now
xconjug8.te in <D2,D2>. The result now f'ollows since
x
<D2..D2> .5. E.
Remark.
As we remarked earlier Corollary 3.2.12 is false
in general as Hawkes example (~) demonstrates.
!Jemma 3. ?).:.-2.
Suppose the 1t-group G has pronormal ~ -normalizcrs
and D :LS an ~ -normalizer of G contained in the subgroup
,.....H of G. Then D is contained in some ~-normalizer of H.
Proof.
Suppose D is the '(;'"-normalizer of G ae soc Lated with
v
the Sylow basis S and let S··~be a Sylow basis of G which- -
reduces into both II and D. Now .§ reduces into r lly
(2.13(1i),2) so x €RG(D). Since D is by hypothesis
pr-onor-ma.l in G we have x €1TG(D) by 2.2.18. Thuo D :: D
X
,...,.
io the ~'1-normalizcr of' G associated with. the Sy1o\Vbasic
SX and SX reduces into H•. 'rho result now follows from 1.2.3.... -
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£2.r011arz_.2 ..2•14 •
If D is all '~-norl!1alizer of a '1' -group GA,1T
contained in a subgroup II of' G then D is contained
~in some ;6"-normulizer of If..
Remnrl,:.
Shamash (4.3(2),. 31) gives an example ot: a finite,...
soluble group G with a subgroup H containing a basis
normalizer D of G such that D normalizes no Sylow basis
of H. In general therefore we cannot hope to imp!'ove
much upon 3..2.13.
We now discuos Ohamb er-e ! characterization of ~ -
normalizers (of finite soluble A-groups) by the covering/
avoiding property ..We shall prove that a similar
characterize.tion holds for the ~-normalizers of ~<. -A,1r
gr-oupa ;
l..ernma 3..2,.12.-
suppose. pG tr and G E.: 'l<.A • Let H be a p-9'l2.bgroup,p,..,_,of G which avoids every ;."-eccentric p-chief factor of' G.
Then H < NG(S ('\ C (G» for every p=corap Lement S of G.
- P
Proof.
Let S be a p-complcmcnt of G and set N = NG(S n Cp(G»;
S 1s clearly contained in N. Let P = 0 , (G). Then Gippp
1s a p'-group by 3.2..2. BO' G = PS and hence G = PN. Now
0p' (G) .!:. P" N ~ P and PlOp' (G) is abelian by hypo thcad e ,
SO, P (\ 1'1 is a normal subgroup of PH = G. Let C = P (\ N.
By (3.1~2) and the definition of Cp(G)~ II covers
the ~'-central and uvoidn the ~-eccentric p-chicf factors
of G_ Now N covers every chief factor of G between 0p,(G)
and C so these factors are "?r'-centro.l; also N avoids
every chief factor of G be-tween C and P so such factors
-lh4-
are '='.f-eccentric. By hypothesis therefore II avoids every
chief factor of G between C and p~ It follows that
H ~ C. For let x ~ xbe the natural epimorphism of
G onto G = G/a t ( G) .. rrhen H < P since Ii is a p=aubg r-oupp -
of G. Suppose H is not containcd in C and let xE.H - C.
Then :x (!p - C so there is a chief factor U/V of' G such
that C ~ V c IT ~ P and iE:u - V. NowH avoids U/V so
H avoids u'jV. Thus' H (\ U = H (\ V and we have a
contradiction since iC(IT nIT) - (H n ~). In view of
this contradiction we have H ~ C and hence Ii' ~ C~ Since
C .5. N the proof is complete.
Lemma .2.2 .16 •
Suppose H is a subgroup of' a ~A -group G and
,1T
H avoids every ~~-eccentric chief' factor of G. Then
H is contained in some ~-normalizer of G.
We show f'irst that II 1s a 'IT-group. If this 1s not
tho case then we can find an element x of order Cl in U
for aome prime Clq1T. Let (Aa,Va ; CJ e:Q.. ) be a chief
series of G. Then x lies in some layer Aa - Vo (a€f.l ).
Since xC (H n Aa) - (H n Vo)' H does not avoid Aa/Vo
which by our hypothesis must then be ~ -central. Thus
if 11/v is a p-factor th.en pe 1T. But now XVo i8 ao a
non-trivial element of order q in Aa/Vo so q = p€ 1T'F
a contradiction. Therefore H is a 1r-subgroup of G as
claimed above.
Let S be El Sylow basis of G which reduces into l{.~..
If p <! 1T then IIp = H n Sp is a p=aubgr-cup of 0 which
,...
avoids every ~-eccentric p-chief factor of 0, so,
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by 3.2.15, Hp s HG(Sp' f'. Cp(G)) .. Since Hpt = II " Sp' <
Sp' ~ N"G(Sp' ('\ Cp(G» it follows thut H normalizes
Sp' (\ Cp(O) .. But H is a 1T-grcu]_Jso:' If =- II n S1Tand hence
H < S (\ (\ NG(S , t'\ C (G») ~ the '"3\ -normalizer of G- TT PCTT P. P
associated with the Sylow basis S of G. This establishes,'*
the lemma.
IJ~rnrnfl 3.2 ...17 ..
Suppose D is, an ~-normalizer of a 1(. -group G.
A,1r
~ ';'it.Every chief factor of G below the ~-residual G~(1)
of G is ~-eccentric.
~(2) D complements G~ in G.
Proof.
(1) Suppose that the result 1s false and let E/K be an
~ ~
::I' -cen tral chief factor of G be l.ow G • Then II/K is an
~-central minimal normal subgroup of G/K contained in
(G/K)'!' = (fK./K, 80 in obtaining our contradiction we may
,.....
e,SS\l..'11C without loss of generality that H is- an ~-central
,,-:;
minimal normal subgroup of G contained in G~. Now
GP:J' ~ CG(II) since of is integrated and II if) '"5'-central,,.,.. ,
so It ~ Z(0:'). If II is Et p-group then p E 7r since II is
r."~
~-central, ",~d G~ h b Ii 0 1 b bv ~~ as a e an oy ow P-f)U groups y
'%,
hypothesis. Therefore lIn (Got) = 1 by 3.2.5.
Let L = ~~. Then the ~ -residual L/L' of O/L' is
abelian, 60, by 1.2.4, the ~-norma1izer6 of GILt
complement L/Lt in GIL'. 'rhus, by (4.6, 7), every c~lief-
f'actor of G/L' below L/Lt is ~-eccentric .. But
H f\ L' = 1 so>H is G-isomorphic to HL'IL'. Thus HI/ IL'
1s: an ~-ccntral chief factor of GIL' be l.ow LILt, which
gives the desired contradiction and establishes (1).
'1
(2) Suppose there 1s a non-trivial element x€' D(\ G •
-1l+6-
c:;
Then taking a chief series of G passing through GOI we
-:r~obtain a chief factor X/y of G below C" such that
x E: X - Y. Since x€' (n " X) (n n Y), the chief factor
x/y is "; -central (4 ..6,. 1) which contradicts (1). Therefor'c
~ / ~ I'~ ~D ('\ G"" = 1. Since G G toI €:;)\ ve also have G = DG~' by
(4.6, 2) and this establishes (2).
"'Ie can now pr-ove our generalization of (3.6, 5) •....,
Theorem ..3.2..18.
Suppose II ~ G e "l\,TT • 'I'hen II io an r:§ -normalizer
of G if and only if H covers every ~'-central cru er
factor of G nnd a¥oids every~-eccentric chief ~actor
of G..
Proof.
I""!"!~-norrnalizers certainly have the required property
by (4.6, 7) so we need only show that a subgroup H with-
tho given "coverlng/avoidinglf property is an '!--norma1izer
of G.
Suppose then that it covers every:r. -central chief
f"'I4factor of G and avoids every ~'-eccentric chief ~actor
of G.. NoVlG/cF' fZ 7i so ill particular G/G"~is. a ,,-group.
Thus, by hypo thes Ls , G/G~ has. abe'Lf.an Sylow p-su1)gl'oupS
fOl" each pr-Ime p, and it follO\ist as in the proof of
3.2.1, that G/o7 is soluble.· Now EGO"id''' covers every
chief factor of G/G'"!-since all. such fuctors are 1r-centrul.
~Therefore G = HG by 3.2.7. Now H is contained in some
~
~-normalizer D of G by 3.2.16, and D complements G in
~ ~~
G, by 3•.2..17.. Therefore D :; D (\ lIG :;;:;H(D n Q..J) ::: H, and
the proof is cOr.lplctc.
Baeis normallzcrs, and hence ~-normalizcrs, arc
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not usually characterized by their covering/Avoiding
property as an example ef Hawkes (18) demonstrates.,_,
If'D is·an "'5 -normalizer of a 'J<A-group then
RG(D) = HU(D) by 3.2.11 and 2.2.18. It might be- hoped
that D satisriee the stronger condition RG(D ;,=:r) =
NG(D) when ~ satisfies 2.1.1. However this is not
the case a8 the following example shows:-
}':xample3.2.12.
We take:K to be the class G* of fini to soluble
~~ ~*groups and ~ the saturated \;;J -formation or finite
supersoluble groups ..By (6.1, 4) g.: is defined by the....
~*-formation function;, where ~C(p) is the G;*-formation
of finite abelian groups of exponent dividing p-l, for
each prime p. Clearly f satisfies 2.1.1 and 2.6.6.
Let A be an alternating gro'U.pof degree h, and
let G = C7~ A, the wreath product of a cyclic group
C7 of order 7 by A, the wreath pr oduc t being ta.lcenviith
respect to the natural permutation representat:f.onof A
on 4. oymbols. IGI = ~.3.22. G is certainly a \l~- (i.e.
finite soluble A-) group and is the semidirect product
of an elementary abelian group N of order f vIith A.
The centre Z of G ls the "diagonal" of the base group
N of G and has or-der 7. Let V denote the Sylow 2- and
U a Sylcw 3-subgroup of A. Then 1 < Z < :rr < NV < NVU = G
is'a chief series of G. The superso1uble central chief
factors are just the cyclic chief factors (6~3,4) so-it followo, for example fran 3.2..18. that D = Z x U
ls a ouperso1uble normalizer of G. U is a supersoluble
projector of A so UNiN is a auper-ao Lubl,epr-ojector-of
G/n. Now UN is aupcr-so Iub.Le so by cascnu tz Lemma (1. 2.5(7»
UN is a supersolublc projector of G. Since U is a
characteristic subgroup of D it follows t.hat.D is not
normal in UN. However UU ~HG(D ;']1) by 2.2.6,.so D
is: not normal in RG(D ;'j\)y g:iv1ng the desired cxrur.plc.
We conclude this section with a brief discussion
of "lihcbasis normalizera of LAA-groups. We have the
.following special cases of our previous resultsp the
first of which generalizes a result of Rose (2.L~ .. 2.8)
J'"'J
!_heorem 2:_2.20.
The basis norrnalizers of UA-grOl.lPS are pr-onor-ma'l.,
Theorem '1 •.2..21.
I.f II ~ G € 'UA then H is a basis normalizer of' G
if' and only if Ii covers every central chief ff.l.ctorof
G and avoids every eccentric chief' factor of' G.
TJemma 3..2 ..22.
Suppose G C. 'J( and D io an '7t-normalizer of' G•
.t'lI.,1f
70.
Then. NG(D) = D x (G" n CG(D».
Proof ..
«Let N = NG(D) •. Now D complements G~ in G by 3.2.17,
I ....
so N = D(N t'\ G~). Since [D,N " G~J ~ D (\ G""= 1, it is
~ 7- . ~ .clear that N n G = G '" CG(D). But D " Got = 1 so we
~finally have N = D X (G:;''\C'\ CG CD) ) .. as claimed.
Corollary 3.2•2,.
Let D be a basis normalizer of 0. 1J...A-grouP G. Then
(1) D complements the derived group of G in G,
(2) lIGen) - D~, (G' n Co-(D»,
(3) nG(D) =: CG(D).
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Proof' ..
Since every locally nilpotent 'U'A-group is ahelian
it follo\':sthat the 2l1-residual of G is in fact the
(ler1ved group of G.. Therefore (1) is immediate from
3..2.17, and (2) follows from 3.2.22. The third statement
follows from the second since D, being a locally
nilPotent'llA-gr'ouP, is abelian.
TJemma 3..2.21-1-_
(1) Suppose D is a basis normalizer and N a normal
subgroup of the 'U,,-group G. Then N :.-;(N " G' )(N n D).
(2) If"N is a.n abelian normal subgroup of the 'U'A-
group G then. N = (N n G t) ,,~ (u n Z ( G) ) •
Proof'.
(1) Since N 1e a normal subgroup of G, O'r,G] ~ N f\ c ".,
Thus every chief factor of G ly1ng between N "G and
N is: central and so cover-ed by D (L~.6, 7). F'lU'therroore,...
niH ("\ Gt .:s Z(G/Ii t'\ o") so that (D f\ N)(IT n o") is a
normal subgroup of G. Therefore N == (D" N)(N" Gt);
for otherwise we can talce a chief series of G passing
through (D C'\ n) (N (\ G t) and IT, and D will cover no
chief factor in this series between (Dn N)(N n GI)
and n. r!'hisestablishes (1).
(2) If D is a basis normalizer of G then N == (N n Ot){D n N)
by (1) and D n ot = 1 by 3.2.23. Thus to prove (2) it
suffices to show that N n D = N n Z(G). Now Z(G)
normalizes every Sylovl basis of G so we certainly have
N n Z(G) i rr n D. It therefore remains to show that
N f'\ D ~ z(a).
IJet Dp' n denote the unique S:'rloVip-cubgroup of'
IJ
D,N respectively. Then N <l G since IT is un abelianp
normal subgroup of o. If D 1s the normalizer of the
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Sylow basis Q of G then Dip" Dp' sp ,J s Hp (\
so: N' f\ D centralizes S , .. But N (\ D < S
p P '0 P p- P
S t =- 1,p
and G 10
~ UA-eroup, so Sp is abelian and Np C'\ Dp cen.tr-e.La zos
Sp alsa. Since G = sp,Sp it follows that
contained in the centre or G. But N t\ DP P
Sylow p-csubgr oup of N t'\ D so we finally have If n D ~ Z( G)
N n D isp P
is the um que
which, as above, completes the:: prllof.
As we have alread.y seen (3.2.1) every UA-g~·oup
1s soluble. This.ract.gives us the following description
of the Hirsch-Plotlt:in radica.l ot: '\lA-groups.
Theorem 3.2.25
Suppose G 1s a 1..lA-grou.p of deri vecl length n, Then
"-(G) :: Z(G);" Z(G') ~ ••••••••• ;~ Z(G(n-l» where Gel)
denotes the ith term in the derived series of G.
Proof.
Vie argue by in.duction on the derived length n of G,
the reoul t being cle:lr when G is abelian. Yie may therefore
euppose that n > 1 and ~(G') = Z(G') Yo •••••• ,~ Z(G(n-l)r
by induction. How~(G) is a locally nilpotent aubgr-oup
ot the UA-group G so Le in fact abelian. 'rherefore
~(G) =! (Q(G) " Of) )~ «(!(G) (\ Z(G» by 3.2.24. But Z(G)
10 clearly contained in ~(G) and (!.(G) n G' :.::~(G').
Thus. e(G) =: Z(G) X 'teo') =: z(o) ". Z(G'),... •••• )~ z(o(n-l»
',_and the proof is complete.
We close this section with a characterizttion
of the nor:malizers of basis nor-ma'lLacr a of UA-erollPs.
Theorem 3< 2.:.~~.
Let D be a basis normalizer of a t~-group GA -' -
and let H = NG(D). Suppose H 15 a. aubgr-oup of G
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containing D~ Then H = N if and only if H covers every
D-central and avoids every D-eccentric D-CODpooitlon
factor of G.
Proof.
N is the reducer of D in G by 2.2.18 and 3.2.20,
so certainly N covers every D-central D-composition
factor of G by 2.2.17. Suppose f~B is aD-composition
factor of G covered by N. Then A = (N n A)B and hence
[A,n] ~ B since N centralizes D by 3.2.23. Theref'ore
AlB, and hence every D-composition factor of G covered
by N, is D-central. Since N certainly covers or avoids
every D-cOiTI.position:factor of'G it follows that If covers
every D-central and avoids every D-cccentric D-composi t ion
fa.ctor of G.
Suppo,se conversely that H covers every D-central
and avoids every D-eccentric D-composition factor of G.
Then N ~ H by 2~2.17. By 3.2.1L~,.D normalizes some
SyloVi basis ~ of H. Since ! red~ces into NH(X) we
certainly have Dp ~ Tp for each prime p. But Tp is
abelian since G is a 'llA-group, 00 Dp centraliz.es Tp
for each prime p.
!
Let (Aa t Vo ; 0 €Q) be a D-composi tion series
of G. Then (11.
0
n II t Vo; ('\ H ; a en. ) is a D-series of
H in which every non-trivial factor is D-central-
Intersecting this series futher wi th '~pwe obtain a
series of Tp in which every non-trivial factor is
centralized by Dp' so by (h.ll, J) Dpf centralizes Tp.
lienee D = DpDp' centralizes Tp for each prime p. Since
II 1s generated by the subgroups T it follows thatp
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II ~ Ca (D)., In particular therefore H ~ n and this,
together with our previous inequality, completes th.e
proof.
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3..3. '\.l.-~roups wjth r.rono!:_1TI&1basis norrnalizers.
In this our ~inal section we extend Rose'~ results
(~) on finite soluble groups with pronormal system
normalizers. In many cases our ree.ults ca.n be proved
using Hose's: techniques but we have tried wher-e possible
to' gtve different proofs using our wor-k in chapter two ,
Using the language of section 2.3 we have the
following restatement of 2.2.18:-
Theorem 3..,.1.
Suppose H ~ G C!\'l. Then the following three
conditions are eq_uivalent:-
(1) H is pronormal in 0,
(2) RG(H) = NG(H),
(3) NG(II) is the strong serializer of H in G.
Suppose ~ is a C.S-closed subc Lasa of 'U.. and ~
1s a onturn ted ":X -forma tion not necessarily satisfying
2.1.1. Let gO(~,~) denote the class of all ~-groups
wi th pronormal "'51 -normalizers. If 'j'l ~1<. ",tXt. then, by
1.2.5(3) and (5.7,2), 'J<. f\ (\.,1\.)'t)1 ~ ~(1<.,.~~).
!&~~a 3·24·
~ (,3<' ,~) is a ":S'~-forma ti~n.
Proof ..
It io clear that Sj ('H. ,'7i-) is a-closed, so we need
on).;y show tha t ":K t\ ~ ~ ('3{ ,~) :; :0 ('J-'t ,~ ) •
Suppose G (:i'l<. n ~ S5 (3<', ';). Then. there exrs t
normal subgroups NA, of G (Are A) such that G/N~E: j?) rl{'/~;)
f'or each A. e A and A.(~\l..:NA:: 1. Le t D be an ~"-normalizer
of G end A.-EA. Then· DNA/N~is an "'f -normalizer of G/NA
eo, by 2.2..,8 and 3.3.1, RG(D)NA/NA.:::NG/N(DI\/Ili\.).
A
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Therefore DNA. ~. RNA..where R = RG(D), and hence [p,n] ~ DNA,-
Since A,. was an arb1 tral'Ymember of A v:ehave, using 2.4.1,
[D,RJ .5. ,._Q.A (Dl{,) = D. 'rhls shows that D 1s a normal
subgroup of:H and it follows that R = NG(D). Therefore
G €,' <.10 ('J<.., ~) by 3.3.1, and the proof is complete.
Remark.
In general the '1< -fol'mat1ons l?J (1< ;:J') are ne i tner
saturated nor subgroup-closed. For Rose (3.5 and 5.6, ?~)
shows that the class ~(G;*,~) has neither of these
properties; ~«(5*, 1t) iA of cour-se the class of fint te
soluble groups with pronormal system normalizers.
For the r-emaf.nden at: this section 1,'le shall consider
the class JO = ~('U.,~1) which naturally extends ~(G)*, 11..*);
~ 1s the class of""ll-groups vd th pronormal basis normalizel's.
From 3.3.2 and 3.2.20 we have the following generalization
of (2.1+ and 3.L!·, ~).
Corollary 3.3..3.
g_; is:a.'U.-formation containing the clace \.1..A•
!&!lliTIa 2r3.4.
Suppose· D is.a basis normalizer of the \i-group G.
Then D is pr-onor-ma'l, in G if and only if NG(D) is- the
aeriulizer of D in G.
This result is an immediate consequence of 3.3.1
and 2.4.11.
From this lemma we ~educe the following generalization
of (6.1, ::>..8):-,...._
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Theorem 3..:2 .. 1).
If D is a basis normalizer of the 'U..-group G then
G € f) if and only if' HG(D) is the serializer of D in G.
Corollary 3..3.6.
Let D be a basis normalizer of the l1n (~1)3_group
G and C the unique Car ter-subgr-oup of G containing D.
'ehen G € tj if and only if D od C.
Proof ..
This result is immediate from 2.1h5 and 3.3.5.
Remar-k,
Corollary 3.3.6 extends fl similar result (6.5, 28),_
of ROBe. He also shows that the condition that G is a
"U. n (,-1\) 3_group is necessary in that there exd st.s a
finite soluble group G of nilpotent length 4 with basis
normalizer 1) and Carter subgroup C such that D <l C but
G (\ $j(6*, 11.*).
From 3.2.13 we have the following extension of
(4.1, ~):-
I/emm~ 3.3!.1.
Suppose D is a basis normalizer of the dJ'"-groupG
contained in a su'bgroup H of G. Then D is contained in
Booe basis normalizer of H.
We also obtain an extension of (4.2~ 28):-,.....,
!!c,mma .2.}.~.
If' G is a d·~-grou.p then each Corter nubgr oup of
G contains a und que basis norn:alizer of C.
Proof.
Let C be a. Carter suberoup of G and suppose D, nX
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are basis normalizers of G contained in C (xCG). Since
C is locs.lly nilpotent we have C ~ RG(D) (\ RG(DX) =
HG(D) " RG(D)X by 2.2.6. Hoy:. C is abnormal in G by 1.2.7,
so xCRO(D). From 3.3.1 we now obtain D = DX, which
co~pletes the proor.
Lemma :2 .. ,'2.9.
Let D be the normalizer of the Gylow basis S of'...
the U-group G. Then RGeD) =- < Co(D ,) ; all primp,: p »,up p
Proof'•
~ reduces into D by (2~13, 7) sa D = D n 8p ~- P
CS(D. ,) for each prime p. Thu$ D , ~ CS(D t·) 1s a
p p p p p
locally nilpotent subgroup of G containing D and so,
by 2.4~IO, lies in RG(D). Hence < Cn(D ,) ; all p > <
u p -
P
RG (D). We complete the proof by shorting tha t if AlB
is.. a D-centra.l D-coopositicn factor of G then D(A/E)
is contained in < Co(D ,) ; all p > ; the result is
&.Jp p
then, j.m:nediate f'r-orn 2.4.10.
Indeed let AlB be aD-central D-composition factor
of G end set II = D(A/B) = l~(.§ (\ DA,) .. §, reduces into the
locally nilpotent subgroup H which contains D so
Hp = H:(\ Sp centralizes 111" and hence also Dp'. Thus
II < C~(Dp') and hence II < < CS(D ,) ; all p > asP- ;:j - PP P
required.
We use Lemma 3.3.9 to) prove the following extension
of (5.2, ~):-
Theol'em 3.3.IQ.
Suppose t.heU-group G has a normal Sylow p-subel"c'ttp
P ouch that Gip ~2, for some prime p , Let Dp , Dp'
denote the unique Sylon p- and Sylo'w p'-subgr'oups of
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the basis nor-ma Ld z er- D of G respectively. Then G (~
if and·only if Dp 4 Cp(Dp').
Proof'.
Suppose f'irntly that G € f1 .. Then Cp(Dp') ~ HG(D)
by 3.3.1 and 3.3.9.· NowD i.8 a characteristic subgroupp
of D conte.ined in Cp(Dpl) so it follows that Dp <l Cp(Dpt).
Conversely suppose D ~ Cp(D ,). Let D be thep p
normalizer of the Sylow basis S of G. Then S reduces.... -
intoDby (2~13(ii), 7),. soD =Dn S , D t =D,... S ,.
- p p p P
If R = RG(D) then ~ alR~ reduces into R by 2.2.3. Let
R , = R (\ St. Hov: DP/p is a basis normalizer of' the
p p
2-group Gip 80J,. by 2.2.8 and 3.3.1, DP/p <l RP/P. Therefora
[op' ,Rp'] s SpY n DP = Spl n Dp'P = Dp' (Sp' t'\ r) = Dpl"
'l'huoDpt 4 R , • If Cl I- p then D is a characteristicp q
subgroup of D , and Co(D I) < R , by 3.3.9, so that,P uq q - p
es(n ,) normalizes D and hence D. Thus CS(D ,) s HG(D)
q q q q q
for each prime q 1= p. But S == P and D 4 Cp(D ,) byp P P
hypothesis. ~lerefore ep(Dp') S NG(D) and hence, by
3.3.9, RG(D) ~ NG(D). Thus RG(D) = NG(D) and G c;~ ,
by 3..3.1, D$ required ..
Coroll~ry 3.3.11.
Suppose thell-group G has a normal abelicn Sylow
p-subgroup P such that G/p Cf) , for some prime p ..
Then GIP C £j .
11' G <:;U and Pl'P2' ••·••••• ,Pr are distinct primes,
we say G has a Sylow tower of comnlf~xion T)1.Ll22..l-·_!_···,J2r
if G has a normal series 1 ~ G < 01 < •••••• < G = Go - - - r
ouch that G1/01_1 G Sylp (G/Gi_1) for each 1 = l,••• ,r.i
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Now U", (t.I1..)2 5. ~ by"1.2.5 (3) and 1.2.7. ~J.1hU8
by repeated application of 3.3.11 ~e obtain
Corollary 3.3.12.
Suppose the "ll-group G has El. Sylow tower of
complexion PI ~P2'.·· ••• 'Pr wnere r 2: 3 and abelian
Sylow Pi-subgroups. for 1 < 1.:£ r-2. Then G eS2J •
llemark.
Corollaries 3.3.11 ill1d 3.3.12 generalize similar
results (5 ..3 and 5 ..l.1-, g~) in Rose's: paper. He: aLao
gives n~ example (5.6, ~) to;show that in gener~l
r-2 cannot be replaced by r-3 in 3.3.12.
Our final result is a generalization of (5.5, 28)•..__
To:prove it we require the following
JJerr:mf'. "1.. 3.+.2..
Suppose the tt-group G has a normal Sylow p-
aubgr-oup P such that G/p € £:J, for some prime p , Suppo3e
further that for each locally nilpotent ascendabnorm&l
subgroup H of G there 10: a basis normalizer D of G such
that D <J H. Then G C£:) •
Proof.
!
Let D be a basis normalizer of G. Then D = D n P <p -
::t
Cp(Dp') :: Po. NoViD = Dpl X Po is a locally nilpotent
subgroup of DP contair.::ing D so, by 2..2 ..6, is contained
in IT = RDP(D). By 2..3.23, D is a Ccrtdr subgroup of DP
ao , by 1.2 ..7, TI >4 DP. 11,..1.60 DP/P is a basis normalizer
of G/p so, by 1.2.9,. is subabnormal in G/P. Therefore
DP. and hence IT. 10 subabnormal in o. Since D is locally
nilpotent there 1s, by hypothesis,. Cl basis normal.Lz.er
-1 -1
DX of G such thnt DX cl D. Thuc P~ 5.. (iJ)J: 5. HG(D) s HG(Dpt).
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x-I
Now r <l ~i t.her-eror-e Po 5.Pn NG(Dp')::: Cp(Dp') ::: PO·
Hence P~ ::: Po since a subgr-oup of a locally finite
group cannot be conjugate to' a proper subgroup of it::;elf'.
Thus Po 5. NG(D) 5. NG(Dp). Since Dp 5. Po we therefore
have Dp <i Po" which by 3.3.10 is enough to prove the
lemma.
Theore.m 3..3.14.
Suppose the U-group G haa p-length at mos t one
for each prime p. Then G'eB if and only if f'OI' each
locally nilpotent ascendabnormal subgroup H of G there
is a basis normalizer D of G such that D <l II.
Proof.
Suppose firstly that n is e. locally nilpotent
ascendabnormal subgroup of the $3 -group G. Then Ii
contains eo~e basis normalizer D of G bY' 1.2.9, a.nd
since G e: S2J , HG(D) = NG(D). But II 5.. liG(D) by 2.2.6,
so' D <l IIwhd ch gives the neceas t ty of our condition.
Suppose conversely that for each locally nilpotent
ascendabnormal subgroup H of G there is a basis nor-ma'l f zer'
D of G such that D <l H. Let N be 0. normal subgroup of G
and H/lT a locally nilpotent ascenc.abnormal su.bgroup of
G/N. Then II is aac endabnor-meL in G and if X is a Carter
subgro\1.p ot: II then XN/N :: H/H and X>~ II. Thus X is a
locally nilpotent asccndabnormal subgroup of 0, so by
hypother:sio there is a. basis normalizer D of G such tllat
D <l X. Therefore DN/H is,a basis normalizer of GiN such
that D:N/N <l XN/J:r :: II/N. Since G/N certainly has p-lenr;th
at most one f'or each prime p,. tho hypo thee es on G carry
CJver to GIN' and hence to every :factor group of G. We are
now in a position to prove the result by induction on
the JR-lensth of G.
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If leG) ~ 2 there is nothing to prove since the
class U 1'\ (t..n) 2 is contained in ~. Therefore we ma.y
ae aume without loss of' generality that leG) > 2. Let
R =- (!(G). Then, as shown above, G/R satisfies the
same hyotheses as G SO~ by- induction G/R Ccfi • Let
f.~.4
p be any prime. 'rhenTI < 0, (G) so,G/O ,. (G)(!tP- p p p p
since this class is Cl-closed. Now G has p-length at
most one so G/op' (G) has a nor-maI Sylow p-subgroup,
name'Iy 0 , (a)/o ,(G). Since G/O ,(G) satisfies thep p p p
same hypotheses us G and G/O , (G) e S2:J we havep p
a/a ,(G) e:ES by 3.3.13. But ~ is a u'-formationp
(3.3 ..3) and Q 0p,(G) ::-1, so VIC finally have Ge"Jj ,
which completes the proof.
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